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Commissioners' notice.
Annual meeting or t!>e Ellsworth
Building Association.
Dr A L Douglass—Notice.
E F Robinson—Jeweler.
G A Parcher—A potherary.
M J Drum mey—Groceries.
O R Burnham —Boots and shoes.
J A Hale—Stationery.

SON,

WKKK.

Chase St Sanborn—Tea and coffee.

STATE STREET, ELLSWORTH, ME.
W. H. Davis, of Bar Harbor,

ETt
L

HAS BEEN WELL SAID
Not only by the prophets of old, but by modern philosophers, that there is a time and a place for everything.
at this seasotuof- the year it seems to be a special time
for the giving of thanks. It is recorded in the book of
books that it is more blessed to give than to receive; so
at THIS TIME we wish to direct the public to THE
PLACE where for the giving of a few dollars you can
receive the most value, quality considered, in a Car-
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Sleigh, Pung, Fur Coat, Robes, Blankets,
Harnesses, Whips, Mats, &c.
riage.
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Sheriff James T. Cushman
has moved to his farm on the Surry road.

<4
'4

Dr. George A. Phillips will soon move
his office from the Giles building to the
Manning block.
The graded schools started last Monday
with a larger attendance than during the

preceding term.
The Unity club will give

1 HAVE them

one of their
circle suppers at the Unitarian vestry this

from 85 DP.

(Wednesday) evening.
Chaplain D. H. Triboa, U. S. N., and
his daughter, Miss Frances H. Tribou,
|
are in the city for a short visit.
ThcF special train through Ellsworth
Sunday carried Hon. Frank Jones for a

Heavy Fleeced Underwear.
-All sizes; from SO cents up.-

“COMFORT”

Mittens and

few hours’ visit at his Tunk Pond

Gloves.

Word

HATS mul CAPS in all the latent styles.

WATER STREET.

5

nity
again

resolve

to
to

never

ill-fitting

wear

shoes ; never again to buy
a shoe that does not give
you its cost in wear;

again

risk

to

never

buying of

a

dealer of whose shoes and
of whose principles you
know nothing. Resolve to THE NEW YEAR
pin your faith to Walsh IS BRIGHT
with a reasonable certainty
—who has been tried and

tested; whose

shoes you

need not doubt.

E. J. WALSH,
--ELLSWORTH.
Did you

ever

Well, it cuts like cheese, but it

isn’t cheese; it’s

a

CHOICE CANDY
I
that you can’t get along withonc.
I have a mixture tor
have other grades,
lO cents

a

pound,

and I have one
twice the money-

20 cents

a

twice

as

good

(or

pound.

Bangor Taffy,

Each year I sell better
jewelry at lower prices. With the
coining of 18*7 several little things are
improved. Make a call on me to see
what they are.

E.

before.

F.

ROBINSON.

ALMANACS
-AND—

DIARIES
FOR 1897

20

c.

Salted Peanuts, 20

e.

per lb.
per lb.

FOR

SALE

AT

F. A. COOMBS’,

FRUIT and NUTS.
Assortment fine.

Main Street,

Prices low.

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

E. G.
Main

St.,

of better

hear ot

ALAKUMA?
NOI

Ellsworth.

UNDERTAKING
EMBALMING

»

In any part
CJTrXirpci Delivered
of Hancock

County.

New Hearse In connection with the business.

A. W. CUSHMAN & SON,
No. 1 Fkakklin

ELLSWORTH,

Street,
MAINE.

FOR SALE BY 0. R. BURNHAM,

My Mamma gives me
BROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF,
For Coughs, Colds, Collo, Cholera
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, Sore
Throat, Dlnhtherla, eto.
I THINK IT IS REAL NICE TO TAKE.
Prepared by

Kobway ME'»ciie e

Co., Norway, Me.

Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
_______

Boots, Shoes, Rubbers and Felts,

WALSH’S

Overshoes of all kind..
Ageut for the W. L. Douglas Shoes.

MAYOR GERRY WRONG.
Law Court Says He Had

no

COUNTY’S NEW YEAR.

Power to

Remove Officers.
The following decision from the full
bench of the supreme court of Maine

nicipal officers. Following is the decision
STATE

VS.

:

DANIEL J. pONOVAN.

Rescript by Foster, J.
The removal of an officer for cause is
held to be a judicial act, and the mayor
and aldermen must act together, and such
officer is entitled to notice and hearing.

Last of the Court-House Bonds De-

stroyed.
Hancock county began the New Year
with a little bonfire, which consumed
the last of the $30,000 in bonds issued in
1885 to build the new court-house.
The
bonds burned last Friday by the county
commissioners represented $5,600. This
is the very last of the county bonds, but
there (remains a
small indebtedness,
something like $2,0Qp, on a temporary
loan.
When the handsome new court-house,
of which the connty is so prond, was
built, there arose a cry from the “povertyhowlers” that the bonds would never be
paid. But now, within eleven years, the
last of those bonds have been paid, without any undue burden on the tax-payers.
The new county officers who entered
upon their duties with The New Yea*1,
did so without formality.
The oath of
office was taken, the keys and docu-

was

The bridal

of white

muslin,

couple

bride’s

with

ribbon

After the ceremony, refreshments were served. Many friends join in
congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Jordan.
They will reside for the present with Mrs.
Fred II. McFarland, sister of the groom,
cu Pine street.

KI LS \Y O KTII

Miss Florence
field last week.

Moore

FA EES.
was

in

of characters will be

MOUTH OK THE K1VEK.

stood

The

Cherry-

Miss Mamie Witham returned from
Boston Saturday evening.
M. A. Roberts, of Bangor, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Isaiah Harrimau recently.

Mrs. Oscar Reinick is ill, threatened
with pneumonia.
William

Spurling,

of

Cranberry Isles,

is

visiting relatives here.
Ninian Tate lias moved from the shore
into Mrs. Charles Harriman’s house
on the main road.
road

Augustus Jones had a very narrow
cape from drowning while skating
Murch’s cove Christmas.

iHibcrtiscnunts.

on

THE FIRST SIGN
OF A COLD
Should remind you that the best
time to commence taking something
is at the beginning. It should also
remind you that the best remedy to
head off a spell of sneering, coughing and general unpleasantness is

will remain there for the winter.
Victor.
Jan. 4.
Lectures on Cooking.
The lectures or lessons on cooking to
be given in Ellsworth by Mrs. Mary J.
Lincoln, of Boston, will begin next week.
The lectures will be given from 2 to 4 in
the afternoon, at Manning hall.
The
dates and subjects of the course of six
are as

follows:

Harry Breed.II. E. Walker
Flora Strong.Mrs. J. A. Peters, jr.
Mrs. Breed. Miss M. A. Greely
There will also be vocal and instrumental music.

es-

Eugene Ray is very ill in the Staten Island (N. Y.) hospital.
Edwin Conary and family, of Brewer,
spent Christmas with Mrs. Conary’s
mother, Mrs. Warren Remick.
Schorme** “Samuel Lewis”. Capt. Mosely, with freight, sailed in the river Saturday, Jan. 2, as far as Jordan’s wharf.
The freight will be discharged, and she

lectures

as

Mr. Breed.E. E. Parker
Tom Burnham.Harry Tracy

follows:

Wednesday, Jan. 13—Salads.
Thursday, Jan. 14—Soups and Entrees.
Friday, Jan. 15—Bread or Vegetables.
Tuesday, Jan. 19—Pastry.
Wednesday, Jan. 20—Left-overs.
Thursday, Jan. 21—The Chafing Dish.

p aiuhi; irs

COUGH SYRUP
OF

White Pine and Tar.
1', stimulates the depressed nerves,
allays fever and starts the vital ma(hineryto running with its accustomed smoothness.
A

bottle costing 25 cents will often

prevent

a

several-dollar cold.

The mistaken impression has gone
was in Belfast last week,
abroad that these lectures are private.
GEO. A. PARCHER,
purchased a fine-looking horse.
The lectures are for all who pay the cost,
DRUGGIST.
Charles Whitney and wife, of Boston,
Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M., worked
f3 for the course of six lectures, or 75
are
here, guests of his brother, J. O. cents each for
the third degree on four candidates last
s;ngle lectures. Tickets
Whitney.
will be on sale at F. A. Coombs.
CHURCH NOTES.
rtiursday evening. A banquet followed,
Mrs. Edward Segers, who has been danl'liis lodge will elect officers this (ThursThe patronesses of this course of lecMETHODIST.
ill
with typhoid pneumonia, tux
day) evening. A large attendance is de- gerously
The general topic for the Epworth
is somewhat improved.
lired.
A.
The water-pipe which was laid across W. Cushman, Mrs. G. A. Phillips, Mrs. J. league p-ayer meeting for January is
The annual meeting of the Nicolin club
“The Gospel in Isaiah.” The subject for
the
river at the pumping station last fall, F. Manning, Mrs. Henry E. Davis and
will be held at the club-house next Tuesnext Tueslay evening is “The Sure Word
is being completed and connected this Miss Isabel Hall.
iay evening at 7.30 o’clock. Besides the
of Promise,” Rev. I. H. W. Wharff, leader.
election of officers, the club will act upon week.
Kllswortli L. and B. Association.
Master Clarence Moore gave a birthproposed amendments to the by-laws
The annual meeting of the Ellsworth
iow pending.
day party to seventeen of his young loan and
building association will be
The
The high school lyceum has reorganized friends last Wednesday evening.
held at the rooms of the First national
Cooking lectures, at Manning hall, from
folks
a
time.
report very pleasant
'or the winter, and elected the following young
2 to 4 p. m. on the afternoons of Jan. 13,
bank on Monday evening, Jan. 18.
)fficers: Frank H. Lowell, president; Miss
A new series of shares has been opened,
14, 15,19, 20 and 21. Tickets for course,
CHURCH NOTES.
iirsL
iunauu,
and is now on sale. This series promises $3; single tickets, 75 cents.
viue-pr«j»iueii i;
John McCarty
led
very
acceptably
to be the largest yet issued.
Henry H. Higgins, second vice-president;
Wednesday, Jan. 6, 6 p. m., at the Unithe meeting last Sunday night.
Hiss Frances Foster, secretary; Fred
A dividend of 6 per cent, was paid in
tarian vestry—circle supper by Unity
Plans
for the dedication are slowly matreasurer.
Hoyle,
1898, and the association is in a flourish- club. Tickets, 15 cents.
turing, and promise a most interesting ing condition.
Morey W. Tripp, son ot Mr. and Mrs.
Hrriu W. Tripp, of this city, and Miss programme.
atibcrtisrairnts.
Another Drunken Murder.
For the coming year the Y. P. S. C. E.
Helen M. Smith, daughter of Mr. and
John L. Webber, of Clinton, on MonHrs. Moses Smith, of Ellsworth, were have made a change, and issued the reguday, while crazed with drink, shot his
narried at Cherryfleld Thursday evening lar topic cards for their meetings.
young wife for some imagined wrong,
and
)y Rev. Fred A. Snow.
By an oversight the entertainment
and then committed suicide.
Miss Lillian Presby, who has been em- tree given the Juniors at Union.hall the
An Ex-Mayor of Bangor Dead.
>loyed as book-keeper in the Ellsworth night before Christmas was not men'ffice of the Bluehill mineral spring com- tioned. The children were made happy
Ex-Mayor Augustus D. Man son, of
kind remembrances.
Bangor, died suddenly at Young’s hotel,
iany, left last week for Boston, where she by
vlll occupy a similar position in the
Subject of the pastor’s discourse next Boston, Monday, aged seventy-six years.
ompany’s Boston office during the win- Sunday morning, “Tekel.” This is a
er.
The procession of low prices is moving
special theme in reference to the new
Last Wednesday before the governor year. The talk on “Amusements” for the right along, headed by advertisers in
THE AMERICAN.
nd council was held a hearing for the evening is postponed to Jan. 17.
nrdon of George B. Young, now serving
A. Richardson is chairman of the comOur friends may overlook our faults,
four-years’ sentence at Thomaston. On mittee to furnish reading matter for our
This is the reduction we are making on
'hursday it was decided to refer the case, lumber camps. He will be pleased to re- but they see them just the same.
1 without prejudice, to the incoming govceive at once whatever surplus papers or
Attention is the stufT that memory is All the Goods in our large store.
< rnor and council.
magazines any one may have.
made of, and memory is accumulated
The young lady
missionaries have genius.
Officers of W. H. H. Rice post, G. A. R.,
nd the Woman’s relief corps, were to- arrived at North Ellsworth, and beCheerfulness is an excellent wearing
6 talled
The people of that quality. It has been called the bright
Past Com- gun their work.
Monday evening.
w eather of the heart?
> mander Irving Osgood installed the
post, place will have the pleasure of hearing
* nd Mrs. James A. McGown the
Gentleman—Been fishing, have you?
corps, Dr. Merrill Sunday afternoon.
1 'here was a good attendance. RefreshCaught
anything? Truants from school
Unless some unforeseen thing happens,
—No, sir; we haven’t been home yet.
t ments were served after the business of
the people at the Falls will have the
t he evening.
pleasure Sunday evening of hearing Rev.
The annual meeting of Dirigo hose rac- J. G. Merrill, D. D., of Portland, editor of
i mg company was held Monday evening. the Christian Mirror,the Congregational
on hand daring oold weather
Ifficers were elected as follows: Charles ist paper of the State. He is a bright, en- Constantly
LEWIS FRIEND &
AT
Brown, foreman; Charles E.Sinclair, as- tertaining speaker, and it is a rare chance
THE CLOTHIERS,
Mrs. Joy is arranging
istant foreman; Charles H. Leland, clerk; to hear him.
ohn A. Stuart, treasurer. Following the special music for the evening.
Manning Block,
Ellsworth.
Frank'Haslam

and

Until

IN ALL ITS BRANCHES.

P

_jUttoumn pure_

Discount

-and-

^iAlO-lVALi A £5

F. Carroll Kurrill, who has been spending the holiday vacation with his parents,
Col. and Mrs. C. C. Burrili, in this city,
returns to-day (Wednesday) to his studies
in Boston University law school.

SCHOOL

SHOES.

February

1.

Clothing1, Hats, Caps,

Furnishing1 Goods.

TURKEYS

00.,

3
3

-i

Report

20 per Gent.

SMITH,

....

The Bluehill mineral spring company
making large shipments of mineral water recently.
Last week’s shipments were 800 dozen of bottled water,
Mid 2,600 gallons of stilled water.
has been

jewelry selling here in Ellsworth than
ever

bower of evergreen.

a

j

w

splendid opportu-

a

in

From Portland coi^es the report that
j Harry Milliken, a young man from ElisFriday evening.
worth, was taken suddenly insane on
The week of prayer is being observed in board the schooner “Carrie E.
Pickering”
the Methodist, Congregational and Bap- in that
harbor, Tuesday of last week. The
tist churches this week with services
report states that Milliken was sitting on
every evening except Saturday.
the deck sewing on a sail.
He was apCounty Attorney John E. Bunker, Jr., pfl entlv well, and was laughing and chatwas in the city
Tuesday. He left on the ting with the other sailoro. Suddenly he
evening train for Augusta to be present at called out: “I can’t see!” and pitched forthe opening of the legislature.
ward.
He had to all appearances gone
He was very violent,
The annuut meeting and election of suddenly insane.
officers of Lygonia lodge, F. and A. M., and it took tive men to hold him. He was
takes place this (Wednesday) evening. taken to the marine hospital, where he
was at last reports.
The captain of the
A large attendance is desired.
schooner said Milliken had been a good
At lie Methodist church Monday, exand willing, and was not
Superinteiideut of schools E. W. Lord, sailor, steady
ill a day on tne voyage.
Milliken’s
who has been home from Boston univerhome in Ellsworth is at Bayside.
sity for tne holidays, delivered a New
Year’s address.

New Year’s Day afforded
you

handsome.

trimmings.

District Deputy Master Workman John
F. Knowlton, of this city, installed officers of Bucksport lodge, A. O. L.
\V., last

1897.
____

Leavening

Power.—Latest TJ. S. Gov't

I

The floral decorations at the house

were

gown

March 4.

ELLSWORTH.

GOOD
RESOLUTIONS.

Highest

of all in

A local statute enacted for a particular
municipality is intended to be exceptional
from the general statute, and for the ben- ments were turned over to the incoming
officers by the outgoing officers, and the
efit of such municipality.
General acts are held not to repeal the new officers fell into their proper places
provisions of charters granted to mu- without a jar of the county machinery.
nicipal corporations though conflicting
Miss Alice M. Haney, daughter of Mr. with the general provisions, unless the
“Chums..”
and Mrs. Edward P. Haney, of Ellsworth words of the general statute are so strong
The farce “Chums”, which was presentFalls, and Leslie W. Jordan, of Ells>vorth, and imperative as to render it manifest ed and well received here two years ago,
were married at the home of the bride
that the intention of the legislature can- will be presented again by request at the
last Thursday evening, in the presence of not be otherwise satisfied.
Unitarian vestry some evening next week,
relatives and a few invited guests.
The
Exceptions overruled.
probably Thursday. The proceeds are for
ceremony was performed by Rev. D. L.
the benefit of the Unity club. The cast

Yale.

was

Eagle hook and ladder company is preparing for an “inauguration concert and
ball” to be given on the evening of

BYRN,

...

cqiiid.

received from the Boston
bridge works Monday that the bridge for
Main street would be shipped in about
two weeks.

SO cental per pair.

o W EN

The Hancock county fair association
held its annual meeting on Monday. The
following board of directors and trustees
was elected: A. W. Ellis, H. E. Hamlin,
II. J. Joy, Dr. George A. Phillips, F. H.
Osgood, F. H. Gould, H. E. Davis, H. F.
Whitcomb, E. H. Greely. At a meeting
of the directors, officers were elected as
follows: A. W. Ellis, president; II. E.
Hamlin, vice-president; H. J. Joy, treasure*’; H. F. Whitcomb, secretary and
clerk. It was voted to hold the fair on
the week following the Eastern Maine
State fair at Bangor.

Mrs. E. B. Parker, of Pleasant street,
who lias been quite ill, is reported somewhat better.

4

It will also make you feel the need of

somethinGoNEw.^

in the

Ex-Deputy

Original Ruck-hoard Manufacturer. 1
^
—-a.—dk
*L-—£ kfcr-'J

TTT

_:

city Monday.
Dr. R. L. Grindle, of Mt. Desert, was in
Ellsworth yesterday.
Officers of Acadia R. A. chapter were seems to establish beyond a doubt that
Miss Carrie Cunningham is home from elected Tuesday evening
as
follows: Mayor Gerry had no power to remove
Kent’s Hill for a week.
Joseph W. Nealley, H. P.; E. E. Parker, officers without the consent of the alderK.; J. A. Bowden, 8.; Lewis Friend, treas- men.
The literature club wilt meet next Friurer; M. 8. Smith, secretary; T. E. Hale,
The decision also mtatoo, in unmistakday with Miss Sylvia Davis.
C. of H.; H. L. Moor, P. 8., A. K. CushA
John A. Scott is home from Bowdoin man, R. A. C.; A. W. Greely, T. E. Hale, able terms, that the city charter of EllsJ. A. McGown, finance committee.
college for a short holiday vacation.
worth must govern the action of the mu-

HENRY E. DAVIS,

Repository An«l Salesroom,
Franklin St., Ellnworth, Me.

was

Number 1.*

I

j

...

.1

F. A. Coombs’ face has been wreathed
with smiles this week, and he has dispensed cigars with a lavish hand. It is a
boy, and he arrived Monday. But next
to the proud father, Grandfather Parsons
is the happiest man in town, while Grandfather Coombs is a close third, but then
to him it’s no new experience.

Boston :
Whiting Nursery Co-* Agents wanted.
Miscellaneous :

First-class Investment Securities.

—

officers

E G Smith—Confectionery.
Co partnership notice.

_

■

Blanquefort commandery, K. T., elected
Monday evening as follows: 8.T.
Royal, E. C.; W. H. Dresser, Gen.; J. W.
Nealley, C. G.; A. W. Greely, prelate; A.
W. Cushman, treasurer; M. 8. Smith,
recorder; 8. D. Wiggin, 8. W., T. E.
Officers will be installed
Hale, J. W.
Monday, Jan. 18.

f/oan and

Smith's—Dry and fancy goods.

telephone for Insurance

or

Ktt

■■■■■

business meeting there was a practice
game of basket ball which aroused keen
appetites for the oyster stew served later
in their comfortable assembly rooms.

County Commissioner*' notice.

ELLSWORTH. M VINE.

ryp«t oor term* before insuring elsewhere.
•t our expenae.

■

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

INSURANCE.

••

■

Owl & Drew's Market.

j
j

j
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;
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A

comet

pov. r is power from God.
It cone s foci the IIolv (»hi st. The disciples wei •; Id th.at they should receive
power afti r the IIolv (4host had come
upon them, and when the Holy Ghost
descended i.t Ft ntecost they received
power, spiritual power. The one thing
that is needed above all others in our
church lif>' today is the power of the
Spirit. Tin re i< too much of a tendency
to depend upon human means and human agenciws, societies, bands and organizations. God's work cannot be done
by these* alone. The Spirit works through
them, and it is only when He does that

but also

work

not

only spiritually discerned,
God's

spiritually accomplished.

HOMINY

WHEN

j

KK( ALLS

DK( K>lliKKS

ILLINOIS’

the best r* snlt.s are accomplished. Spiritual work noeos spiritual power. Not
by night, nor by power, but by My Spirit,
sayeth the Lord.” “Paul may plaut
Apollos water, hut God giveth the inAfter all the blessing, if it
crease.
conies, must come from God. Spiritual
arc

lMONKKK
MILD

Spiritual

things

u

SOME BAD WEATHKK.

t>> Uev.S.II. !>«»%••

( oinmenl

—

Topic,
and li

liegimiiiii*

Week

Topic for tti*

I

km)ka\oi:.

HID

IN

I).

1S.,0,

Til!'

forbearing.

gentle

who can be insulted aud not
retaliate, meet rudeness and still be
courteous—the man who, like the Apostle Paul, buffeted and disliked, can yet
be generous and make allowances.—
Presbyterian Banner.
mau

For the

Happiness of Others.
Wealth being the gift of God, it must
not be used contrary to the wishes of
the Benefactor. It is prop, r that a fitting token of gratitude be made to Him
aud that His example of well doing unto others be emulated by those who have
tkaniL.'n I x*

e

1

fiti.rl

1

K/,

i.v

e

e,

this attribute. Hence proceeds au entirely diliereut understanding of tliu
uses
of wealth. It is laden with responsibility. It demands unselfishness
in its administration and requires that
it be used not recklessly, not tyrannically, but for the happiness of all.—Jewish

Exponent.
Missionary Campaigning.
A certain society of Christian Endeavor in the country had given nothing
to foreign missions for two years, says
The Golden Rule. A company of student

volunteers, working

as a

missionary

ex-

tension committee of the county union,
made them a visit, and now 15 persons
have taken the Fulton pledge and the
society has voted money for missionary
literature. Such are the results of active
union missionary campaigning.
A First

Mortgage.
The devil has a first mortgage on the
sinner's soul, body and worldly possessions and is only waiting for a good
chance to close it out.—Christian Instructor.
Evening Hymn.
The day is past and over.
All thanks, O Lord, to tbeel
I pray thee now that sinless
The hours of dark may be.
O Jesus, keep me in thy sight
And save me through the coming night 1

The joys of day

are over.

I lift my heart to thee
And ask thee that offen!**iPS8
The hours of dark may be.
O Jesus, make their darkness light
And sa\e me through the coming night!
The toils of day are over.
I raise the hymn to thee
And ask that free from peril
The hours of dark may be.
O Jesus, keep me in thy sight
And guard me through the coming night!
—f'Y, vl ci 1
fTiw-Hl.

iTorrcBponttcnrc.
News,

innowing* of

an-

leglsialui
near

e

establish

tu

flab

Stale

a

Bangor.

I* in e.-taunted that
Walked

“1 have always noticed," said an octogenarian resident of tills city, “that when
early December is mild and fair we're sure
to have old Borens bowling about our ears,
sharp and sudden, toward the latter part,
But I never knew him to
of the month.
comedown and show his teeth quite so
terribly at the far end of a mild December
as he used to on the Illinois prairies In the

pioneer days. I
My folks settled

was

in

Illinois point*
piece of timber

an
a

the

30,000 sportsmen
big woods of Maine during

the

bunting

The

Bath

stason

iron

tbe contract

just

for

two

much,

ended.

works bus been

and

light-bouse tender, to cost f320,000.
I he jot> will keep the works going full
blast ail w iuier.

one

Milton
one

r.

died

in
'1 he

Tuesday

of

last

week,

hi

of

Dexter,
heart

potatoes left Moulton last week for New
York. There are eleven carloads, or 6,000
bushels of t uhers, and t hey are all shipped
by one man, K. L. Cleveland, jr., of Moulton.
This is the first shipment of a whole
train-load of potatoes ever made by tbe
Bangor & Aroostook railroad, and it will
»e
a
big advertisement for Aroostook
tubers.
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ready to receive in-
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ill

accommodate

comfortably

sev-

friends from Ohio
sent white muslin curtains for the seven
windows.
These we hung, looped them
back gracefully w ith cherry-colored ribbon, and on each curtain pinned a spray
of bamboo vine.
This vine is tropical;

oil

many years, direct
between Bangor ami
Ii I

people—they

colored

Kind

enty persons.

of

ru.uulo

illing

and

springing from ttie earth it climbs,

hold-

.1

every

effort, every

speak

outside has

which

of

heavy freight

o’clock
went
between the two domitories,
few rods from either. There fruit,
we

the*

lo

church

is

only a
candy and fancy goods were sold.
It was a cold day, only 31 degrees above
zero in the* morning.
Many people wire
shivering w ith cold from lack of clothing.
It is not an uncommon sight to see middIt--aged men and women barefoot in the
roads on cold frosty mornings.
After the people had
bought some
things, a Christmas programme was rendered, principally by the primary children.
They did their parts well, and
showed more especially their desire to
please the teacher, who is a Maine young
lady.
After many pretty songs, the entertainment was concluded by distribution of
gifts, consisting of bundles of clothing, lo
which the children have been previously
fitted, from barrels sent from northern!

large amount
Bangor, which
will be transferred without extra charge
'o the New York boats “Cottage City”
and “Manhattan”, at Franklin wharf,
Portland.
company expects to carry

1

a

from

Objected to IVing a Girl.
Mrs, Wilkes was a happy mother who
j had been blessed with half a dozen boys,
J of w hom she was justly very proud, but
there was no daughter in the house. Once
when the minister called to see her he
praised her thriving family, but added:
“It's a pity, Mrs. Wilkes, that one of
them wasn't a girl
Little Luke, one of the younger ones,
i sitting in his little rocking chair, looked
j up with a frown and surprised the clergyman by saying:
“I don’t know who’d ’a’ been her.
Frank wouldn't ’a' been her, and George
wouldn’t ’u’ been her. and I wouldn't ’a’
j been her, and 1 don’t know who would
’a’ been her. ”—Pearson’s Weekly.

*

Consumption Is
lected cold.

A few

more

words about

our

bland

smile

fully manifesting

yet

a

log cabin
four boy*

lty is?”
“Yes, sah. Ef many mo’ folks comes
roun pesterin ’im, he’s liable ter buy his-

comfortably, but is made to
five or six uncomfortably.

ie'f er railroad ticket an let ’em settle up
tie business do lies' way dey kin.”—Wash-

with
teachers; our faculty numbers eleven.
We could, however, find work for at least

friend may see
are
quite well

generous

We

one was.
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Being

two more.

so

a

accommodate

1 think
need here.

some

supplied

dependent

much

on

teachers for social Hiid intellectual entertainment makes it hard.

sadly in need of good books for
circulating library. This is open

We

j

are

our

Prirfn

ot-crv’

The

v

books

HTl*

for
very old, and mostly unsuitable
students. A reading-room is being fitted

receive many papers
girls.
up
(or this, but no books.
We have enrolled about 400 pupils.
They come from many counties. Some
board among families near, paying a
In
small sum of money, and working.
the fifth and sixth grades there are three
We

for the
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who walk
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miles to and
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or
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questions

work.
Carrie A. Whitaker.

People who advertise only occasionally
orerlook the fact that most persons have
short memories.
has Its own Keeley InstltuMaine’s Keeley Institute la at.Peering (rallroii'
station, Westbrook Junction). 5Ialne’s own
the best, nearest and cheapest. Its physician h

Every

a

state

Keeley graduate.
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other games, hut never
He even now at-
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conversation, for they
know how useless it would he to try to
It is a most remarkable
get him to talk.
case, and probably the world does not

money
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build?

The
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e

n o u

of this

g h to
invest-

will be but little, if any,
than A Ikf EE you are

ment
more

^

\v
i n g for
payrent, and in time (about 12 years)
you will own your home; free and

parallel.
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For panicy A II ■■
ulars,
of
inquire
factories,
offices,
peculiarly
liable to female diseases, especially II. \\
Cushman, Sec’y, or of any
those who are constantly on their feet.
of the directors.
Shares, $1 per
Often they are unable to perform their
month. A. W. King, President.
duties, their suffering is so intense.

GIRLS IN

clear

STORES,

or

RUflffllZi

are

When

first

the

symptoms present
themselves, such as
backache, pains in j
head-

1

ache, dizziness,

j

groins,

faintness, j
swelled |

feet,
blues,
etc.,

Hancock Coonly Savings

M,

ELLSWORTH, ME.
Commenced

Deposits*

HiHiincMN

in this bank

JAMES F. DA

May
by

are

taxation.

1,

1873.

law exempt from

VIS, President.
RCRR1LL, Treasurer.

CHARLES C.

they

Deposits draw interest tr»»m the first day of
March, June, September and December.

at onoe
write Mrs.
Pinkham, at
Lynn, Mass., stating symptoms; she
will tell them exactly what to do, and
in the meantime they will find prompt
relief in Lydia E. Pinkhain's Vegetable
Compound, which can be obtained
from any druggist.

(should

“My Pear Mrs. Pinkham :—I

r|ltOAItl» OF
dAMK« F. Davis,
A. F. UlRMIAM,
(ClIAKl.KH
Hank iiours

pain during
and leucorrhtea.

a.’m. to 12

9

in.

^

_

am so

We bind any kind of

magazine,

a

book

or

in any

atyleof Binding,
and at prices to suit you.
We make any kind of a Blank
Book —[latent Hat opening Blank
Books

specialty.

a

We liule Paper to any Pattern.
We do any kind of work that can

ucouatuo

I weighed only 92
pounds, and was advised to use your
Vegetable Compound, which I did. I

oe

none

in

a

I

Hinaery, and
facilities for do-

hook

have the best

felt the benefit before I had taken all
of one bottle. I continued using it,
and it has entirely cured me. I have
not been troubled with leucorrhoeafor
months, ami now I weigh 115 pounds.”
«—Lillie Uartsox, Flushing, Genesee
Co.. Michigan. Box 69.

ing it..
Give

us a

F.

call,
A.

or

write for prices.

LANDERS,

Kenduskeag Block,
Bangor, Me.
Same

Jlrtospnpcro.

dally, from

BOOKBINDING

I suffered such pains from ovarian
trouble, which caused dreadful weakness of the limbs, tenderness and burning pain in the groins, pain when
standing or walking, and increased
inuusiruaiKiu,

DlltKCTOItS: I
.Ioiin F. Whitcomb,
N. It. COO LI DOE,.
c. ItriCKI LL.j
£3

StiUcrtisnutnts.

grateful to you for what your Compound has done for me. For four years

building with Public Library.
—

Professional Carts.

]JR.

(©)

H. W. HAYNES,

DENTIST.
Newspapers,

The First of American

*4~Sandolor for the Painleaa Extrao*
tion of Teeth.

CHARLES A. DANA, Editor.

.•.OFFICE

The

American

Constitution,

American Idea, the American
These first, last, and

the

^

F.

OVER

all the time,

E.

WALSH'S

J.

STORE..*.

BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY

Spirit,

forever.

AND

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
Also prosecuting attorney for all classes'of
pensions against the United States.
Business solicited.

Ellsworth,

$6

a

year

Daily and Sunday, by mail. $8

a

year

Daily, by mail,

JOHN

E

....

BUNKER, JR.,
offices

The

Sunday

Sun

greatest Sunday Newspaper

in

a

copy. By mail, $2

Address THE

at

BLUEHILL,

ME.

Bar Harbor offices: 7 and 8 Mt. Desert B ock,
Bluehlll office open Saturdays.

J)R.

H. GREELY,

DENTIST.

the World.

Price 5c.

Maine.

ATTORNEY AT LAW.

BAR HARBOR AND

and

fAt5t_yI.FI tin name and save time any
and recorded. All kinds of
! mo:.ey. 5,000 used
labor-saving records on hand or made to order.
I
WALTER >V. GEORGE, Publisher,
6 Barclay St., New York.
I

U

places of amusement. and dances
with the girls, but the fair ones always
find him a silent partner.
None now

afford

ELLSWORTH, ME.

shares in the

playmate.

him

FRIEN D.

IS

STREET,

ftUf M fc/’Why

boys,

other

DIRECTORS:
s. K. Whiting,
f ii ghkkly,

A. I’. \\ iswKi.i.,
L. A. Kmkry,
I.EW
MAIX

tends

!a the

throughout. Requires the least
possible writing to enter data

ELLSWORTH.

Andrew !’ U tswki.I.,
Drenident,
E. W IIITING, I ire I’rruidrnt.
Henry W Cl'SHMAN, Cashier.

promised his parents that he would speak
dm arriving at the age of t wenty-one, but
the promise was not kept.
Wakefield is
now about forty years old.
He is unmar-

from

The last two
walked over 600 miles.
weeks she had measles and was obliged to
I wonder how many
remain at home.
northeri
>ys or girls would do this?

OK

and he

or

Last year in the fourth grade there was
a little girl of twelve years who walked
five miles a day for 120 days, not missing

NATIONAL RANK

extraordinary purpose,
{ CAPITAL, STOCK.
*50.000.
:ould not be coerced to speak.
One day n gentleman, just to try the
Does a general National Bank business.
young man’s nerve, seized him roughly by [
Hie coat collar, and with an oath threat- I ItankinK hour-* from l*a. m. to 1
p, m.
?ned to t brow him from a high staging
1
in a shipyard.
But Wakefield did not Kvcry facility odcml Customers*
He only smiled at the threat.!
quail.
Correspondence solicited.
Once it was said of him that he had
from

sixteen miles a day. They are
bright tine boys, and 1 wish they might
be in the hall.

school,

nog-

Syrup
lun*

Banking.

The

from cold.
In addition to this there is
which would accommodate

a

anti

Established iskt.

buildings:

boys’ dormitory consists of six
rooms, two on the ground floor and four
in the second story.
They have no place
to sit except in the halls, which are very
At present they have
cold and narrow.
no chimney, and they are suffering much

bronchitis, asthma,

troubles of all sorts down to the
very borderland of consumption—Advt.

holly leaves.

from

coukIis,

cure*

the natural result of
Wood’s Norway l’lne

I>r.

or

friends. Next week our school will be
better clothed.
Then it was announced that the Olympian games would occur. These were both
The victors
exciting and interesting.
were crowned with artistic wreaths made

Informed.

“This polar blast swept down upon us ; gentleman.”
at 3 o'clock in the afternoon.
John Dawson was on liis way from Williams’ mill,
THE KENNEBEC JOURNAL.
six miles down Salt creek.
Ho had gone
half a mile from the mill when he heard n
Better Than Ever.
roar like thunder.
The noise was behind
With the year 181*7, that old and reliable Rehim. Looking around he saw the storm j
publican paper, the Kennebec Journal, which
coming and the rain freezing before it.
When it struck him, he turned to go back stand* deservedly in the front rank* of Maine’s
its
to the mill.
Before his horse was headed progressive newspapers, will enter upon
seventy-second year, and it* Daily edition will
about Dawson was frozen fast in the saddle.
The slush had been more than fet- enter upon its twenty-eighth year. The Jour
lock deep. By the time Dawson had urged na/, at all times an interesting and up-to-date
paper, will be of special value the coming winhis horse around a hundred yards the slush
ter, on account of the complete and comprewas frozen so it boro the horse’s weight,
hensive manner in which it handles the news of
and it was with great difficulty that Dawthe legislative session. Not only does it. as the
son got back to the mill, the water in the
road having become such a glare of ice State paper, publish the only official stenothat his horse could scarcely make his way graphic report of legislative proceedings, but it
also gives full and valuable reports of the vaover it.
“Fowls that were out on the soft ground rious Important committee hearings, and the
when this unheard of change of weather various news and gossip that make the Capital
such a centre of news interest during the legcame were frozen fast where they stood.
Cows froze in their tracks. Our folks had islative winter.
three hogs frozen to death while they were
No Maine home can well afford to be without
hurrying from their feeding places to their tids paper during the coming winter, and cerpen, less than 300 yards away.
tainly the very reasonable price which the pub‘‘John Lapham had forded the Mack
Ushers have placed upon it for the legislative
inaw and his horse slipped off a rim of Ice session, puts it within the reach of all.
at the edge of the stream and got in the
The dally edition of the Journal will be sent
mud betweeu the shore and the ice.
At to any address during the legislative session,
that moment the cold wave rushed upon for *1.25; the weekly edition will be sent to any
them. Lapham jumped from his horse bo address for the same period forSOcents. Everyassist it in getting free from the mud and
one will recognize that tids i* a most liberal
ice, but the horse was frozen fast there be- offer, and we have no doubt that citizens all
fore it recovered sufficiently to move, and over the State will hasten to avail themselves of
Lapham had to abandon it to its fate, suc- it. While this special rate is intended to apply
ceeding with great difficulty himself in only to the time the Legislature is in session,
reaching a house only half a mile away.
the publishers of the Journal have decided to
“That cold snap lasted six weeks, and enter all
subscriptions for the Legislative Daily
Was a spell of weather that made folks
or Weekly as soon as they are received. People,
shudder whenever they thought of it, even
therefore, who subscribe at once will secure the
in summer time, for many a year afteradvantage of getting the paper several weeks
ward. ’—New i'urk Sun.
free of charge. Address all subscriptions to
BUBLEIGH & FLYN’T, Augusta. Me.
The wind 19 one of the most active dis
—Advt.
eeminators of plant life over the globe. A
I
visited
a
region
y
desolating lire will in
Itching Tiles, night’s horrid plague, is instanthe course of a few months be restocked
ly relieved and permanently cured by Doan’s
with many different kinds of plants.
Ointment. Your dealer ought to keep It.—Advt.

The ladies were received most
Mrs.
Cleveland
expressing
much interest in Miss Slack snd her
work,
and referring to
the warm personal
friendship existing between herself and
Mrs. Katharine Willard Baldwin, niece
of Mias Frances Willard.
Our English
comrade will carry back with her most
pleasant recollections of tlie wife of the
retiring President of the United States.

cordially,

>
get him
Either he can

challenge

At

C-T. U.

failed.
will not talk to people.
Hay after dav Wakefield has worked by
the side of other men without speaking n
single word. When interrogated he will
only express bis indisposition to reply by
not

(Column.

Miss Agnes Slack, World’a W. C. T. U.
secretary, and Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, national vice-president, called
upon Mra.
Cleveland while in Washington
recently.
White-ribboners accompanying
them
were Mrs.
their
Westcott,
hostess, Miss
snd
Mrs.
Westcott,
Margaret B. Platt,
president, and Mrs. M. E. Cohen, viceof
the District of Columbia W.
president

to

ruse

following day,arriving at Bangor at night.
Thus there will be three trips a week,
landings will be made at Booth bay.
Kockland and all important bay and river
ports, wharf privileges having already
been secured.
The passenger rates have not yet been
fixed, but the fare from Bangor to Portland will probably be f2 orf|2.50. The

blast from

Winfield Wakefield, of Milbridge, Can
Talk, lint Won’t.
There lives in Milbridge «i man who
defies all human explanation.
His mime
is Winfield Wakefield.
This extraordinary person differs from
the rist of mankind in that he can speak,
but won’t, and was never known to utter
single word to any person other than
bis father and mot her.
Whether this is
lue to eccentricity, embarrassment or
birlh, nobody seems to know. Many believe him obstinate, and having kept
lilent for so many years, the habit has
grown on him and that he now cannot
break from it.
When his father was alive Wakefield
used to converse with him freely, but he
now talks only with his mother.
From
her he has acquired a fair education,
learned to read and write.
In the presence of all other people he never talks.
Some of his neighbors hove often overheard him talking wit h his parents, but

Pled, Hint since Inn fat her died is Ihh
mother’s only means of support.
Wakefield does not avoid society, nor
lioes he fear publicity, lit* takes his misfortune, if such it is, rat her philosophically, and is not one whit sensitive about
it.
When lie was h hoy lie a I ways en-

teachers.

or

IU. (!i. i. II.

ing itself by slender tendrils, to the tops
report. The Eastern Despatch steam bout of the tallest trees.
Its leaves are a dark,
for
is
about
to
be
the
organized
company
glossy green, and from the stems hang
purpose of putting the steamer “New j clusters of green berries.
On the wall
Brunswick" on this route.
holly was artistically fastened, and pietty
Arrangements have practically been mottoes completed the decoration.
complet*(i for putting the steamer on t InNear the “witching hour
of
midroute next spring. The service is to exnight'’ t he teachers stole steal! hily dow n
tend from about the first of May to the
to place lhe ir gifts at the various plates.
cio-e of navigation.
In the morning the room rang with cries
The steamer will leave Bangor at 6 a. m.
of “Christmas gifts'’ from colored stuHe- ;
and reach Portland at 8 or 9 p.: m.
from
dents, and “Merry Christmas''
turning, s^he will leave Portland at 6 a. in.,

>

flying

j
I

1 will describe our dining-room on
Christmas eve.
It is a very large room

the
Almost in- ington Star.
mercury dropped from 40 degrees above to 20 degrees below zero, and
how
His Measure.—“I didn’t realize
the falling rain was turned at once to pelMiss
! short he was until 1 heard what
icts ituu uarns ui
nr uu m ;
im/.u
jlii.
Pinkerly said about him.” “What was
so quickly that it became one great cloud j
that?” “She said he was every inch a
of
frost.
since came
north pole
stantly the

j

struct ion.

the Route.

stood at 40 degrees above zero.
Suddenly
the wind began to blow a gale. It came
no
out of the northwest, and
wind that

those prairies before

pay-

STKAMih CASK.

He has been threatened
In the last three mentioned the determination.
trained under an experienced | with bodily injury unless he would speak, ]
Here is a very strong point in but intimidation could not avert him I

of the

favor

KANCiOR-PORTLANl> liOAT.

Reported

arc

matron.

out:

over

in

j

recitation-rooms, a sewing-room and
industrial-room for boys. The industrial
shop was built last year, and is one of the
It is
' finest buildings on the grounds.
lature in 1880.
two ami one-half stories high. The lower
Tbe report of the board of State assesfloor will tie used by the boys and young
sors shows tiie number of polls 180 176;
men, t be second floor for fifth grade
an increase over 1894, of 3,491. This would
school-room and the third
floor for
iinlicai
.ii increase ill the population of
storing lumber.
over 15,o00.
The total valuation of the
There are domitories for both boys and
State is $328.500,994, an increase over two
girls. Connected with the girls’dormiyears ago of $4,022,673.
tory is the teachers’ home, a neat buildA special train loaded with Aroostook
ing, with dining-room, laundry and

“So Mr. Skinner lias failed,” exclaimed
the man who always makes himself at
*1 wish to ti e Lord it’d get so cold that
knew
it!’
home.
freeze
before
they
;
things’d
“I don't suppose that what followed was
“Yes, sail,” replied the colored man who
owing to Ben’s wish, but when he mado was employed around the store.
“Do you know what his principal iiabilit rain was falling and the thermometer I

ever

many to aid

|

two

He had been connected with
woolen
manufacturing in Dexter for
forty-four years. He served in the legis-

disease.

McLean county known as Keg grove.
grove got its name from the circumstance
of its having been traded to a white man
by its Indian owners for a keg of whisky.
The city of Bloomington occupies the site
We settled there iti
of Keg grove now.
1829.
There were only 40.000 people in
the whole state of Illinois then. Neighbors
between about Keg
were few and far

yelled

so

county, thirty-one miles southwest from
Savannah. The buildings are tiiree miles
from t lie railroad station.
We have seven regular school-rooms,

L. Abbott, aged fifty-nine years,

of tbe best-known citizens

have

as we

ing t uit ion.
This summer in my work I found many
willing helpers, but so few who knew
shout Dorchester academy in McIntosh.
Located geographically, it is in Liberty

awarded

big lightships

A

l)oicliestcr Academy and Work.
McIntosh, Oa., Dec. 26,1896.
To ihe Editor of the American:
Our northern mends have not heard
through The American this year of the
work hi Dorchester academy, hut many
friends have heard otherwise, judging
from the number of barrels we have received. At present we need money very

mi.er.

*•♦

hatchery

he done by God's power.
grove.
“The fall and early winter of 1830 were
power comes from God.
Late *n December,
How may we get it? It is a matter of very dry and mild.
and with very little warning, snow began
satisfaction that it does come from God
falling. It didn't fall either. It tumbled
because we are assured that we may It came down in regular
ready made snow
get it. God withholds not any good banks ifnd continued without a moment's
thing from them that love Him. Above let up for two days and nights. You may
everything else He ia willing to give us have some idea of how deep the snow fell
when I tell you that when it went away
power through the Holy Ghost.
1. We may get spiritual power by in the spring the stumps of trees that hail
We get been cut for firewood as the choppers stood
prayer. It comes from God.
on the snow during the winter were 7 feet
things from God by asking Him for
4
high, that being as low down as the chopthe
is
shall
receive”
‘Ask
and
them.
ye
In going to a
pers could get at the trees.
willAnd
how
command and promise.
neighbor's I drove over the tops of their
we
if
It was
ing He is to give His Holy Spirit
orchard trees and did not know it.
ask—more willing, Jesus says, than a fortunate thing that the corn crop had
earthly parents arc to give good gifts to been good that year, for many families
their children. If we really want spirit- were so blockaded hv the snow that they
They
ual power, we should pray to God for could not get out of their houses.
would have starved to death, hut they
it, pray earnestly and unceasingly for lived on
corn, which they pounded into
the outpouring of Ilis spirit upon us. If
coarse meal or hominy, and that was so
we get a baptism of the Holy Ghost, we
generally the ease that the winter was ever
will have spiritual power.
afterward known to the pioneers as the
2
\V»‘ iiuiv £u t Kniritual newer bv
obedience. God gives power to those
“Deer, wolves and wild turkeys were
who serve Him. He gave the spirit to more plentiful than domestic animals and
Door grew
the apostles because they obeyed His fowls in McLean county then.
so bold from hunger during that deep snow
command to tarry at Jerusalem until
that when they heard men chopping down
He gave them the power. Obedience is
trees they would come up and eat the
necessary tu spiritual power. If we give branches as the trees fell.
Hundreds of
ourselves tip to the will of God, His deer were caught in this way, and the
will will possess us aud He will work wolves killed hundreds more.
One settler
named Cowen caught 10deer, penned them
through us.
Wild tur
3. We may get spiritual power by us- up and fattened them on corn.
about the cabins, and I fed
ing what we have. All spiritual power keys hovered
scores of them out of the window of our
is from God. If we possess it to the
house.
Wo hail a drove of 25 hogs covered
smallest degree, it may be increased by
by the deep snow, and they remained beis
It
exercise
use.
profitable.
Physical
nefit!) it six weeks, in a space not more
strengthens and increases tiie power of than 30 feet across. When we found them,
the man. Spiritual exercise lias the there were only 12 of the drove left, and
It adds power to they were as f;«t as fat could be. They had
same effort exactly.
power uutil the Holy Ghost has com- feasted on the other 13. So many deer were
crowded into a piece of timber known as
plete control of us.
killed every troo
Bible Readings.—Isa. xl. 2S-31; xlii, Buckle’s grove that they
in the grove by girdling to get the bark to
1-4; Jxii, 1-4; Mic. iii, 8; Zech. iv, eat. Cattle died
by the score during the
6; Luke v, IT; xxiv, 45-53; John i, six weeks that snow lay on the ground,
11, 12; Acts 1, 8; vi, 1-8; viii, 9-25; because no one could get to them to dig
Rom. xv, 3 7-19; I Cor. v, 3-5; II Cor. them out and care for them.
“There was heavy frost every month in
iii, 9. 10; Kph, i, 15-23; II Tim. i, 7;
the year after that deep snow.
Corn
Rev. ii, 26.
couldn't ripen, and there wasn’t enough
The True Christian.
gathered for seed to plant the next season.
*
Christian love is not the dream of a There wasn’t n bushel of seed corn to bo
It cost $3
had nearer than Ohio in io32
philosopher sitting in his study aud be- a bushel. John Duffy came in that year
the
world
were
betnevolently wishing
with a few bushels of small, yellow corn
ter than it is, congratulating himself, from
Pennsylvania. That was planted. It
perhaps, all the time on the superiority matured early, and some people out there
shown by himself over less amiable na- raise Duffy corn yet.
“But in December, 1830. the prairie
tures, Injure one of these beaming sous
of good i-umor, and ho bears malice, pioneers got some weather that made them
dating things from the winter of the
deep. unr.lenting, aud refuses to for- quit snow.
The mouth had been warm and
give. But give us thcmuu who, instead deep
moist. Everything was slush and slop and
of retiring to some small, select society,
mud.
Young Hen Cox's father had been
or rather
association, where his own to Chicago with a drove of hogs, and he
be
can
mix
with
shall
reflected,
opinions
brought Ben a pair of skates There wasn't
men where his sympathies are unmet another pair in all that part of the state.
and his tastes are jarred and his views But there was no ice, and young Ben got
are traversed at every turn and still can
desperate because he couldn’t use his new
One day ho was so mad that ho
and
and
Give skates.
be
the

W

\miioi

<

Sportsmen of Bangor will petition the

must

just

ro

Novelty Mini Nonsense.

Spiritual

us

\

I'ort land's ti el iig slill d» flea detection.
He is held r*s, onsibie for ten dres during

TREES.

OF

ii

Week's*

me

l \YO

KNDKD

WINTER

SHOW

TOPS

HOW

i r i

a

SUN, New York.

year

Graduate of the
class of *75

49~0ffice

in

Philadelphia Dental College,

Giles’

Block, Ellsworth.
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for additional

CAMPBELL & TRUE

Xnrn

Count)/

South Penobscot.
Manton Gray killed
week.

deer

a

I'KAIKIK ROADWAYS.

other pagen.

sec

one

day last

building a small
doing the work.
Mrs. D. Smith is fast recovering from
illness caused by a fall and
an
badly
Herrick is

Edward

Gray brothers

house.

the stock, fixtures and
formerly owned by Campbell
A/True, and leased their store, we are
prepared to furnish all w ho wish w itb
goods usually found at a flrst-cla*i

Having bought

sprained

accounts

t

are

arm.

Sewell Gray and
repairs on their

son
saw

making some
getting it

are

mill,

ready for the spring’s work.
I.*>renzo J. Heath, a veteran of the late
war, died Dec. 23, at the home of Parker
Snowman, after several years of illness.

meat-market.
our

slaughter-house;
Wejown'-ourj
stock|is mostly native, and inspected
There was a supper at the Methodist
before slaughtering, consequently we church Friday evening. The
proceeds are
and
sound.■
f j. cansguaranteejitlhealthy
to be used in purchasing lamps for the
owrn

Orders for

Slaughtering

church.

may I ho

A large number of useful presents were
left at the Methodist church for the pastor and his wife Tuesday evening by the
people of this place.

left at the Store.

By giving prompt attention
ness, and making our

Prices

Low

as

to

busi-

Ellery Herrick

Possible,

as

to

We hope to continue the business relaxations with all who have patronized
the old stand in t he past, with as many
us a
more new ones as see fit to give

has gone

remain with his wife

caring

is

who

quite

with

ill

for

her

to
a

Northport
few weeks,

mother

is

who

cancer.

SET-

Mr. and Mrs. Gray of Harlen, Mass.,
are visiting Mr. Gray’s brothers, Harry
and Llewellyn Gray, of this place, after an
absence of nine years.

THE CAMPBELL & TRUE MARKET.

Dr. David Gray succeeded last week
with the aid of dogs, in capturing his
wild steers that had refused all invitations and moral suasion, and caused some

trial.
ALE

ONCE.

AT

TEKII

BE

MIST

ACCOUNTS

OEI»

anxiety

East End Union Kiver Bridge.

part of the doctor, to be
fed in his comfortable and
w'ell-tilled barn.
the

on

housed and

j

You Need
...

We Need
allj]

that

money

for.

these tilings sell

SWA I'?

NOT

WHY

was

married

of
East
eve, to Mrs. Etta Chat to,
Surry, by Rev. 1). Smith, in the presence
of a few guests.
Mr. Grindle isoneof
Penobscot’s industrious and enterprising
farmers.
Mrs. Chat to is a lady wellknown in Hancock county as one who
has been interested in the cause of temperance, having been secretary of Hancock county lodge of Good Templars, and
an interested worker in young
people’s
societies for the promotion of moral and
Christian living.
The many presents
showed the high esteem in which Mr. and
Mrs. Grindle are held. Refreshments were
served l»y Mrs. Cyrus Cook, of East Rluehill, a sister of the groom.
Dec. 31.
S.

^Groceries, Provisions.]!_
Canned Goods, &c
[j

The

Jefferson Edward Grindle

West

Kr»n k 11 n.

Springer <5fc Smith have moved the camp
built last winter by Hastings & Ronsey,
which they will occupy as soon as snow

Freeman’s

“Snjierlat i ve”
Pillshnry’s

comes.

•
John P.

Gordon has bought the stump-

age of the wood on the island in
pond of Mrs. Leonard Jellison,

Our Teas and Coffees
are the best.

tends to

George’s
and

in-

put it into his mill the coming

winter.

I-*ate Thursday afternoon a deer came
into the orchard of Colburn Cousins.
After firing ten shots, Mr. Cousins suc-

bagging the game only a few
hours previous to close time.
Game Warden Corliss was in town last
week, and collected a fine of a man for

ceeded in

D. H. EPPES k SON,
Main St.,

Ellsworth.

New Machine
HAVING
spared

putln
to

new

do

ALL

Shop.

OF

Machine Work
IN

FIRST

deer

Sunday. The deer
was driven into the
bay by dogs. At the
time Mr. Corliss was in town, the baying
a

on

hounds in the back woods could be
heard. If the game wardens would spend
a little more time in the
woods, and less
around the stations, it would seem that
they desired to protect the game, but now
it seems that their greatest desire is to
collect fines.
J«»>. 1Ch’e’er.
of

machinery, I ,am pro-

KINDS

capturing

Ainhersl.

J. H. Prescott, of Rar Harbor,
recently on business.
Dr. Patten left

coming session of

II.

|

Water

L-

Street, Ellsworth,

into the

we are

“in it.”

M

Maine. At

following

are

George W.
horse

®i.%
»1K
ftlotoftl.*

F.

GRAY

&

Ellsworth.

Water

Street,

Shop.

present time he
though still in a
Pat.

for

Augusta.

The whist club at Sullivan meet this

Clapof playing
A.

This is the fourth week
the six lowest in scoring will entertain for gentlemen’s night next week.
Jan. 4.
Sub.
ham.

and

Gen. Grant’s Two Tunes.
corps in passing caught sight
of the general, and at once struck up a

Davis),
Ellsworth.

then

popular

negro

camp-meeting air,
January
began to laugh and

writes Gen. Horace Porter, in

Century.

LAUNDRY

Every

one

Rawlins cried, “Good for the drummers!”
“What’s the fun?” inquired the general.
“Why,” was the reply, “they are
playing, ‘Ain’t I glad to get out ob de
wilderness!’
The general smiled at the ready wit of
tbe musicians, and said, “Well, with me
a musical joke always requires explanaI know only two tunes; one is
tion.
‘Yankee Doodle’ and the other isn’t.”

WASH EE."

All kinds of laundry worn done at short no
tlce. Goods called for and delivered.
H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
West End Bridge,
Ellsworth, Me.
■

mills WANTED

by

a reliable firm to take orders for
Nursery
Stock of the finest quality. We want honest,
oiiscientlous salesmen. Salary and traveling
expenses paid.
WHITING NURSERY fO„
45T Blue Hill Ave., Boston, Mass.

“My little brother has been taking Hood’s
Sarsaparilla and it has entirely cured him of
scrofulous humor. This medicine has proved
very satisfactory whenever we have used it.”
KriiEL Hodgkins, North Lamoine, Me.

<

I

Hood’s Bills

cure

all liver ills.

My friend Charles Daly,

KI.LSWOUTI!

II

iint'jJigi'miy

arni

uu,

uuu

iu

about that condition it is absolutely
necessary* that the payment of the property road tax in labor should be abolished.
FIX THK
The Time to

HOADS

Repair

NOW.

Highway Is When

ft

Impecur inns

It Needs It.

largest quantity

prisince

of dust.
A good

road should never be thus
"repaired.” A defective road should be
repaired at any and all times. It is
cheaper, and certainly much better.
Europe's good roads aro the result of
proper building and constant care. They
do not have to he repaired. They are
fixed before they need repairing—in the
sense of being partly rebuilt.
The one great lesson the people of out
land must learn is that the time to repair a road is when it needs it. These
once a year reformations are too few
and far between. Fix the roads now.

KEEP;THE

HOAD

NEW.

Do Not Give It

a Chance to Wear Out by
Neglecting Repair*.
In England thev have nut onlv good
but superlative reads, and they are kept
right up to standard ut all seasons of
the year and from day to day. Water is
the worst enemy of good roads.
Under
a careless system
of maintenance and
repair water will destroy roads faster
than ceaseless, heavy traffic. Knowing
the work of water on roads, the highway authorities of England do not allow it to got a start, and therefore
washed and gullied roads are unknown
except, perhaps, when there comes an

storm.

All over the United Kingdom the system is generally the same in its main
features. In the first place, there have
been good roads built for a long series
of years. They are properly drained, inspected daily at the least, and every little wear, a hole as large as a filbert, is
promptly repaired and made as good as
the rest of the road. There is no chance
for a road to wear out. It is ever new,
and its level and crown never vary.
That is what permits the horseless carriage or the carriage drawn by horses to
exert their greatest usefulness, and it is
all on the side of economy.—New London Day.
Want Better

Road*.

Many of the teamsters and farmers
throughout the region are talking of
forming an organization to adopt resolutions and also collect subscriptions,
which are to he used in compelling tha
various supervisors to furnish better
roads. It is stated that many of the
roads are in a miserable condition.—
Shenandoah (Pa.) Herald.
Good Roads Beat Uim.

A canvass since the recent election in

Waterbury, Conn., shows that George
Tracy, the Republican candidate for
first selectman and the only Republican
defeated, with one exception, was beat
en by a carefully organized effort of the
bicycle organizations of the city. Mr.
Tracy opposed spending large su-ms on
town roads.
— —
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Improved, per Ini (seed).2.50
Creamery per lb.25
Dairy .IXy.20
Cheese.
Best factory (new) per lb .12y.l5
Best dairy (new).15
Dutch (imported).1.10
Eggs.
Fresh

on

mi

iMiini

Positively

cured, by these
Little Pills.

SI raw.

Loose
7 as
Baled.10 y 12

Vegetables.
.60
Potatoes,
.02 Turnips,
.03
Parsnips,
.03 Celery, bunch
.OX
Pumpkins, each,

Beets, per bu
Cabbage,
Onions,
Squashes, per lb
Cranberries, qt

bu 1.50

y

They also relieve Distress from Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Too Hearty Eating. A perfect remedy for Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Bad Taste in tl.e Mouth, Coated Tongue
Tain in the Side, TORITD LIVER.
They
Regulate the Bowels. Purely Vegetable.
Small Pill.
Small Dose.
Small Price.

.50
,5n

.03
15
.10

2.00

tiroeerles.

Coffee—per lb

.06 y .OS
Rice, per lb
Pickles, pergal .40y.60
Olives, per qt ..'15y 75
.37 Vinegar—per gal
Pure cider,
.25
.05
.40y.60 Cracked wheat,
.05
.25y.60 Oatmeal, per II.
Sugar— per lb—
Quaker rolled oats, .05

.25y.30

Rio.

Mocha,
Java,
Ten—per lb—
Japan,
Oolong,
UiiinumM

.4o

—

.'HI

ii,

Coffee—A it
Yellow, C

.04 S
.04

H,

IMM

n n

.«

mill,

Graham,
live meal,
< >iI
per gal—
Linseed,

.04
.04

Molasses—per gal—
.40
.00 3.60
Havana,
I'orto Rico,
.50 Kei osene, per gai
.14
00 Astral oil,
.16
Syrup,
Maple syrup,qt .25 3.30
Lumber ami Ituilding Materials.
Clapboards— per M
Lumber—per M—
lOall
Kxtra spruce,
24 a26
Hemlock,
Hemlock hoards, 10 a 11
Spi uc.e, No. 1, i7yl8
12 a 16
(dear pine,
35 a60
spruce,
Kxtra pine,
35a60
Spruce floor,
15>j20
12 a 15 Laths— per M—
l’ine,
Matched pine,
2.00
I03I8 Spruce,
.04 a .06
Nails, per lh
Shingles—per Si
2 75 Cement, per cask
160
Cedar, extra
2 25
clear,
Lime, per cask
2d clear,
175
1 05 a 110
extra one,
1 50 Brick, per M
7all
No. 1,
125 W bite lead, pr tb .05 3.08
—

—

•flMrs. Popkin’s^
$
| |ha»Ks$iVtfl&,
story

*'

.75
25

scoots,

Spruce,
Hemlock,

1

25

Provisions.
.08
Steak, heef, lb .12}£ a .25 Tripe, per !t>
Fresh pork,
.10a.15 Honeycomb tripe,tb do
.08 a. 15
.13a.14
Spring lainn,
Ham, per lb
Veal, per lb
.083.16 Mutton, perIti .U64.IO
.08a.U Poultry—per tb—
Roa*ts,
.12a.14
Beef, corned, ft* .064.08
Fowl,
.15
tongue,
spr. chickens, loa.is
.os
Salt pork, per lb
.22a.25
Turkeys,
.0' Bologna,
.10
I.ard, per tn
.12
.10 Sausage,
Pig* feet, per tb
Cooked ham, tb
.lo

is the title of

.10

a.12

.12 a. 15
.12 a. 15
.04‘a
.12 a. 15
.04 S
.15 y.2"
.12

Mackerel,
Blueilsh,
Cod,
White luilibut,
Haddock,

Flounders,do/.
Lobsters,
Pickerel,

Id

.20a 2.»

>a'inon,

scallops, qt
t lams, pk
Oysters, qt

.3"
25

Dry cod,
Pollock,
Mackerel,

B'oaters,

.18a.20
.25

(■iinif.

Venison, steak

.25
roast, .12 a. 15
Fuel.
Coal —per ton—
Wood—per cord
3 00 a 600
6 00
I»ry hard,
Broken,
2 00 a3 50
6 00
Dry soft,
Stove,
6 uo
Egg,
Roundings per load
1 00 a 1 25
6 00
Nut,
6 00
Blacksmith's
Flo Sr, Grain and Feed.

Patents—
Winter wheat,

one

Save Your l ife

Back in male
of wau-r and

.30a.35
.25« Hu
.10

Ftes,
Hates,
Raisins,
Prunes,

.12y.20

WITHOUT

OPERATION

BY

S. J. Sherman’s Method. Semi 15 cents lor his
book of full information, &c. Address

S. J. SHEFMAN, HERNIA SPECIALIST,
17“* Treinont Si., Boston.
K.

worth.

PATENTS.
Caveatn,
.01
,o3R

and Tratle Mark** obtained and a Pabuslues- i*4>m ueted for Moderate Fees.
>
Our orlbv t-opposite l
Patent Otlice. We
have no Huh.agene.es, all business direct, hence
can transact patent business in less time and at
LESS COST than those remote front Washtent

ington.

.12
.13

Send model, urn wing, or photo, with description. Weadvis, if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee mu lue till patent is secured.
A book, “How to oiiiain Patents,” with references to actual client:
in your state, county, or
town, sent free. Adorers

C. A. SNOW & Co.,

.355.50
.15a.>5

Opposite Patent otlire

Tamarinds,
.|o Currants,
.OSy.lft Apples, string
.10y.]4 Apples, sliced

.10
.08

a

12
.os

.12

Whatever you would have your chilbecome, strive to exhibit it in your
own lives and conversation.
dren

19 Years’
Just think

pain

RUPTURE C^RED

Fruit.

Oranges, doz.
Grapes,

or

Sm

Anthony, ex-Postmaster of Promise
n s:
bought one bottle of
City, Iowa,
“Mystic Cure” for Rheumatism, uud two doses
of it did me more good than any medicine I ever
took.” Sold by S. D. WlUtilN, druggist, Ells-

Corn meal, per hag
('urn, full weight, per
New corn, full weight.
.80
p« r hag
.90
hag
Oats, Western, per
.33
bu
Oats,native,pr bu 25 a 30
Hides ami Tallow.
Hides—per fb—
Tallow—per lb—
.04
Ox,
Rough,
.04
Cow,
Tried,
.03
Bull,
Caif skins, green
.25 3.50
.30 a.35
Pelts,
Lambskins, .20 4.30
Seeds.
2 50 Clover—per tb—
Herdsgrass, i>u
.18
Red,
Redtop, per tb
Lawn seed, per tb
.18
Alslke,

Lemons, doz
Bananas,
Apples, pk

female.

Ii relieves retention
:n
pa-sing ii almost im
toir-adf In using this mar
velouseure. Its u- will prevent fatal conse
ipienres in a nn.-t 'll e.a-es hv it- great alterative and healing p nv< r-. Sold i»y S. D. Wiggin, Pruggid, h!I:\vurth Me.

mediately

T.

50
25
.85

Fresh

V

MERRELL-SCULE CC., Syracuse, N. Y.

y 6 00
6
6

Spring wheat,

•

^ by

By u-ing “Tiik New pkeat South American
Kiuney Cuke.” Thin new renvdy Is a great
surpri-e oil iKTiium of it.- exceeding promptness
in relieving pain in the Kidne) *, Bladderand

.57
Shorts—bag—
Flour—per bb
5 50 36 0o Mixeii feed, hag
so
Straights,
St. Louis oiler,
Middlings,bag .80a no
5 50

I

ftj

Salmon, stripped
doz

•

NONE SUCH 5S3S

«| paper.

.07 a.10
.05 3.06
.12 a.15
.ll)a.l2

Halibut lins,
Halibut heads,
.05
Boneless cou, .08 3.10
Tongues and
.08 3.10
sounds,
Smoked—
.12
Haibut,
A lewives, string .15

.40

written •

a

© for the manufacturers of

of the most humorous •
It will •
the day.
Cj| writers of
& be sent free to anyone send- •
St ing address and naming this 2

Fish.
Salt—

Fresh—
Smelts,

VV

isntmrton, L>. C.

NolitT.
fPHK umtersn iM ■! f;c 0% given notice mat he
X ha contraeted with H eClt\ ot Ellsworth,for
Lite support ot the poor, during the ensuing vear,
and has made amp.e pr. vision lor tneir support.
He tin retore forbuis all persons from furnishing
suppbes to any pauper on his account, as without
his wilttcn order, he will pay for no goods so
Harry s Jones.
furnished

Experience

of the wealth of wisdom and experience,
during 19 years of building good
comes to you for the $100 you pay for

accumulated
bicycles, that

|

STANDARD OF THE WORLD.

Truth.

~

truth” Is what
‘Perpetrating
a prominent statesman called a roundabout method of bribery. One is reminded
of Pepys’ unblushing record of direct lying by telling a half truth, as given in his
famous diary 250 years ago. ‘‘Captain
Grove,” he says, ‘‘did give me a letter difected to myself from himself. 1 discerned
money to bo in it and took it, knowing it
to bo, as I found it, the proceeds of the
place I had got him. Hut I did not open
it till I came home to
my office, and there
1 broke it open, not !ar*k*»»p into it till all j
tho money was out, that I might say 1
saw no money in the paper ii e\er I should
There was e piece of gold
be questioned.
and £i in silver. So home to dinner 1”
a

SICK HEADACHE

loose, per ton. .13 a 15
Baled,..idyls

mirror.

A Ruse

laid, per doz.25

liny.
Best

my

The explanation flashed upon him In a
moment, and with this clew to guide him
he discovered that the noise which had
awakened him was made by tho porter of
tho hotel, who overturned n chair In an attempt to extinguish a lamp which was
burning in the corridor. Starting in surprise from a heavy sleep, my friend beheld
by the brief light of the lamp which shone
through the transom of tho door his own
reflection In the glass, which disappeared,
of course, when tho light was extinguished.
This is tho veracious history of a man
who was frightened by bis own shadow.—
New York News.

totally in rever-

It u tier.

them could

a

sad to

present

Peas:

believe that none of
have been tho intruder, but
the impression .vet remained that ho could
not have been deceived.
The clerk, surprised at his firmness in
his belief, determined to go up stairs and
This
make an examination of the room.
wasdone in tho presence of my friend, who
accompanied him, without discovering any
possible means of exit other than tho door
and windows, all of which he confessed
were secured when ho had examined then
after his surprise in the night. Vexed and
annoyed with himself for having invited,
by his confession, the ill concealed amuse- j
ment of the clerk, he sat upon the edge of j
the bed, endeavoring to recall all the cir- ;
cumstances of tho case. While In this position 1)0 slowly raised his head, when his
eyes encountered what seemed to be tho apparition that had previously presented itself. A second glance reddened his cheeks
with shame when ho recognized himself in

friend

seem

is

the

Improved Yellow Eye, per bush.2.50 ;
Pea, hand picked, per liu.2.00 |

he had

nroaKiastea

day

of

Country Produce.

Beans.

rested comfortably, he determined to
confide in him, with the hope of obtaining
an explanation of the mystery.
The clerk, after hearing all the circumstances, evidently believed that it was
nothing but a dream; hut, to satisfy my
frond, ho sent to inquire if the sick man
had left his room during the night.
He received the positive assurance of
both the watchers that ho had rested very
quietly and that such a thing was impossible, as neither of them had closed his eyes.
Strong as this testimony undoubtedly
was, it failed to shake my friend’s belief
that some one had visited his room. In the
hope of setting his mind at rest, the clerk
suggested that lie should sit near the door
of the breakfast room and inspect the faces
of the guests to identify, if possible, the
intruder.
The arrangement was carried out, and
alter the

MKASIKM*

young men
to he larking

Stiirrtiscmmt3.

■

his
not

ANI»

elderly lady, “it

the

hut

bushel of Liverpool suit shall weigh (Ml ence.” “You don’t kno v our young men,
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island sail shall ! mamma,” said the younger lady. “You
weigh 7o pounds.
The standard weight of a iiushel of potatoes, should start one of them to talking about
in good order and tit lor shipping, is 60 pounds.
himself.”
The standard weigiit of a bushel of beans in
tfuod order and lit for shipping, is 62 pounds. |
(M wheat, beets, ruta-baga turnips and peas, do
|
pounds; of corn, 56 pounds; of onions, 52 j
iiounds; of carrots, English turnips, rve and I
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of Imrley and buckwheat, 4x pounds; of oats, 32 pounds, or even !
measure as by agreement.

Most every one has heard of tho man
momentarily expecting to encounter the
who gave it out that he always took a
maniac, he groped his way in the dark to
bath every year whether he needed it or the table where he had left the candle.
not. A great many roads are “worked”
Never will he forget trie horror of that
on the same principle, says The L. A.
situation. It seemed an age to him beW. Bulletin. Once a year they are given fore he succeeded in obtaining a light.
what is known as a “fixing up,” and When its feeble glimmer penetrated the
it was empty.
the rest of the time tiny must shift for room, to his astonishment
Arming himself with his cane, he comAs a consequence they
themselves.
menced a search, hut without discovering
“shift” from one side to the other, just the intruder. The door was locked on the
and the lack of Inside ami the windows secured. There
as tiie lay (if the land
! was hut out* closet in the room, and that
proper drainage may demand.
And, be it remembered, there is some- j was empty.
After looking everywhero that it was
times a piece of road that nature has
kindly cured for, which really does not possible r impossible for any otto to sehimself ho drew a long breath, in
require fixing. Often this is plowed up, ! erete
the assurance that lie was the only occuof
the room.
Could ho have been
pant
mistaken? Could it have been a dream?
At all events, there was no more sleep
for him that night. After dressing himself l.e was about to go to the office of t! o
hotel and apply for another room, when it
occurred to him that it would he rather
embarrassing to explain his reason for doding a change. And in the hope that it
no watch,
was near morning, for ho had
he wrapped the bedclothes around him a d
sat in a chair awaiting the break of day.
The candle burned to its socket before d y
dawned.
Its first feeble glimmer had
A MODERN IIIGHWAT.
hardly made its appearance when he de[From I.. A. W. Bulletin.j
scended to the office and awaited his
along with defective sections, and is breakfast, with the determination of seekmade soft and susceptible to ruts and ing other quarters afterwurd.
He had decided to say nothing of his
washouts. It is also then in a good conscare.
Hut when the clerk, surprised at
dition to
the
1

KKOAKIUMO WKIOHT8

I.AW

said the

see,

A

having got an engagement in St.
Louis,
ale the journey there from New
York i.ml stopped at a hotel in a back
street.
As he was being shown to his
room he was startled
by a most demoniac
yell, succeeded by tho most horrid laughter, apparently from some one in a room
on tho corridor
they were approaching.
Tho servant hastened to explain that i'J
was a gentleman who had been
drinking
too much and was suffering with delirium
tremens.
Not relishing such a neighbor,
my friend hesitated about proceeding faron
tlie assurance of tho servant
ther; but,
that this was tho first time that the sick
man had made any noise, and that he was
in charge of two frionds who Imd volunteered to sit up witli him, Charley concluded to proceed.
It was with much misgiving that he deposited his valise on the small table in the
room, and prepurod to take possession of
his quarters.
The wind was howling
mournfully around tho house, and the
rain beat wildly on the window panes. He
would have liked a fire if he could have
afforded it, for tho weather was chilly and
the room damp. Hastily disrobing himself
and extinguishing the candle, ho enjoyed
tho luxury of tho first stretch in 48 hours.
No one appreciates that luxury better
than he who has been confined in the exasperating limits of a seat in a railroad
car for two nights in succession.
He fell asleep almost instantly.
How
long he remained so ho could not tell; but
some time during the night bo was awakened by a quick, sharp noise at his bedside, resembling tho overthrow of a piece
of furniture, or the bursting open of a
door. Starting up in his bed be w’as horrified to see standing near him a figure in
white, with glaring eyes and disheveled
hair, apparently about to spring upon him.
The
Ho at once realized the situation.
victim of mania a potu had es' ped from
his watchers and obtained admission to
The thought passed like lighthis room.
ning through his brain, and his heart
Almost as sudstood still with affright.
denly. however, the apparition vanished.
The disappearance affected him no less
seriously, for he knew not from what
quarter to expect an attack. Anything
to such uncertainty, and,
was preferable

uun*

“All,”

>1A liKKTH.

Wednesday. January 6, 1X97.
A INK

an

•rtor.

in that shape, and prevent washing by
keeping the surface smooth and the ruts
tilled up. To keep the roads in the proper condition it isucccssarv to do w'ork at
intervals during the wrfole seasou. A
great amount of work is not required,
but it must be done at the right time.
No depression must be permitted to remain and hold water, hut low places
filled up ns soon as discovered, and after every rain, as soon as the soil is stiff
enough, the grader should be used to
smooth the surface and fill up the ruts.
But the grader should never be used
when the soil is too dry to pack, as it
makes a ridge of dust which the first
rain changes into mud.
One feature in our road system, always overlooked when our roads are
compared with those of eastern states or
foreign countries, is the number we are
required to maintain. We have more
than twice as many roads in the same
space as can bo fouud in tho old and
thickly populated districts of France
and England, with the added disadvantage of having always to follow a
straight line. But, despite of all drawbacks, our roads can be kept fairly good

A drum

....

Subscribe for The American

1'roperly Drained, They Keep In
1 airly Good < ondition.
The dry wrath* r of the last three
years lias taught us this lesson, that if
the road is only dry it will he fairly
go*>4, write.' James Ynill in Cedar Rapids Gazette. Indeed the only enemy to
©ur dirt road is wab r, and tfyo secret of
keeping these roacts in the best condition is to take care of the water in the
soil by drainage, by having the surface
of the road well rounded and keeping it
Wln*n

extraordinary

week, Wednesday, with Mrs. C.

SMITB

PAY, NO

days ago and severely intoe cork fracturing the skull

The Grand Army post will have a public installation of officers, a basket supper and dance at Temperance hall soon.

ASD BATH ROOMS.
“NO

a

This sudden change in the atmosphere
is causing colds and influenza.

BIjIiBWORTIZ

STEAM

kicked by

few

day (Monday)

Anderson, well known as a competent
I make a specialty of
Pino Carriage Worlt.

with It. E.

was

Hon. Q. E. Simpson and wife leave to-

HORSESHOEING

II.

uiu>nt

Kast Sullivan.

of J. E.
teacher.

(formerly

Rodick

critical condition.
Jan. 4.

I have taken the shop formerly occupied bv
A. K. Woodward, ami am ready to do all kinds
of blacksmithing. l learned the best methods of

W.

IlnHiflr

above the eyes. At the
is somewhat improved,

SON,

New Blacksmith

a

jured, the

To Farmers
We are agents for the Fertilizers of the Cumberland bone Phosphate Co. It
is none too early to begin to think about next
spring’s work. Call and get descriptive catalogue and prices.

B.

nurl

town.

ft Hi to

Franklin Street.

Amv

Immpa

Messrs. Cullens, Hunt, Beadle and Atkinson, of the Bangor theological seminary, passed the Christmas holidays in

PRICES:

...

has just bought and moved
residence owned by G. W. Wil-

Christmas with their parents here, returning to Bar Harbor Thursday.

[STRAW,

The

TO-DAY’S
Hay, loose,
baled,
Straw, baled,

the

liams.

HairH|MHl.

YOUR HORSE_
like yourself, '• must eat and sleep. We
do not deal |lu grain, hut when It
-*
comes to tofc. tT.i <;
4b

HAY anti

to-day to attend
legislature.

the

Major Leard

HOPKINS,

lloniM*)’ Itiillillng,

in

Archie Johnston has moved into the II.
C. Penney house recently purchased by
him.

Bicycle Repa i ring.Done.
♦T.

was

town

CLASS ORDER.

HIS OWN IMAGE.

-_

—

—

■■■

..

o

ruse on

cunro

i

buyer of a Columbia has no uncertainty. He knows its
quality and workmanship are right—the Columbia scientific
The

methods make them

so.

sioo:
Beautiful Art

I

TO ALL ALIKE.

Catalogue of Columbia and Hartford Bicycles is free if yoo call upon any
Columbia agent; by rap.il from us for two 2-cent stamps.

POPE MFG.

CO., Hartford, Conn.

Agencies in almost every city and town. If Columbia*
properly represented in your vicinity, let us know.

Branch Stores and

are
«

not

grow more frequent as annual settlements approach.
“Holiday dulness has been intensi-

<£l)c tCllswortl) American.
A

LOCAL AM) POLITICAL JOURNAL

fied

PUBLISHED

MORNING

EVERY THURSDAY

ELLSWORTH, MAINE,

the failures and the efforts of

by

several

nounced

THURSDAY, JANUARY 7, 1897.

Capt.

night

The report of the State assessors places
assessed valuation of bicycles in Hancock county at fl4,878, about one-flfth as
much as the valuation of carriages. Hancock county’s shipping is assessed at
the

July 13 last. Thus
most sensational, and
of

fl47,970.

in New

Jacob
Springer,
claims that he has

England in recent years. The
occupied nearly three weeks. To
those who followed it closely as reported in the papers, as well as to
trial

continuously

surprise. It was not believed that
evidence sufficient to convict Bram
had been presented.
No motive for
the murder had been shown.
Ever

j

ail

since the

beginning of the trial
a growing sentiment in

West

Franklin,

brass clock that has

service than any brass clock

seen more

a

cattle infected with tuberculosis. This

of
a

or

any other clock in Franklin, and perhaps
in Hancock county. It has been running

those who had been in constant attendance at the trial, the verdict was

weeks,

either

alleged poison-

large, ing
long time,
Hancock

one of the
in many respects one of the most remarkable trials which hns taken place

ordered killed in different parts of the
State an unusually large number of

things:

thoroughly

was
an

case.

of the murder of

ends

For the Public Ural til.
cattle
commissioners
State

indicates one of two

Landing
last week by

large

guilty

ler” on the

Cheap Newspapers.
The newspaper which has no uniform
rate for advertising space, and is satisfied to take what it can get for it, is a
cheap advertising medium, and the advertiser need expect nothing but cheap
results.—Lawrenceburg (Ind.) Press.

two

Green’s

over

seventy years.

A fatal accident of

an

unusual nature is

reported from Deer Isle this week—the
death of a boy from internal hemorrhage
caused by a fall on the ice while skating
some

there

weeks before.

At

the

time

of

the

the
injury was not considered
alarming spread of the infection in i has been
favor fall,
Maine, or increased vigilance on the ! of Bram. But then arose that unan- serious.
Let us
part of the cattle inspectors.
swerable question:
“If Bram didn't
A cargo
of forty-three carloads of
hope it is the latter.
do it, who did?” The published state- orange-box shooks left Bucksport for
We believe the people of Ells- ments of
Italy last week on the Italian bark *Veone of the jurors that he and
j
not
attach importance ; others of
worth do
the jury voted against their suvio”. Perhaps they w ill come bark to
enough to this matter. The trans- i convictions.while it cannot now affect Maine, boxed around some luscious

“Messinas” in

mission of tuberculosis from diseased ; the
verdict, does not serve to appease
to the human system through ; the
feeling in the minds of the genl
the medium of milk is no longer a eral
public that the evidence did not
Its ;
theory, but a recognized fact.
warrant a verdict of guilty.
It is estruth has been demonstrated time timated
that the trial has cost the
!
and time again, and cases have been

more

cows

me

disease

is

not connneo

to

any

We print this week

a

out of

herd of nineteen cows had to

a

Only

be killed.
cows were

Have
the

last week

Bangor.
adequate assurance

disease does not exist

hand?
The

that

near

American does not wish

at

to

pose as an alarmist, but it believes that
as a matter of precaution, some action
should be taken. We repeat: we believe the

people

of Ellsworth do not

yet, for all that appears

on

the

j
j

from Maine to this mission

with the assurance always that
will be judiciously expended.

Maryland,

the

And

short his

the rules and

are

his

that cattle be

the

day

It

has

owner

the

test--$l

a

head.

The

State takes

charge of all diseased cattle, certificates being granted only to a healthy
herd.
is

It

for the

interest that

public

every consumer of milk in Ellsworth
should denr id that the person who

supplies

it show such

a

certificate.

—

Illlsllleits III 1KIKI.

In

reviewing

the business of

1896,

Dun’s Revieu' says: “There have been
more commercial failures in 1896 than
in any previous year except 1S93,
about 14,890 against 13,197 last year,
with liabilities of about $225,000,000,

against $173,196,060

last year, an increase in number of about 12 per cent
and in liabilities of 29 per cent. The
monthly returns show that $36,000,000
of the excess over last year was in two
months, August and September. But
for the temporary political alarm in
those

months,

the entire

excess

of lia-

bilities over last year would probably
have been not more than 10 per cent.
“The year closes with an epidemic of

failures, mainly at the West and in
banks, loan and trust companies, or
concerns dependent on them.
The
action of clearing-houses in various
places indicates no want of confidence

any other

during the spring
Only forty-six of

summer

the

female teachers

it is said

lecturing
the people

—

He has had

are

tired of him.

even sooner

come

pected.

Requiescat

than

year
tinel cannot

as

a

semi-weekly.

come

we ex-

in pace.

The Waterville Sentinel
new

is to cut

Bryan

tour.

so

often

begins

the

The Senas

to

wear

Tuberculosis
cattle
commissioners last
week killed between forty and fifty diseased cows in the fine herd of Jersey
thoroughbreds of Alonzo Libby, of Westbrook.
This herd was exhibited at the
Eastern Maine State fair in Bangor, and
was considered
the finest in the State.
The cows had become infected with tuberculosis, and were ordered killed.
In Cows.

On

State

Tuesday

of

last

ftweek

the

com-

missioners caused fifteen cows in a herd
of nineteen, belonging to C. H. Patterson,
of Hampden Centre, to be
killed.
A
diseased

cow

had

been

previously

found

in Mr. Patterson’s herd, and it was at his
request that a thorough examination of
all the caktle was made.
It was only last week that The American reported the killing of fourteen cows
from a fine herd of Jerseys in Bangor.
Sheriff* Hooper’s Deputies.
Sheriff L. F. Hooper has made the following appointments of deputy sheriffs:

Bar Harbor—William B. Higgins.
Gouldsboro—Robert R. Joy.
Bluehill—A. T. Cousins.
and several banks which have failed
Brooklin—Rodney Smith.
Deer Isle—Edwin L. Haskell.
will be enabled to pay in full, but disCastine—John M. Vogell.
closure of unsoundness in a few wideOrland—Allard Staples.
ly-known institutions, in the abnorOldtown—Hartwell Lancaster.
mal state of popular feeling after an
Bucksport—A. H. Genn.
excited contest on monetary issues,
Two other deputies are to be appointed,
has
caused distrust and suspicion viz.: one at Southwest
Harbor and one
where it is frequently undeserved.
for the up-river towns.
These appoint“There has been no monetary pres- ments will be announced later.
Deer Isle will have two deputies. Depsure to cause trouble, nor have important western products declined in uty-Sheriff Haskell lives at Deer Isle vilvalue. There has evidently been too lage. The second deputy, who will not
liberal assistance given by some fidu- be appointed just at present, will be a
Green’s Landing man.
ciary concerns to speculative operaIn making the appointments, Sheriff
tions. No drain on eastern funds has I
Hooper says he consulted the wishes of
resulted since the first alarm at t wo
the people of the different towns rather
large failures, and the money then than his own. The appointments are, as

normal

were

$2.75 per pupil.
One of the most eccentric characters
Franklin has ever known was “Mollie
Martin”, whom some of the older inhabitants can remember.
Her last days were
spent in wandering among the inhabitants, many reverencing her through fear,

believing

the

report tnat she possessed
related

It is
powers of witchcraft.
that at one time she expressed a
the

for some yarn,
Soon afterward

which

dogs

not

was

or

some

desire

granted.

other ani-

the entire flock of
sheep
by those refusing her the yarn,
the killing of the sheep was attribkilled

owned
but

I

poor “Mollie Martin's” sorcery.
from Beecbland one day, in
attempting to climb a fence to enter a
uted to

! Returning

Aged

The

Wife

of Erratic “Dr.” Her-

Penney.

Mrs. Crockett-French-Penney, the aged
wife of Dr. H. C. Penney, of Lewiston,
formerly of Amherst, died Thursday, of

pneumonia. She
old; her husband

was

eighty-seven

is about 40.

Mrs.

years
Pen-

ney had been in Lewiston for ten weeks.
In her younger days Mrs. Penney was a
noted medium, and no meeting of Maine

Massachusetts spiritualists was deemed
complete without her presence. She lias
evidently believed in her gift, for she has
never used it for the getting of money, or
for the detriment of others.
or

Concerning her marriage with young
Penney recently said:
Penney, Mrs.
“When I

twenty,
own.

at

It

married I was also one and
least, and I had a mind of my

was no

business

of

a

gabbling

come beating pans about
did not marry Dr. Penney
was young and handsome, or

town's folks to
my house.
because he
because I

I

w'as

young and

giddy—though

not old

am

numbered and I had done with w hat
property I had, he should have it. I am
not rolling in wealth, but I have some
property now which I shall give him
Since the first
when the time comes.
day that I met him he has been nothing
else than kindness itself to me, and that
I feared that there
is all that I want.
were those who might get me out of the
were

my property could be had, and
reason I made this agreement
with Dr. Penney that I might have a
strong man to lean on in my old age.”
Mrs. Penney left a will giving her remaining property unconditionally to her
husband—and it is estimated that it
would amount in all to about fl4,000 in
real estate and a few thousand in money.
From the attitude of her family it is probable that her will will be contested upon
the grounds that she was insane when it
way that
for that

was

made.

Penney is just

now

going through in-

—

THiT NEW BRIDGE

Thing

Reality,

Fine Groceries,

exceptions

ruled.

narrowed

Colin C. McKenzie, pro ami, rs. John
B. Redman.
All the questions of law
that arise in this case have been considered

in

the

Stuart

innovations

position of judge
governor’s staff.

often
s
ork

and

favor of

M. J.

ad vocal

e-general

on

policy

LOOK

MMV

l oit snow.

increase the sale of t tie
as
well as attract customers to the
store v\ lio are new to it.
Frequently t tie head advertising man
is t lie general
manager of the store.
W het her this is the ease or not, he is a
Hor
of the establishment,
general super*
wit ha complete knowledge of its everchanging detail.
Every day he holds
consultations with heads of departments
to find out
what particular lines of articles they want “boomed”, and about
those articles lie writes Hlluring statements for the
shopping public to read,
sometimes
for illustrations
arranging
w it h t hem.
The amount of money spent for advertising is appalling when looked upon as
an expense.
One great store in Philadelphia •spends on an average f 1,000 every
day in the year, and a good many spend

oi l’

The

girls will want a nice
sleigh an<l they ought to have it. Lea*
money will buy one than It took last win
L r. and Lord knows It was hard
enough
the (milder tin n. We propose to close
ail our Sleighs. I'ungs and Jumpers at
belt*w cost
(.Jo they must. We

on

out
or

spend
hauling them around. We
make
no
approved credit,
Imd debts, ami give our customers the ad
In

no mouev

for eash or

vantage of It, all In the
see If we don't

ns

of

Bluebill, Surry him! Dedham, made
necessary by t tie death <»f Representaliveelect Harvey
I*.
Hinckley, took place
Monday, and resulted in I be elect ion of
Johli M. Merrill, of Bluebill, republican,
by a libaral majority over the democratic
candidate, Ilhamar K. Stanley, of Bine-

3J.

S.

L.OIID

Smith

Hot

Come and

cost.

OO-,

cfc?

Kllawortb.

Street,

Water

Bottles

At REDUCED PRICES.

hill.

wonderfully

Ellsworth.

n« w

the

Special ( lass Klcctloti.
The special election of t he class ton

and

DRUMMEY,

Pklijows’ Bixx’k.

Odd

sell

stores.
in

in

Hancock county will be represented in
the governor’s council by Hon.
PL I*.
SpolTord, of Deer Die; and Hon. II. PL
Hamlin, of Ellsworth, is booked for the

scale the

a

Haines, Solders

Burleigh.

large
originality of the department store is largely supplied hy two departments to some extent
correlated. These are the advertising department and the window dressing department. One is the literature of the
great store; the other its art.
1'he shop-windows are h great stimulus
for the department whose goods are disA good showing will
pay'd in them.
on

to

the chances

Haines.
The probable candidate for secretary of
state is Byron Boyd; for treasurer, F. M.
Simpson; Dr assessors, Otis Hayford and
W. C. Marshall; for public printer, C. B.

and need not be
further considered here.
As to the motion.
The jury saw the witnesses and
h-ard them testify.
Whether their verdict be just, depends upon t he credibility
of the witnesses, their truthfulness and
t he weight of test
•
imony.
We cannot say that the verdict is wrong.
Bad we seen the witnesses and observed
their appearance, we might think ntherw ise.
'I'iie jury saw t hem and could judge
better than we can of their truthfulness.
Motions and exceptions overruled.

Hig Department
Aside from departures

down

Appleton, with

case

I. 2.

Shaw’s Sentence Commuted.
President Cleveland has commuted to

CHEST

to five

years'imprisonment, with all defor t'ond behavior, the sentence
of ten years’ imprtPonment imposed in
July, 1893, in Maine upon William H.
ductions

Shaw

:> ami

or

1

(>narts.

LUNG PROTECTORS,

A GOOD ASSORTMENT.

Prevent Colds and Pneumonia.
Lower price* than

for embezzling national funds.

S. D. WiGGIN,

ever.

DRUGGIST,

Deafness Cannot l»e 4 urrd
bv local applications aMAINE.
tticy cannot rca< h the
ELLSWORTH,
diseased portion or tin* ear
There !•* only one
>ppo«Ue Post otVtec.
way to cure deafness, Hint that Is bv con-tltu 1
thorn* remedies.
Deafness Is causerf by an in
flamed condition of the mucous lining of the
N KW CIO Alt STOKK.
Kustarhtan rul»e. When lids tube is Inflamed
The bicycle segHoii is over; we have not
you have a rumbling sound or ItiipPrfPct hear
lug, anil when it 1- entirely closed, Dcnfnes- l- closed up our store, however, but have
tiie result, and unle-s the" inflammation can In*
in n stock of
taken out and this tube restored to it* normal) put
CIGARS and TOBACCO.
condition, hearing will be de-troye*> forever,
nine cases out of ten are caused by ( atarrli
'Ve offer as line h Iiih-hs can Le found
which is nothing hut an inflamed condition of in the
city.
the mucous surfaces
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
ELLSWORTH BICYCLE CO.,
caseof Deafness caused by catarrh that cannot
Ellsworth.
Franklin st.,
i Ik* cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send for dr
culars; free.
F .T. CHKNKV A (JO.. Toledo, (>.
Sold !»v Druxgi"t4, TV.
!
Hall’s Family Fills are the heat.

The advertising receives
foOO a day.
probably more of the personal attention j
of t tie head of the house
than any oilier

department. The head of t lie tirm which
expends the great sum just mentioned
personally suggests and frequently writes
the leading lines in t he daily announcemenl.
'Hie proprietor of a great store in
Brooklyn does this in variably, and thinks
t lie time well
spent which the work daily
requires.—Scribner’s.

j

--

We exchange Mentis
Groceries
for

and

—

Hood’s Pills cure liver ills, biliousness, indlA Tall llulltling.
headaches. A pleasant laxative. All
New Yorker, and proud of his ! gestion,
druggists.—Advt.
city, and although his Chicago friend !
pointed out sight after sight, boasted of
He

the

;

was a

city’s

boulevards, and drove the
New Yorker over them, he failed to excite
in his guest more than a slight curiosity.
Then he brought up the subject of tall
buildings.
•‘Chicago beats the world,” be said.
“Our tab buildings top anything ever

HUTSON B. SAUXDUKS,
Investment Securities,

fendant.
“Plaintiff

or

for

the

plaintiff

or

de-

or, scratching
know what you mean by
fendant.
1 come to speak
pointing to the prisoner.
“You’re a pretty fellow for a witness,”
said the counsel, “not to know what
plaintiff or defendant means.”
Later in the trial the counsel asked the
sailor what part of the ship he was in at
the time of ttie murder.
“Abaft the binnacle, me lord,” replied
the sailor.
“Abaft the binnacle?” replied the barrister. “What part of the ship is that?”
“Ain’t you a pretty feller for a counsellor,” said t he sailor, grinning at the counsel, “not to know what ‘abHft the binnahead.

N’OTIC'E

MATr.

side of {lie

street).

SCHOOL SUPPLIES
OF EVERY KIND.

Blank Books,

Stationery,
f'aney Articles, Ac.
During the winter month*

>1AI>K.

of the St ile, the Commissioners of Inland
Fisheries and Game, at.er due notiee to all
persons interested in tlie subject matter of
said petition, and public hearing thereon in
the locality to be affected, and deeming it
necessary and proper tor the protection and
preservation of tin- inland fish of the State,
hereby adopt the following needful rules and
regulations relating to the times and places
in which and the circumstances under which
inland fish may be taken in the waters of
(ireen Lake, so-called, situated in the townships of Dedham and LUsworth, in the county of Hancock.
l.ULKS AND REGULATIONS.

Sect. 1. It shall be unlawful to fish for, or
take fish of any kind, from the waters of
Green Luke, in the townships of Dedham and
Ellsworth, Hancock county, between the first
day of October and first day of May following,
of each year, for a period of four years from

GAMES
are

ju*t the thing to while
long evening hour*.

away the

JOIFOKr -A.

HALE.

NOTICE.

Dr.A.L. Douglass
practicing

January 1,1897.

Sect. 2. It shall be unlawful to take fish at
any season of the year, from the Mann brook,
so-called, above the highway bridge across
same near the lake, and also all other tributaries to said Green Lake, for the term of four
years from January 1, 1897.
Dated this nineteenth day' of December,
Leroy T. Carleton,
a. d. 1896.
Henry C. Stanley,
Chas. E. Oak,
Com. of Inland Fisheries and Game.
Noth* to Water Takers.
office of the Ellsworth Water Co. (in
of A. W. Cushman & Son, No. 1
street), will be open Saturday evenings until 8.30 until further notice.
L. H. Cushman, Supt.
Ellsworth, Sept. 10. 1896._

THE
Franklin

store

medicine in connection with

I)r. C. C. Morrison at Bar Harbor
for the past

four years

will open

nothk.
is to

an

give notice that I hereby release

Stephen W. Rankins,
THIS my minor
the remainder of his time during his minorto

sou,

I shall claim none of his earnings nor pay
any debts contracted by him after this date.
Mariaville, Dec. 21, 1896.
Stephen A. Rankins.

ity

ELLSWORTH,
About

February

1,

1807.

money.

OSGOOD & DRESSER.

OK

Public Notice.
I have removed to the B.
IN conformity ui.h the provisions of secF. Joy store on Main street X lions seventv-MX an<l seventy-seven of
chapter one hundred and four of the public
(next block above the laws of eighteen hundred and ninety-five,
upon the petition of five or more citizem^of
Giles block, oil saiUO the
Stat*\ and deeming it for the best interest

office in

Call and see liow
much to eat we can
give you for a little

0-|*AltTNEKS1I 11*

j

|

“Why, 1 don’t
plaintiff or delor me friend,”

rope
to success. If he can keep his health, lie will
goon to success. Yet his health is the very thing
he neglects more than anything else. It is easier
to keep health than it is to regain it.
When a
nmn feels himself running down, when
he
realizes a loss of vitality and energy, lie must
cal' a halt. The strands of his rope are
parting
rapidly. Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery has helped thousands of men in just tills
condition. It makes health, it makes pure, rich
blood, It forces out impurities and kills germs.
B doesn’t make any difference what name you
call your trouble hy—dyspepsia—kidney disease—rheumatism—consumption—skin disease,
the “Golden Medical Discovery” will cure it
None of these diseases can retain
absolutely.
hold no the body when it li full of rich, pure
blood.
Semi 21 one-cent stamps to cover cost of mailing onlu, and receive a free copy of Dr. Pierce’s
Medical Adviser.
Address, World’s Dispensary Medical Association, Buffalo, N. Y.

NOTIC E.
is hereby given that Mr. Charles
H. Drumniey, of Ellsworth. Maine, has
become a member of the firm of Hale & Hamlin, attorneys at law.
i. L 1QO".
Ellsworth. Me., January
<

REMOVAL!

defendant?” said the sailhis

Mr.

Utmcrtisnnnits.

Tit For Tat.
British *Hilor being a witness in a i
murder case, was called to the stand, and
was asked by the counsel for t lie Crown
was

Secretary..

ANNUAL MEETING.
UINHE annual meeting of the Union Shoe
A Manufacturing Company will be held at
the office of the company in Ellsworth, Maine,
on the second Wednesday
of January, 1897, at
7 o’clock p. m., for the following purposes:
1st.
To choose a board of directors for said
corporation for the ensuing year.
2d. To transact any other business that
m iv legally come before said meeting.
Ellsworth, Dec. 23. 1836.
A. W. Kino, C lerk.

application.

Kvcii.tnge .Street, Portland,

of

office of the company, in First National Bank
Husky W. (i'shman,
building.

The issue is limited to $.10,001.
Mortgage
covers all property owned or acquired by the
company.
Company his a twenty years’ contract with
the town which nearly pays the interest on all
bonds issued
This is a particularly choice bond. Price on

51 1-2

Loan
elec-

officers, will r>e held on Monday evening, January 18. 1897, at 7.30 o’clock, at the

tion

FIRST MORTtiAGE GOLD BONDS,
Denomination
each, due May 1, 11)141.

A

he

annual meeting of the Ellsworth
rpiIE
A and Building As-oeiation for the

$30,000 S PER GENT. 20 YEARS

—Harper's Hound. Table.

whether

Special Xotirrs.
ANNUAL MEETING^

WATER BONDS.
TOWN OF MACHIAS.ME.,

how the man toppled tiff and all that.
But what do you think? While I was reading it something dropped with a crash.
What was it? Why, the workman, of
course!
He'd just readied the ground.”

eash.

OSGOOD & DRESSER.

JFmanrial.

tine

by any means. I married cle’ is!”
him because he was willing to protect me
The court laughed.—//arper’s Round
as long as I
lived, and in return I gave Table.
him the assurance that when iny days
A man’s health is the
hy which he climbs
I

iftibcrtistmcnU.

j

vs.

path crossing a pasture now owned byCharles Macomber, poor “Mollie Martin” )
fell over and broke her neck.
Her body
was not found for several days, and then
it was so decomposed that it was impossi- erected.”
ble to remove it.
A grave was dug beside
“Well, well,” said the New Yorker,
“that’s
the body, and into it was rolled without
(jueer. Ever heard of that buildin New York that the clouds bump
ing
without a tear, all that receremony,
against? Never heard of it, eh? I’ll tell
mained mortal of poor “Mollie Martin”.
you something About it. When they pnt
Though many missed her, none mourned. tiie last story on it a workman fell off
the top. Some time later 1 was passing
along the street below when a newsboy
yelled: ‘Extry! Full account of the acciMRS. PENNEY DEAD.
dent.’ I bought a paper, and it described
bert

out its welcome.

The

terms.

graduates. Of the towns of the county Eden
spends more per pupil than any other, the
amount being $5.32.
Ellsworth spends

the last state to

now

commissioners and by complying with

regulations, which
properly tested,
paying the expense of

and

mals

public !

by notifying

may do so

than

county in the State, Cumberland being
the only one which approaches it
with
100 fishing vessels registering 3,170 tons.

field,
they

complete
its official canvass of the presidential
But in the absence of a milk i
vote, made its returns last Thursday.
inspector, the State cattle commis- Thus completed, the returns show
sioners have provided another remthat on the popular vote, McKinley
edy; they have made arrangements ! would have hau a plurality over
Bryan
whereby any one in the milk busi- of 630,745. Toe total vote was: Mcness who desires his herd tested, in
Kinley 7,101,401; Bryan 6,470,656.
order to secure an official certificate
health,

more

seventeen

sent

records.

of

3,546 tons, engaged

of

an

aggregate
in fisheries. This is

letter from

realize the seriousness of this matter. ;
In the death of Gen. Francis A.
At the July meeting of the board
Walker, president of the Massachuof aldermen, a petition was presented i
setts Institute of Technology, not on
calling attention to a State law which that institution and the Bay State,
required the appointment by the but also the nation loses a
ripe
municipal officers of an inspector of scholar, a progressive educator and a
milk in every town of over 3,000 invaluable citizen.
He was born in
habitants, and asking that such an 1640, a son of the late Amasa Walker,
officer be appointed in Ellsworth.
himself a famous scholar.
He served
That petition was signed by every
with distinction during the civil war.
practicing physician in the city. The He was one of America's most dispetition was “laid on the table for tinguished political economists.
further consideration-’.
It is there i
>

ith

w

ored children. The field for mission
From the report of the State superinwork of this kind in the South is large. tendent of schools for the year ending
Maine has already sent many teachers i June 1, 1896 we learn that Hancock
who are laboring earnestly among the county has 267 school-houses, theeslimated value of which is $165,805.
Seven new
colored children, who seem so anxious
school-houses were built during the year.
to learn.
Many boxes of clothing, The county employed 271 female and only
and contributions of money have been
male teachers

fourteen

killed in

we

the spring, and bring
Bucksport, where they have

Hancock county leads in Maine’s shore
fisheries, according to the report of ttie
commissioner of sea and shore fisheries
just issued. Hancock has 214 vessels

At Westbrook, in a Miss
locality.
Carrie A. Whitaker, formerly of
herd of thoroughbred Jerseys, forty
Franklin, now a teacher in Dorchesor fifty cows were found to be after academy, at McIntosh, Georgia,
fected. At Hampden Centre, fifteen one of the
schools established for colone

to

already made lots of business.

government 810,000.

traced.

directly

joy

AT At’GrsrA.

Redman and McKen/.le vs. It’s Governor Powers After
To-day
Redman.
The C’auc*use*.
The law court has overruled motion I
The biennial session of the Maine legand exceptions of defendants in the cased
j islature assembled to-day (Wednesday) at
of Colin C. M> iveuzie rs. John B. Red- ; Augusta.
isn’t in place yet, but the board of
Governor Cleaves leaves tiie
aldermen tell me that it will be
man, and Donald M. Stuart ra. John B.
gubernatorial chair and carries with
soon.
But while the old bridge
Redman, which were tried at the April Him the best wishes of a grateful people
is not
tern, of the supreme court, in Hancock
for his future welfare. Governor Powers
county, and in which verdicts were assumes the helm of the ship of state
rendered for plaintiff.
Following is the with an almost solid delegation of his A
of
rescript handed down from the law court: own party in both branches of the legDonald M. Stuart rs. John B. Redman. islature.
It is competent to cross-examine a plainita ugliness will be lost in admiraThe republican caucus held
Tuesday
tiff concerning any
facts
within his
tion when you get across it and
resulted in the following nominations:
know ledge t hat tend to prove a frauduview my stock of
lent conveyance under which he claims.
HOUSE.
Numerous conveyances by an insolvent
S. L. I^arrabee, of Portland, for
speaker.
debtor near the time of his insolvency are
W. S. Cotton, of Lisbon, clerk.
competent evidence to show a contemplated insolvency, and so the condition of his
H.
George
Fisher, messenger.
bank deposit may be.
A conversation in
Walter I. Neal, of Bangor, mail carrier.
the presence of a plaintiff not shown to
R. I). Noyes, door-keeper.
relate to the issue on trial is incompetent
SENATE.
evidence.
La Page vs. Hill, 87 Me., 168, does not
A. R. Day, of Corrinna, president.
That
case
whs
This
reapply.
tresftass.
K. M. Dunbar, of Damariscott i, secre- FRUIT, NUTS, RAISINS and
plevin. There the fraudulent conveyance
might be shown in reduction of damages. tary.
C. II. Lovejoy, messenger.
Here, to bar recovery from the owner.
CONFECTIONERY.
If there was a trespass, by the messenS. A. Holden, niHil carrier.
or
ger
assignee, a remedy remains.
In
I
have them all in abundance and at
The executive delegates chose the memthat case the property had been delivered
to a mortgagee and was taken from him
lowest prices.
bers of Governor Powers’ council as folby the messenger.
lows: E. 8. Marshall, York; E. D. FreeThe damages might be nominal. The
evidence is conflicting.
The case has man, Portland; R. C. Hoothby, Livermore
been tw ice tried.
We cannot say that the Falls; E. H. Twitched, Bath; E. P. Spof- X nan give some Great
Bargains in
verdict is not supported by evidence. ford, Deer Isle; H. W.
Mayo, Hampden;
That depends very much upon where the V.
A. Coffin, Harrington.
BOOTS.
SHOES and RUBBERS.
truth lies, and the jury said it was with
The contest for attorney-generalship is
defendant. Motion and
overStuart

hard times.

aroused

Charles A. Nash, of Harrington, on
board the barkentine “Herbert Ful-

==

past

Don’t mention it!

county’s corps of deputy
establishments, sheriffs is a good one. The peace of the
them
the Yonkers carpet county will be preserved.
among
works, which employ 7,000 hands when
Mariaville
has
a
hog-killing that
full, and the Maryland steel company,
deserves to go on rec6rd along with other
will now start operations.”
big porkers of the county. C. F. Silsby
has killed two
hogs, the combined
Thomas Bram was on Saturday pro- dressed
weight of which was 1,027pounds.
and

Business communications should be addressed
to and all money orders made payable to The
Hancock County Publishing Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

the

of

that business will soon become

Subscript ion Price—$1.30 a year; 75 cents for
bIx months; 37K cents for three months, If
paid strictly iu advance. All arrearages are
reckoned at the rate of $2 per year.
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.

have, during

ing

there is almost universal confidence
and safer than before for a

LAW COURT DECISIONS.

Hancock’s grange store is not complain-

lower,

cotton and hides all somewhat

BY THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins, Editor ami Manager.

The

The weather?

great combinations to make new arWith iron, coke, wool,
rangements.

AT

;

COUNTY GOSSIP.

Subscribe for The American'

CARD OK THANKS.
I wish to extend my heartfelt thanks to the
and especially the young
of
Lamolne,
people
people, who so kindly a-Msted me l»y a dona
tlou party on New Year’s eve.
M K8. Etta Lancaster
East Lamolne, Jan. 4, 1897.
*

$

[THE

Have
Keshlcnts of the County
Passed Away During 189(1.
The number of deaths in Hancock
county for the year just closed, as returned to The American by the town
In
clerks of the various towns, is 443.
1895 the returns showed 457 deaths, or 14
more than in 1896.
The following table shows the number
who

Tho people of Dnllycrnnk always called
him the “wee priest.” Ho seldom spoke
to any one if ho could avoid it and seemed
» companionship but that of
to care for
One d .y, however, ho made
his pet goaA
a friend.
In front o« the weo priest’s whitewashed
oottage was a hit of garden, containing
two fuchsia bushes ami some cabbages,
and outside the garden was a strip of comIt was here that ho kept his
jdod land.
pet and took his daily exercise. It was
hero, too, that lie first mot his friend.
One day he was walking on tho common, with his eyes fixed on tho ground
and his thoughts in heaven, as was usual
Heaven is a lung way from
with him.
Ballycrook, and thoughts that wander
there are loath to return; so it happened
that the wee priest was quite unconscious
of a littlo figuro that stood in his path
until ho found himself on tho point of upsotting it. Ho then realized that it had
It was tho kind of
boon waiting for him.
littlo figure that had not hlthorto entered
It had curly
very notably into ids life.
hair and big, blue eyes, and it was about
This was Eily, the daughter
5 years old.
of tho colonel.
“Tie my shoe.” said Eily, lifting up a
tiny foot.
lie was nlThe weo priest hesitated.
wnys slow to take in a now Idea.
“Tio my shoe!” repented Elly imperiously, waving her foot in tho air to draw attention to it and nearly tumbling into a
The priest looked around for
whin hush.
help in his extremity, but there was no
His chubby face grow crimone in sight.
son with embarrassment, for tying tho
shoostrings of colonels’ daughters had not
come into the curriculum of his college,

f

hut

hn

hrnvttlv knelt down and did

as

of deaths

figures

Amherst.5
Aurora. 3

1896.
*2
5

Bluehlll.37

25

Hrooklln.10
Brooks vllle.16

7
13

Bucksport.30
Castlne.7
Cranberry Isles.7

21
10
4

Dedham. 2
Deer Isle.30
Kusthrook.3
Kden.17
Ellsworth. 68

6

56
3
28
75
9

Franklin.19

9

13
4

Eamoine.7

7
3

Mariavllle. 4
Mt. Desert. 7

9

20
Orland.
Otis. 1
l’enobscot.22

18
2

Sedgwick.18

21
15

Sorrento. 1
16
Sullivan.

1
11

Surry.14

16
23
7
5

Tremont.24
Trenton.8
Verona.6
Waltham.2

lie

5

4

O

Long Inland Plantation.4

0

Swan’s Island Plantation.10

ft

No. 33 Plantation.0

3

457

443

The above list does not include residents of the county dying at sea or away
from
home, but only those deaths
actually occurring in llie town where re-

ported.
The year

was

not

as

remarkable

preceding one iti the
of aged people, though

the

as

matter of

deaths

the average age is
up with that of 1895. Of the total
number of 443* deaths, 159 had outlived
their allotted “three score years and ten”
a remarkable percentage.
Of
these,
ninety-seven were between the ages of

seventy and eighty, tifty-tive between
eighty and ninety, and seven were over

being ninety-four
ninety, the oldest
The
five months and eight days.
record of deaths in 1895 included thirteen
over ninety years of age, one of whom had
passed the century milestone. In 1894
years,

faint reminiscence of
eating sweets in his childhood and likir r
them, so hel bought some in the villa 3
simp and found the experiment successful.
Kily had a weakness for bright colors so
ho dug up his celibates and planted gorgeous flowers in their place. Kily watered
Sho also fed the
them and picked them.
goat with the wee priest’s dinner.
All the autumn their friendship deepened.
They never spoke very much, but
whenever the priest walked on the common
Kily trotted at his side, and the pink fist
was quite at home now doubled up inside
the brown hand. But as the weather grt v
colder tilings changed. Kily’s walks abroad
were conlined to a quick constitution..!,
under supervision, and the wee priest waited in vain for his friend till his face grew
wistful. When the snow camo, he gave up
But he reckoned without his
hoping.
guest, who was a person of resource.
Ho was sitting alone one day, thoughtfully stroking a woolly lamb on wheels
which lie and Kily ufted sometimes to draw
round the garden by a string.
Ho beard a
shuflling noise on the doorstep, and Kily
herself walked in. Sho was chuckling.
“I’ze ran net! away,” she said, beaming.
Then sho stated her business.
Make a snow man.
The wee priest shuddeied.
He would
have preferred playing with the woolly
lamb by the fireside. But he had come fur
since the day that ho was daunted by u
shoestring, and experience had taught him
prompt obedience. So ho fetched his spade

nonagenarians (lied, the oldest being
ninety-seven years, eleven months and
five days.
This is a record which should

a

four

a&bcrttsrmrnte.

Smith’s

Store
is the place for all kinds of

Dry and
Fancy Goods,
and

have

during January

he

will

a

meekly.
“Here,”

said Kily, standing in front of
the door. “We’ll have him just here, I
wbero
be can see 'oo froo the winlink,
dow.” For a moment the wee priest was
staggered. Public opinion is strong in

Ladies’

BaHycrook, and a snow man in the priest's
gardenis unusual, “.lust here,” repeated
snow inun was made just
•m-

i..

«•

“uni

ikiii

hum-1

Cotton

uucu

in MalJvcrook.
prilst hud no notion

It is true that the
how to proceed, but
Kiv s experience was large, and she had a
gemii-; fuf giving orders.
By a mixture
of nbedieme and inspiration the patient
a
workman produced
triumph of art, and
Eily was satisfied. She oven crowned the
work herself by giving the snow man
pebble buttons.
“1’ze so cold,” she murmured presently.
Tho wee priest did not observe .that sho
bad put on her thin coat by mistake when
she hud ‘Tanned away.” She was no
judge of such things. But ho did hear
that her teeth were chattering, so he took
her into tho fireside. She went home,
however, still shivering. When one is 6
years old, one catches cold so easily.
The next day he heard that sho was ill.
He thought he was going to be ill too. It
was really anxiety that ho
felt, but he had
never been
anxious before, so he did not
understand. His anxiety did not last long,
however, for on the third day Eily died.
When they told him about it, he was
mending the woolly lamb, which had a
broken leg. Ho laid it on tho table silently, and for a long time ho sat still, only
stroking the woolly lamb now and then
unconsciously. When at last he looked
up, tho snow man was grinning at him
through the window. A little treblo voice
seemed to ring in his ears:
here, I fink, where ho can see *oo
froo the window.”
Then the wee priest took his
spade and
went into the
garden, and battered and
broke tho snow man till there was no
sign
of him left.
When he had finished, he
smoothed the snow with the
spade. A
woman who was
passing at tho moment
thought she had sometimes seen the sexton using a spado in much the
same way.
—London Sun.
boo#

\

\

*

iJust

What C'auMed Her Woe,
inexpressibly sorry, Mr. Smithshe said,
ers,
to learn that when you
called the other day Tiger bit
you.”
‘‘Oh, that's all right,” he said, with a
forced effort to be cheerful.
“No,
ain't,” sho sobbed; “the dear
little fellow has been 111 ever since. “—Chicago Times-Herald.
“I

given

Underwear

|

SELLING AT

COST of MATERIAL.
in

our

Lucy K Parsons, at,Mariavllle, Aug. 17,
aged 14 year?1, months, 8 days.
Oliver Gray, at Oihtnd, March 31, aged '.4 years,
24 days.
Mrs. Abigail G. Gross, at Orland, Sept 10, aged
14 years, 18 days.
Mrs. Lydia L. Itahhldge, at Deer Isle, Oct. 30,
aged 92 years, 11 months, 1 day.
Mrs Lydia Leighton, at Bucksport, May 3,
aged 92 years.
Blehanl Saunders, at Orland, Oct. 3, aged 90
years, 6 months, todays.
Mrs. Joan Curtis, at Hancock, May 19, aged 90
years.

Of the

year.
teen were of

persons

between

a

special

Tlirough

the

Month of

January.

SMITH’S
DRY GOODS STORE,
Main Street,
Next door to1 Manning

Ellsworth.
Block.

First Village Go' p—Do you believe
:hat awful stor> that they are telling
ibout Miss Prim? Second Village Gossip
Yes. NVhit is it?
—

to

Several hills remaining unaudited were
referred to t tie finance committee.
A claim was presented from C. I. Welch

damages

for

ing

against

the

city.

The “hideous nightmare of police salaries,
damage suits and lawyers’ fees” which
The American said last month seemed to
stretch out before the city, seems now to
have become

a

reality.
reported

by

sustained

his

ttie embankment

horse backSouth

street,
the carriage repository of S. L. Lord
Co. No action was taken.
The finance committee was instructed
to engage counsel for the city in the several law suits pending.
Ephraim Higgins was allowed $5 for
over

on

the ages of

&

work

private way.

on

Hupt.

of Scuools

board that
certain
fund

Since those
last month, six
writs have been served against the city,
Timothy Donovan, Edward T. Finn and
Jeremiah Hurley, “Mayor Gerry’s officers,” suing for pay for police service,
Officers Holmes and Sllvy bringing writs
for their November salaries, and Israel
Webber suing for |2,000 damages for injuries on highway. This brings the total
of writs pending against the city up to

seven-

text-books,

had

been

the

in

need

of

text-book
The board

October showed the greatest mortaliwith ten deaths, while November,
with the fewest deaths during the past
in 1895 with nine
year, came second
deaths. Eleven of the deaths in Ells1895

ty,

wort

h

police, from April 10,
1896, 234 clays at $1.50,
asked $700.

nearest
Jan

Jeremiah Hurley, for services us day police from April 9, 1896, to May 1, 1896, 21
days at $1.50, $31.50; damages asked, $60.
Israel Webber, damage suit for alleged
injuries sustained by full through bridge
on road leading to Uie steam mill at t he
“bead of the Falls”, which, asset forth
in the writ, consist of “a general shaking up of his whole body, serious
sprains and other injuries to nis arms,
side and back, also severe and serious
injuries to bis bead, from all of w hich

birthday:

*2, Mrs .Sarah K IV.mroy, 56

9, Infant son of Klmer S Gross
Melvin I'o'tnroy, 57
16, Miss Mary S Falls, ‘23
17. Wendell .Sllsby, 75
25, Thom *s V Campbell, 1
Fob 6, John Green, 7'.*
6, Sadie May l*io, 3
13, Mrs Charles Stuart, 34
15, Mrs James Hooper, 75

injuries tie has and is now suffering
great pain”, and for which he asks
damages in the sum of $2,000.
said

This makes the total of damages w hich
the city is asked to pay, in t he eight suits,
$4,640. And there may he others. The
months are slipping away, and Ellsworth

16, A Ivah Grace, 3 days
29, Mrs John o Kief, 33
March 4. Mrs I’luebe Maddox, 72
!>, George Heed, 37
16, Mrs Ituth Sargent. 70
19, Klnathan Tinker, 55
20, Charles Cainane, 29
20, < buries Eben Morrison, 66
April 3, John Campbell, 73

still has

11, Benjamin Dollard, 82
15, Mrs Fred II Bartlett, 37
May 2, Lewis S Foster, 61
5, Owen Treworgy, 11 days
8, Humphrey B Perkins, 51
9, Nathaniel A Thomas, 74
9, Asa Joyce, 74
10, William Day, 78
13, Doris L Byard, 6 months
15, Mrs Byron P Gatchell, jr, 25
19, Mrs Martha Grant, 67
19, Mrs Ella T Lord. 51
23, Julia It Bay, 3 months
24, Mrs Sarah F Nason, 42
26, Mrs Andrew I! Spurting, 60
30, Henry L Murch, 70
31, Hazel A Royal, 2 months
31, Thomas A Gott, 08
June 4, Burton E Frazier, 27
6, Mrs. Samuel H Whittaker, 39
16, Miss Delia F Llnnchan,2l
19, Mrs Mary Gorman, 51
25, Miss Lessle A Curtis, 29
30, Mrs Jennie C Sargent, 24
July 2, George Severance, 26
7, Benjamin Lord, 79
22, John P Haynes, 60
25, Rensselaer Moore, 72
Aug 2, Charles Joy, S5
2, Edward Moore, 80
7, Charles S Lord, .S7
10, Frank M Joy, 40
10, Eugene Wiswell, 21
13, Infant son of Lyman Dewitt
29, Roy L Tililen, 3 months
Sept 2, John C Itced, 50
s, George P Dutton, 54
23, Mrs Patrick Larkin, 78
25, George P < )sgood, 64
Oct 1, Mrs Ah hie Card, 37
16, Mrs Jeannette Maddocks, 38
17, Mrs Alcey 1) McFarland, 76
27, Mrs Charlotte B Roach, 63
27, Carroll W Jellison, 4 months
Nov 10, David C Hale, 35
lo, Lemuel S Moore. »J8
15, Mrs A C Hagerthy.3S
Dec 6, Mr-* John Greenan, 51
7, Mrs Sarah E Haynes, 62
13, Timothy Finn, 75
21, Mrs Flora Gould, 67
21, Mrs Lvdia K Morrison, 64
29, Mrs Elizabeth M Fox, 72

ANITA’S TRIAL.
Well

a

double force of

policemen. Then,

too, Mayor Gerry intimated at the aider-

7, Miss Mary E Greenan, 28
10, Moses Treworgy, 83

Amateurs

$351; damages

Edward T. Finn, for services as day police
from July 1, 1896, to Dec. 1, 1896, 153da>s
at $1.50, $229 53; damages asked, $509.

of children less than ten

years
of age, and nine of these were infants
less ban one year old. Following, is a list
of the deaths in Ellsworth during the
year jus! closed. The age is placed at the
were

1896,

Dec. 1,

to

Received

hi«

meeting Monday night that if the
on the highway done under
supervision—which has been before

the

fund

was

in

board

text-book fund.

ings,

Monaghan and Maud Presby.
Miss Monaghan made her first appearMabel

here and
that she made a
ghan will be

it is very needless to say
Miss Monagreat hit.

in
welcome
Bucksport any time she may choose to
come again, and a
packed house would
She sang several solos,
surely greet her.
all of which received most unstinted applause. Between the second and third
acts she came before the curtain and sang
Gounod’s “Sing, Smile, Slumber”, and as
more

than

gave “Sweetheart”.
The solos of Misses Maude Presby and
Georgia Hasting, were very fine, each re-

ceiving encores. Everything passed off
vtsi'j smoothly indeed, and the ladies
should be proud of their production. Miss
Ethel Giles, who was to take part, was IB,
ind Miss Agnes Lord took the part very
creditably, having only a few hours in

which to prepare herself.
There was a big house and quite a sum t
must have been netted. These ladies are ,
more than welcome to Bucksport at any
I
Dime and a full house will irreet them

M. A. Greely; vice1«\ K lovvli.on; recordMiss
Marion
Bartlett;
corr* spomi ing
Miss
Annie
secretar.v,
Si oek bridge; treasurer, Miss Agnes Lord.
Board of nn.agers of the reading-

President.

Miss

president., Mrs. J.
ing secretary,

room,

president,

president, treasurer,

benevolent committee
the table for one week, when

The election of
was

laid

on

the annual

a

report of the treasurer

w

the

past two

or

three

meet-

as

there

law-suits

would
the

he

some

more

“Maynot paid,

city.

The full hoard

was

present at the meet-

ing Monday evening.
Following the reading and approval of
the minutes, it was voted that orders on
the city given by Contractor W. D. Smith
be paid from the amount due him for
work on Main street bridge abutments.

The balance of $492 42 to the credit of
the sewer survey fund was transferred to
the electric light fund.
The roll of accounts was passed as
follows:
KOLL OF
FUND.

ACCOUNTS

NO.

11.

NAMK.

School,

AMOUNT.

F A

High school,

Insane poor,

Coombs,
George II Grant,
Nahum Flood,
Everett Tinker,
1 H W Wlmrff,
Hiram Grant,
Elmer K Rowe,
1* A Smith,
I II W Wharff,
Maine Insane hospital,
N 11 Higgins,
J 11 Donovan,
John Frazier,
George Sinclair,
Senator Hale Hose Co,

$

2 35
60 00
10 00
5 80
2 15
2 00
2 75
1 25
3 00
Its 68
1385
1 no

The annua! report of the president will

published

next week.

The new constitution went into effect
Jan. Land only those who have signed it
are Considered
members of the circle.
The annual membership fees must at
once be sent to t be central council in New
and it

highly important

is

tnat all

who

Mayor Gerry’s highway bill was introduced by Aid. Maddocks, who thought
some action should be taken.
The men
who

did

the work

were

hard-working

their pay; he thought
they should have it.
Alderman Brown moved that the bill
be paid. The motion
was
lost, Aid.
Brown and Maddocks voting for, Aid.
men,

and

want

Norris, Campbell

Higgins against.
Later the bill was referred to the committee on streets.
Aid. Campbell stated that he understood there were one or two houses in the
city which kept the board of health busy.
He moved that the clerk notify members
of the board of health to present their
bills.
Clerk Wyman called attention to
a vote of the board some time
ago inand

our

contemporaries.

The

American

is

the only paper printed in the county
which systematically Collects the vital
statistics

of

county;

the

others

sys-

tematically steal them.
HOIL>.
KELL-At -Sedgwick, Dec
William A Kell, a son.

27,

COOMBS—At Ellsworth, Jan 4,
Frederick A Coombs, a son.
COUSIN’S—At Deer Isle, Dec 29,
W illlam E Cousins, a son.

to

Mr and Mrs

to

Mr and

sranm

curtife

Nerves
Nerves

neuralgic pains, appetite and digesare good, when you take

tion

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla
The One True Blood Purifier. All druggists. $1.
Prepared only by C. I. Mood A Co., Lowell, Mass.
I |

iv

tip* best family cathartic
and liver stimulant. 25c*

I

nOOCl S rl 1 IS

Steamboats.

UailroatiB anti

Maine Ceulnii

Helljoitt],

Loral Time 'I'aMe -Ort. -I-, 1896.
BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.
A. M.
M. i P.
BAR HARBOR.
10 30.
3
..! 4
Sullivan.
4
Mt. Desert Kerrv.
11 20
| oo
5
Wnukeag, Sul. Fy. fll 25 tl 10 f5
Hancock. 'll 2*
I 15
5
Franklin Road. +11 30
1 30
5
FFFSWOKTU.
1150
1 55
5
Fils worth hulls. til 54
2 05
5
Nieolin.
+12 00 +2 25 f6
Green Fake. +12 14 +2 45 +6
Fake House. +12 22 +3 Go TO
Fgery’s Mill. +12 25 +3 05 |6
Holden
tl2 28
3 15
0
Penobscot Junction. 12 47
3 5o
ft
12 55
4 05
6
Bangor. Fx.st..
1 00
4 10
7
BANGOR, M. (J.

to

Mr and Mrs

HASKELL—At Deer Me, Jan 4, to Mr and
Caleb A Haskell, a son.
POWERS— At Deer Isle, Dec 28, to Mr and
Thomas F Powers, a sou.
STOVER—At Winter Harbor, Dec 28, to Mr
Mrs John B Stover, a daughter.
THOMPSON-At Deer Isle, Dec 30, to Mr
Mrs C\rus E Thompson, a son.
WILLIN'*—At Surry, Dec
Hollis M Willius, a son.

28,

to

Mrs

M.

30

Sorrento

05

40
15
21
24
33
47
52

...

05

14
22
25
28
47
55

.....

P-

Portland.
Boston.
BANGOR TO

5
9

BAR

A.

or

A.

35

00
M.

1 40
5 58

20j.

cm.
A. M
7 oo.; 9 00
t*. M.
! 1 00
12 50
A.
M. A. M.P. M.
45
8 15
4 45
5n
8 25
4 50
a 57
8 3
4 57
7 17
9 101 5 17
‘7 20 t9 15 t5 20
+7 23 t9
f5 23
7 33
9
to 31

BANGOR.
Bangor, Fx. St
Penobscot Junction.
Holden.
Fgery’s Mill.
Fn ke Hou e.
Greet
Fake.
Nieolin
*7
Ellsworth Falls.
7
s
FFFsW /RTF.
Franklin Road..
S
Hancock
Wnukeag, Sul. Fy. +8
8
Mt. Desert Ferry.
s
Sullivan.
Sorrento..
9
BAR HARBOR.,..,.9

fStop on signal

M

HARBOR.

Portland.

12

2ft|
35j

+9 50; f5 39
55
10 10; 5 52
no
10 35 5 57
14 II 00
« 12
22 11 28 6 22
25 +11 35 ft! 25
30 11 45
0 30
50.
20
55 12 45
7 15
M. P.

M

P.

M.

notice to Conductor.

These trains connect it Bangor, with through
trains on Main F.neto and from Portland, Boston and St. John

Passengers art requited to procure ticket*
before entering die train, and
especially Ellsworth to Falls and Fa’is to Ellsworth.
Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the M C. R. R. ticket office,
Ellsworth, C. F. jREENE, Agent.

on

GEORGE F. EVANS,
Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag’t.

BOSTON AND BANGOR

Mrs

Steamship Company.
Groat Rod action in Fares.

Mrs

$3.00

Bar

Harbor

to Boston.

and
aud

Mr and Mrs

MARRIED.

BUNKER-PENDLKTON—At Winter Harbor,
Dee 245, by F R Bunker, esq, Miss Stella A
Bunker to Andrew L Pendleton, both of Win—

Commencing Monday, Oct. 19, 1896, the rate of
lor through tickets

fare

Between
From
To
Bar Harbor and Boston reduced
$4.00 $3.00
seal Ilurhorand
3.85
2.90
S'. E. Harbor and
3.85
2.80
8. W. Harburand
3.75
2.75
The price of moms, accommodating two persons each, will be reduced from $2.00 and $1.50
,o $1.50 amt $l.on each.
These rates will continue through the season,
md until the close of the river by ice, when the
Meamers will be withdrawi from the route until
lie opening of navigatioi in 1897, when the
•egular rates will be re-um« d.
Commencing Monday, Nov. 9, 185+6, steamer
‘Mount Desert,” will leave Bar Harbor Monlays and Thursdays at lo.oo .i. in., for Seal Har•or, Northeast Harbor. Southwest Harbor, conjecting at Rockland with steamer for Boston.
••

RETURNING.
From
in.

>.

Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays

at

5.00

From Rockland, via way landings, Wedneslays and Saturdays at (about) 5.00 a. m.
E. S. J. Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.
William H. Hill, Gen’l Manager, Boston.

1896.

BLUEHILL LINE.
Fall
Two

1896.

Arrangement.
Trips Per Week.

I>IKI>.
CALLIGAN At Bar Harbor, Dec 5, Helen
Frances Calllgan, ageu 1 year, 7 months.
COLBY—At Waltham, Jan 4, Mrs Lorinda Colby, aged 72 years, 10 months.
CONNOR—At Penobscot, Jan 3, George Connor,
aged 71 years.
GROSS—At Orland, Dec 22, Mrs Nancy S Gross,
aged 52 years, 3 months, 14 days.
HAWLEY—At Portland, Doc 28, Thaddeus R
Hawley, formerly of Bucksport, aged 34 years.
PICKERING—At Deer Isle, Jan 2, .Raymond
Pickering, aged 17 years.
PETERS—At Bluehili, Jan 1, Charles T Peters,
aged 58 years, 7 months, 4 days.
SCAMAlON —At Eastbrook, Dec 28, Airs Christanla S Scammon, aged 65 years, 8 months, 11
—

days.

SMITH—At Bucksport, Dec 29, Joseph Smith,
aged 71 years, 2 months, 4 days.
STEWART—At Bangor, Dec 19, John Stewart,
of Sullivan, aged 30 ears
WEBSTER—At Deer Isle, Dec 27, Mrs Mamie
Webster, aged 15 years, 8 months, 28 days.
WEBSTER-At Deer Isle, Dec 23, Alvin 11 Webster, aged 3 days.
WHITE-At Bar Harbor,
Dec 9, Albert L
White, aged 24 days.

36taUsnitcnts.

OSGOOD

DRESSEIt
HATE

WALSH'S

Nerves

A large portion of the following births,

marriages and deaths are printed for the
first time in The American. They will
appear next week, or the week after, in

ter Harbor.
CII \TT()
HRINDI.E—At South Penobscot,
Dec 24, bv Rev David Smith, Mrs Etta S
1 no
Chatto, of Surry, to Jefferson E Grindle, of
Penobscot.
Fire dept,
25 00
155 00 t ON ARY —II AENSSLER—At Deer Isle, Jan 2,
Rev W M Brewster, Mbs Frances W < onby
Ellsworth Water Co.
1*80 oo
City water,
ary, of Stuttgart, (iermany, to L E Julius
Electric light, Ellsworth Electric IlluIIaeussier, of Deer Isle.
114 75 DoW TORREY —At Steuben, Jan 1, bv Ch C
minating Co,
F A Coombs,
Larrabee, esq, Miss Bertha E Dow, of Mem8 05
Contingent,
ben, to Ernest M Torrey, ol* V' inter Harbor.
C 1* Googins,
3 20
II A EL—ROBERTSON—At Sullivan, Dec 2.‘i, by
A F Patten,
2 00
Rev Jume- T Moore, Miss Maud A Hull to
1 00
William F Robert-on, both of Sorrento.
Henry Graves,
Jos Nason,
1 75 HANEY—.JORDAN
At Ellsworth Falls, Dec
:*l, by Rev Davi.t I. Yale, Miss A lire M llanev,
2 0o
George L Gerry,
of Ellsworth Falls, to Leslie W Jordan, of
S 1 Grant,
23 90 j
Ellsworth.
L B Wyman,
26 64 KNo\V LES—TRIPP—At
bridge,
West Eden, Dec 30. by
Carlton McGown,
5 00
Rev
W
Franklin
Haxker, Mi-s Lelia .’1
N E Tel A Tel Co,
Knowles, of West Eden, to Charles Alvah
150
Poor,
1 50
Whiting Pros.,
1'o.MKoY-OltCl TT-At Hancock, Dec 25, by
TJ Holmes,
Police,
36 50
R I Woodier, esq, Airs Flora A Pomroy to
John Silvy,
4650
.James M Orcutt, both of Sullivan.
12 oO RYDER—RYDER—At Lewiston, Dec 25,• by
Timothy Donovan,
Rev Marts n summerbell, Mrs \bbie K Ryder
to Freeman Ryder, both of Bar Han >r.
Total.
$1,740 72
I’ll-TRI 1*1*—At Cherry Held, Dec 31, by
The highway, bridge, and sidewalk SMI
Rev Fred A Snow, Mis- Helen M Smith to
rolls for November and December were
Morey \V Tripp, both of Ellsworth.

rolls.

4

Boston.

Also voted that the reservoir on the
Almon Jellison lot at the Falls be abandoned.

■’asters.
*ed by the blood and are therefore
like
'haracter.
.k and exhausted if the
will bt
blood is thin, pale and impure.
Will surely hi strong and steady if
the blood Is rich, red and vigorous.
find a true friend in Hood's Sarsaparilla because it makes rich, red blood.
do their work naturally and well,—
the brain is unclouded, there are no
a.

Nerves

ill be

given.

desire to continue their connection
with Lie circle shall call at the readingroom and sign the const it ution.

against

j

vi< e

matron, ex officio, Mr-.. 11. P. ltowe, Mrs.
P. H. Osgood, Mrs. \V. I!. Titus, Mrs. K
P. Redman, Mrs. C. i. Welch and Miss
Susie Byrne.

York,

Rucksport.
The musical drama, “Anita’sTrial,” was
well received in Rucksport where it was
approved. The amounts are as follows:
The
presented last Friday evening.
Highways, Nov. $378.25; Dec. $12.08.
Rucksport correspondent of the Bangor
Bridge, Nov. $561.01; Dec. $495.61. SideCommercial says:
walk, Nov. $214; Dec. $89.19.
Total,
One of the finest amateur pieces given
$1,750.14.
on
a
Rucksport stage in a good many
The highway
fund
was
overdrawn
years was that of “Anita’s Trial,” by the
Ellsworth young ladies.
Every part was about $40 before the passage of these
taken in a most excellent manner, and
only words of the highest praise can be
spoken of every one.
The feature of the entertainment was
the singing. Solos, duets and choruses
were
introduced throughout the
play.
Solos were sung by Misses Georgia Hast-

The annual election ot officers for 181)7
was held Monday evening.
The following officers were chosen :

bill for work

at

Nerves

the

transferred

men's

ings, and has become celebrated
or Gerry's highway bill”—was

Messengers of Sense,— the Telegraph
System of the human body.
Nerves extend from the brain to every part
of the body and reach every organ.
Nerves ere like fire—good servants but hard

Are the

deferred action, await-

|157.fi9 remaining

A balance of

be

Nerves

advice from the aldermen.

commercial school
to

and

were

overdrawn.

of education had

ing

informed the

Wharff

the schools

Aid. Maddocks asked
eighty, and four between
if the bill for
the ages of eighty and ninety.
The
calling county commissioners on the
oldest w:as Charles Joy, w?ho died August
Stuart complaint on State street, amount2, aged eighty-four years, eight months,
ing to f37, iiad been paid.
Receiving
sixteen days.
Eleven of those between
answer in the negative, he moved
that
Street Commissioner Eppes pay the bill,
seventy and eighty were men, and six eight, as follows:
women, and all those over eighty were Thomas J. Holmes, for salary as city but a motion to adjourn having premarshal and day police from April, 1896, cedence, no vote was
men.
The record for 1895 was nine betaken, and the
to Oct., 1896, inclusive, 214 days Rt fl 50,
tween seventy and eighty, ten between
meeting adjourned.
asked
$321; damages
$600.
eighty and ninety, and one over ninety. John
8ilvy, for salary as night police
Of the months, May shows the greatest
from April, 1896, to Oct., 1896, inclusive,
£l)c King’s Daughters.
214 days, at $1.50, $321; damages asked,
mortality, with a record of sixteen deaths,
[Tills department is (••inducted by the lland$600.
more than twice that of any other month,
In Hand circle of the King's I laughters of KllsJune and August coming next with seven Thomas J. Holmes, for salary for Nov., worth. Ileadquarters at booms IJ anil l.'J Manning block, Main street, Mlsworth.j
1896, $45; damages asked, $90.
each. The fewest deaths occurred in No*
John Hilvy, for salary for Nov., 1896, $15;
vpnilipr. with h rpcorri
nnlv thrpp.
In
damages asked, $90.
OFFICERS ELECTED.

an encore

am

BE OTHERS.

and have instituted suits

and

seventy

ance

Come early, get bargains and
save dollars.

DONOVAN AND FINN

FOR POLICE SERVICE

Srtrnuiiacmnits.

st ruct

near

in

seventy-five deaths,

SUITS

The words of The American in its report of the city meeting a month ago
proved prophetic—Mr. Gerry’s officers are
clamoring to be paid for police service,

Ellsworth
slightly exceeds the record of the previous
deaths

HURLEY,

—THERE MAY

DEATHS IN ELLSWORTH.

The number of

in

Remember, this is
sale, and is to last

been tHken of it.

BRING

0

Ellsworth

and GARMENTS.

AT JANUARY TERM.
MESSRS.

It is worthy of note that of the above
seven deaths, three occurred in the tow n
of Orland.

regular line of

DRY M FANCY GOODS

CITY

in ttie order of their ages:

Big reductions have also been
made

WILL HAVE HANDS FULL

ing members of the hoard of health
present their hills monthly. The clerk
said he had notified tlie clerk of the hoard
of health of the vote, bu no notice had

MORE LAW SUITS.

Mrs.

well

went back to heaven.
Kily came again often. The children of
BaHycrook. vs bother rich or pot r, are early
independent, lor they are among friends,
and so the n.haul's daughter loft her
nurse at
home. ...i, as we have seen, appointed to that edict? any one she might
happen t*i meet. Her visits to the whitewashed cottage * n the common became the
chief incidents* f the wet? priest’s life. Her
likes and dislikes were his most absorb!*

Ho had

the

Uouldsboro.14
Hancock.20
Isle au Haut. 1

bidden.

interests.

with

1895.

It took hi in some time and
made him v*.*y warm, hut ho rose with n
sense of achievement.
Kily’s nurse cut
the string later in the day.
Presently the wee priest found himself
walking along the common with a little
pink hand clasping one of his fingers. It
felt very odd, hut ho had heard of such
things being done, and the blue eyes that
looked up at him appeared quite calm, as
though there was not hing abnormal in t.m
So he introduced her to the
situation.
goat and gave her a sprig of fuchsia.
“I likes ’oo,” said Kilv when sho was
I’zo t un.ining adain.
going away.
‘‘If you | lease,” said the prkst politely.
It was fully an hour before his thoughts
was

of

by towns, together
1895, for comparison:

establish Hancock county’s
reputation for longevity of its citizens.
Following is a list of nonagenarians
who died during t lie year just ended,

thoroughly

NKCROMM.Y.

HANCOCK

WEE PRIEST.

Turkeys, Chickens, Ducks and Geese

On and after Dec.
Lids line will leave
And Thursday at 0

one of the steamers of
Ellsworth every Monday
tn., for Bluehill, South
BluehlP, Brooklin, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sar
gentvllle, Little Deer Isle, Dark Harbor
(Islcsboro). arriving in Rockland to connect
with steamers and rail for Boston direct.

10,

a.

RETURNING.
Will leave Rockland every Wednesday and
Saturday at H a. m. or on arrival of steamers
Irom Boston, touching at above points, arriving
in Ellsworth early same afternoon.
Through
:1cket« sold on hoard. Bf.ggage checked through.
Pare from Ellsworth to Boston, i|;L75 until close
jf navigation.
l>.

A.

CROCKETT, Manager, Rockland.
G

W.

HIGGINS, Agent, Ellsworth

0. V.

TAI’I.KV,

General Insurance Agent,
Manning

ELLSWORTH,

*

Block,

ME.

Particular attention given to lorms of
policy
.nd the interest of the assured in case of loss.
Parties uesirlng anv kind of Insurance will
ind It to their advantage to talk with me before

nsuring.

Ijowcst

Rates.

:

COUNTY N EWS.
Wbr add■1 '<>na!

I

llancooK.

the annual meeting of the stockholders
of
store
Pamola
Grange

Saturday

^

is

ICAN

mitted

1 in

bined do not reach

The Amkr-

many.

Uaiicocl: county, and has

never

claimed to

1

or

be, but it is the only paper that

can propCounty paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circulation of The American, barring the Bar

erly be called
V

b
1

0

?
e

^
5
»

1

a

Harbor Record's summer list, is larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

;

j
j

Every body

was

was

j

in town Friday.

cutting ice

last

week.

Ira Robertson’s new building is nearly
completed outside.
Flossie Joy and Edith Perkins are visitiug Mrs. Appling.
Charles A. Tripp and his bride are visiting Mr. Tripp’s parents.
The Benefit society gave a successful
concert Saturday evening.

|

mother.

;

The tug “Phillips Eaton*’ made her last
trip Saturday, and will haul up for t he
winter.
Frank

Monday

to

$4.60

per share.

sent

A new company was formed and the
officers were chosen for the year as fol-

visit

members,

resident

and

be

of

non-

resident, the members gathered early on
evening named, and with them wives

finely-bound

of

belonging
church—reported.

grammar school

volumes

prewith

Miss Laws,
of Tennyson ami
A.

K.a«l brook.

exclusively

funds

i

to

the

standing committee,
committee, the visiting
—the

and

committee

ice housed.

The work and

The

tee

on

Mis-' llaltie Higgins has returned from
Franklin, having finished her school
there.

the

coming

Miss Helen Deslsle, who has been learning the milliner’s trade at Sanford, has
returned home.

Smith S. Stanley and wife held
wedding” reception last week.

arrangements for Christmas
year

was

tree

chosen.

B.

Jan. 1.
Cra?»b*»rrv |m1*h.
a

tin

Frank Johnson came home to spend
Christmas, but lias gone back to Portland
to school.

Schooner “Rozella” was not
ful in obtaining a load of frozen
east, and returned.

Mrs. G. W. Gault has returned from
Boston accompanied by her sister, Mrs.
Sarah E. Bragdou, who has been at the
hospital for treatment.

success-

herring

school

at

the

was

trees

wt.l
were

useful

attended.

The funeral of

ut*m

seasons

Christmas eve and
The two Christmas

on

il v.

all.

Jan. 4.

H.

North LttmoiHn.

Emma Austin has returned from Penobscot, where she has been teaching

first

Vira Austin, who has been home for the
holidays, returned to her studies at
Northtield on Monday.

from

Guilford Martin has moved into the Joe
Mercer house.

little

pas-

built.
R.

A pretty wedding took place at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Freeland R. Bunker Saturday evening, when their daughter, Miss Stella A. Bunker, was married
to Andrew L. Pendleton.
The ceremony
was
performed by F. R. Bunker, esq.,
father of the bride.
Only the immediate
members of the families were present.
Dec. 30.
J. M. G.

came

Jimmie
are at home for a
few days from North
Jay. Mr. Thompson will go to Swan’s
Island to work, in a few days.
Jan. 4.
Yankapoo.
and

was

en-

Winter Harbor.

Mrs. Rebecca Moon made a short visit
here last week. She goes to Springfield

to-night.
John Thompson

church

night he was as well as usual.
Mrs. Smith awoke Tuesday morning and
speaking to her husband received no response. lie had been dead some time. Mr.
Smith has lived in Bucksport many years.
He has had several children, all of whom
are dead.
Dec. 30.
Spec.

Mount Desert

The crew of the “H. Moseley”
from Boston Wednesday.

the

day

Y.
returned

start

five years. Mr. Smith and wife were at
his wood camp at Jacob Buck’s pond,
where they have been staying for several
weeks.
When Mr. Smith retired Mon-

skating.
Ferry.
Miss Myra Moon has
Castine.

and

Joseph Smith, a respected citizen, died
suddenly Tuesday morning, aged sixty-

fine time

Jan. 4.

suggest

Bucksiiort.

A merry group from the different
schools in town gathered at Blunt’s Pond
a

The

for many years, the house
Dec. 28.

emy.

had

to

tor

Jordan Holt, Harvey Bragdon and Wesley Ford, who have been home for the
holidays, have returned to Hebron acad-

and

Christmas festival.

building, and through her efforts,
couraged by Rev. B. F. Stinson, the

Eugene Hodgkins entertained a merry
group of his school-mates on New Year's
eve with lively games and a candy pull.

day

soiourners at Northeast Har-

chasing a chandelier, to be placed near
the pulpit, as a memorial to the memory
of Mrs. Abigail C. Preble, who was the

Mrs. Clara Ford and two children, Maynard and Inez, are boarding for the winter at Joel Young’s.

s

Tam-

recital ions
were very appropriate and finely rendered.
Mrs. Carrie M. Richardson received from
Chicago from Elmenia T. and Lizzie A.
Prebte $5 to be appropriated towards pur-

Dr. Clarence Holt, of Dover, spent
Christnms with his parents, Capt. and
Mrs. A. C. Holt.

New Year

summer

usual

Capt. John McFarland and son Nelson,
of Gloucester, are visiting relatives here.

on

has sailed l)r. Anderson and

bor, in yacht “Yolande”, is having a
larger one built at East Booth bay, by
George M. Rice. The new yacht will be
She is to be built
completed in May.
wholly of hard wood.
About 200 people gathered a* Union
church Christmas night to celebrate the

heavily laden with pretty and

gifts for

I

music

!

on

in turn.

present condition of

t In-

son

I

Get

of

Ease” circle of

King's

GLENWOOD
For sale in all prominent cities and
towns in New England.

I leer |«|e
at

J. P. Robbins has commenced on a job
cemetery work for Mrs. Viola Barbour.

"WE

After

these

reports

work work

was

From the review the

review of

j

j
;

the

read by the pastor.
following abstracts

children and one adult.
The attendance at church services has

four

little less than la si year,
through the year, for Sabbath

averaging
morning,
129; Sabbath evening, ninety-six; and
mid-week prayer-meeting, only fortya

two.

ptiiBtrs

to

so

£258.72,

far

and

fwxs
exceeds all

uiccuuruj

as

heard

the

from,

total

ex-

iilHKlllg yi,the records of

331.42.

This

previous

years except 1893.
the pastor's review,

for expenses was then taken.
The roll was then called and eightythree members responded in person, four
and

twenty-five

by

written message or letters, making 112
heard from.
This may seem a small percentage, yet it is a good showing, since so
many members are aged and infirm, or
are living at long distances.
The choice of officers and committees
for the ensuing year was next in order,
the
following were duly elected:
Clerk, Rev. J. S. Richards; treasurer,
C. W. Haskell; auditor, Frank A. Gross;
•! superintendent, John B.
Sunday
Foster; siaudiug committee, pastor and
Deacons A. P. Johnson, J. C. Greenlaw ;
C. W. Haskell, F. T. Marshall; music
committee, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Pressey
and Mr. and Mrs. II. P. A. Spofford; visiting and charity committee, E. L. Haskell, Lydia T. Green, Hattie B. Richards,
Catharine Barbour and Annie J. Eaton;
committee on correspondence, Julia A.
and

M. Haskell.
After remarks and prayer by the pastor,
greetings from the church on Little Deer
Isle by Mr. Marshall and per letter from
its deacon, and letters from Rev. C. N.
Gleason, a former pastor, and from Rev.
J. E. Adams, D. D.,an old-time friend of
the church here, the meetiug adjourned
for a social.hour.
Cake and coffee were
jerved by the sisters, and the hour was
Gross and Susie

passed

in friendly couverse, mutual gratiilations for the past, and good wishes for
:he coming Newr Year, and in the disVigilance is in watching opportunity; ?ussiou of
plans and prospects. We
tact and daring in seizing upon opportu»eparated for our homes, feeling that the
nity; force and persistence in crowding I
opportunity to the utmost of possible jvening had been both pleasant and
achievement.—Austin Phelps.
profitable.
Jan. 1.
One of Them.
“Two grave complaints are
made

MINISTERS, PUBLIC SPEAKERS,
Singers, anu every one using his voice
will find Adamson’s Botanic Cough Balsam an indispensable
preventive. It im- against the popocratic candidates,” remediately stops that dry, husky feeling marked the snake editor to the horse
The week of prayer is being observed by
editor. “W’hat are they?” “Sewall won’t
pr cold. Ui
J£ryan won’t shut up.”—Pitta- ; neetings held at the vestry every evening
large failures, and the money then thi in bis own. The appointments are, as
F en neyTs "j ust' noW‘

|

‘“jj

¥

TAUNTON, MASS*

OFFERIN' GT

SHAWLS-from SI.70

SOME

to SO.70.

HLAXIvETS-froin !•!!;-.

SI.70.

to

be i

is to

of

as

sensation

a

Mrs.

Monday

on

ebster, at
circumstances so |
require a post-mortem j
Alvin

W

under
to

Keporl

says she

Had

“GRAINS OF GDI,II.;
(Our

have

no

foundation.

held

be

An

Saturday.

examination

It is

probable

sustained

t

establish

a

indirect

t tie

be

not

STOCKINGS, worth 25c., for

el: Comity.
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10c. per

Oirlw
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I

;

pair.
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proof
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Decant

Yanuie Billings is living at Deer Isle.
Herman Whit more was at Isle au Haut
a-d

Han

of

crime.

Jan. l.

tll!" hr‘,n'l

i, r.,. 1.1).

IIKHE AKE SOME HA HU A1 NS

the

cause

sufficient

is

that,

though | unlie opinion pronounces
death, there will

own

been

by her husband, and there was
suspicion of poison, but this is proved to i

SHORTS, 75c. per

100

MIXKI) IK1

lbs

!>

xo

week.

W.

B. Peakes will start

a

singing

school

M

IDD1.INGS—Gray, 851..

tan.cv white. <>oe.

:

u

h

'1

.mil retail.

this week.

Charles Colomy, who has been ill, is out
(•gain.

WHITING FROTH

The fishermen got good hauls of smelts
first of the week.

the

Lizzie Wood is living at Austin HasIsle.

Main Street.

i.lls.vorth.

......

kell’s at Deer

F. E. Webb

sold

has

a

**leigh

to

j

Noyes

Bros,

at Green’s Landing.
Joseph Greenlaw and wife came from
Ipswich, Mass., last week.
The “boys” serenaded Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Greenlaw Monday night.
Velma Greenlaw is living at George
Eaton’s at Green’s Landing.
The fishermen are discarding the centre-

board and

putt ing rocker keels

on

GOLD CLARION RANGES

J»®

-AND-

I

their

boats.

Jan. l.

APPARATUS

Eugene.

Sunset.

Christmas Day the high school received
a fine lot of books from F. Law’ Olmstead,
among which were Johnson’s encyclopedia, Carlisle’s history of the French
Revolution and others both interesting
and instructive.
Dec. 31.
Sadie.

-AT

will

Crockery

of Constantinople.
be any

never

—

ELDRIDGE’S.

in
Massacre
There

After
prayer was
offered by Rev. Mr. Marshall, a student
passing his winter vacation with the
church on Little Deer Isle. The collection

through friends,

tenement

t tie

quite

Lauding,

abuse

religious services; had thirty-two
and nine weddings,
baptized

The total charities,

by THE WEIR STOVE COMPANY,

IHtESS (JOODS-reo'iihir 27c. u-ooiN at 17c.

iim-'.I

to

j

funerals

amounted

was

tie deatti

lie

>i'

taken.

been

h«t

t

examination.

228.

other

t

^iisp cions

Members reported last year,
Added, one, on profession of faith;
removed, twelve, by death; present number 217—males, 69; females, 118; absent,
60. The pastor has delivered about 200
sermons and addresses, attended about 150
are

reported

There
at
;

trustees.

a

Made

Mrs. Mary Small left tor Boston Monday to spend some t»me with friends

It is

Sunset, South Sunset, the
Keach, Greenlaw school-house and Mountainville, where laborers have not been
wanting, and good seed has been sow n. In
four of these places are
our
mission
At
Mountainville a
Sunday schools.
small "mission hall” was finished and
dedicated to the Lord's work last winter,
by an aflernoon and evening service held
Feb. 19. The property is deeded to the
as

ARE

1

|

sold.

work done at

deacons of this church

Along

t here.

was

“Heart’s

year’s

Joseph Bunker was held
at
his late home last Sunday afternoon,
Frank L. Winterbotham, pi lot of the Rev. C. K. Harwood officiating.
steame- “Mt. Desert,” arrived home SatMrs Sidney C. Banker went to Holbrook Wednead iy t > remain tne winter
urday. He will remain until the boat ri
suines her trips in the spring.
with her daughter. Mrs. Edward Brewer.
A donation party was given to Mrs.
Humor says 11 at Rev. C. E. Harwood
Etta Lancaster on Thursday evening. bung upon the Christmas tree in present?
Mrs. Lancaster received many useful arti- more than f.>0 worth, which it is hoped
cles ami young and old enjoyed a good will merit just appreciation from the
time.
recipients.
A Christmas concert, consisting of singLewis G. Stanley, who for the last two
was

skat-

Miss (.’ora Pink ham, of Ocean vi lie, is
Mrs. Clara Pierce’s.

charity

committee

the

correspondence—reported
Sunday

the
and

Theodore Johnson and wife, of East
Sullivan, spent a few days in town re-

Miss Jennie Young, who has been employed at Ellsworth for some time, is at
home for the winter.

Voltaire and Piron were enemies. To
their embarrassment they met one day at
the country house of a friend.
Piron got
up early, went to Voltaire’s door and
wrote upon it the word “Rogue”.
At
breakfast Voltaire smilingly said to him:
“I thank you for showing your interest in
my welfare, by leaving jourcard at my
door this morning.”

there was a battle, I noticed that the
colors were flying, so I fled, too.”

ever

reported by its sec re- j
A. K. Warren went to Ellsworth TuesA. P. Bunker has
tary and treasurer, and by its superinC. B.
Miss Gertrude French, who ha-* been ; tendent, showing the average attendance day on business for Uo«s & Small.
of the school during the year to be a Smail went to Ellsworth Wednesday.
seriously ill, is rapidly recovering.
little better than during the year 1895.
Miss Chri t e Bobbins entertained the
Miss Lucy Billings Iirs gone to WatcrThe V. 1*. S. C. E. reported some f ill- teacher. Miss Haskell, and several of lit r
vilie, to attend Coburn Classical institute.
ing off in numbers, but not in real sciiool-gii l friends Wednesday evening.
Harry Crimmin spent Christmas at the
strength or interest. The president and
i'rank Warren has moved from Mrs.
ami
home of his parents, J. D. Crimmin
secretary both reported.
B'lhhntgc's tenement to J. Greenlaw's.
wife.
his

kins.

reutauuus,

S'Mitli

The different committees of the church

Daughters, though a circle of young
of her n.v ie Ht her old home
misses, reported its usual activity and
successful
work accomplished.
A gift
By a misprint in the item relating to cently.
Mrs. Christiana Scammons died Dec. 2S from this circle to the Sunday school lithe posi-office last week, the corresponweeks.
dent was made to say just the opposite of after a severe illness of several
brary of £28 for the purchase of books,
Mrs. Scammons was a highly-respected
whs hii item of interest in the report.
what he intended. The item read: “The
The ladies’ union missionary society,
voice of the people seems to favor no woman. She leaves a large circle of relaThe tives. Services were conducted by Rev. through its secretary and treasurer, gave
office in the centre of the district.”
Mr. Moore, of Sullivan.
an
account of the year’s work.
Tne
word “no” should have been “an”.
G.
Jan. 4.
The Christmas tree and entertainment i ladies nave good reason to rejoice in g«»»»»i
work accomplished.
Life members in the
at the hall Christmas night was a very
East Laniouip.
pleasant occasion. At the opening of the Maine missionary society art* steadily inMiss Luella Smith, who has had lung
programme prayer was offered by Rev. creasing in numbers in Deer Die; to say
fever, is now out.
I). B. Smith, of Franklin, followed by nothing of the benevolent donations in
Bay r iid E. Hodgkins leaves this morn- singing, recitations, etc. The exercises other directions, for all the “seven soeieing to at rend the Bangor business college. by the children were particularly good. ties” and more are on the list of objects
Miss Helen Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor, Then came Santa Claus, who helped dis- for benevolence.
Verbal reports were received of the
is visaing her mother, Mrs. Asa Hodg- tribute the many presents. The commit-

uimugue ituu
school-house

was

“And I suppose, like a brave soldier,
followed your colors?” "Yes; when-

an

grange next Saturday
all are invited.

Holmes.
Jan. 4.

Sullivan Granite company.
Emily Hass, widow of Nicholas Hass,
was brought home from Ellsworth last
week very ill. She w ill be under the care

a

of seventeen years,

man

young

j

lady replied demurely, “father is in the
library praying for guidance. Mother ia
up stairs packing.”

you

as he was called
by everybody,
meeting were then read by the clerk, also “Ray,”
was the oldest son of a
family of six chilabstract of the business done at subse- j
dren; and his sorrow ing parents have the
quent church meetings through the year.
deep sympathy of all, in their bereaveThe church treasurer—an office distinct
ment.
from that of the society, and holding

Augusta.

public installation

a

teacher,

Crabtree & Havey have a contract for
Providence curb stone and are opeirng
up a new winter quarry on Sweaney hili.
Schooner “William H. Davenport” was
towed out Saturday with 5,000 feet of
Washington curb for Dunbar Bros, and

lug,

A sad case is that of the death of Raymond, son of Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Pickering. of I his place. 'It seems that Ray, a

the

J. E. Bowden has recently built a new
lean-to, thereby completing his fine ami
commodious set of buildings,

There will
j officers
Pamola

Gordon, who is very low.
Mr. and Mrs. E. G. Abbott leave soon
Abbott is
for Brunswick, where Mr.
studying medicine and surgery.

to all

"I riunno which is the wust o’ de
two,”
sold Uncle Eben, “de man dat t’inks lie's
too good ter be in politics er de man dat's
! so bad he has ter be put out."

i

ing upon Lily pond some weeks ago,
Defined.—"YVlist is an accommodation
lows:
President, Luther Haven; secre- or husbands. There were present also the when he collided with another young
train, papa?” “An accommodation train,
tary, Charles 11. Wooster; treasurer, J. N. officers and teachers of the Sunday school, ; man and was thrown violently upon the my son. is one that stops at
every station
I
Stratton; directors, C. H. Wooster, J. N. and of the Christian Endeavor society, ice. He did not think he was badly hurt, that you don't want to get off at."
Stratton, Lewis Jordan, Nelson Stewart, members of the church choir, represents- and hardly spokeof it to his friends, l,ater
j he was seized with
Luther Haven.
hemorrhage from the
tives of the King’s Daughters and of the!
SStrtKttfMmmt*.
ladies’ union missionary circle, and all ! nose. This was repeated until there was
Charles Hodgkins is in town,
a great loss of
and
the
blood,
who were identified with the different de- !
young man
became very weak.
There was a concert and iree in the hall partments of the church work,
Saturday evening,
together
Jan.
while
J,
Christmas night.
lying in his bed he gradually
with a few guests especially
invited.
became weaker, sank away and died.
Some women do—by dint of wear and tear—but
Mrs. S. U. Oakes visited relatives in There were present all told more than a
The opinion of the attending physician
h u n d red.
Brewer last week.
the struggle tells upon them. Others seem to
was that the concussion of the fall
upon
Cordial greetings and friendly interA. P. Foss has rented his farm and j
the ice, in some way fractured,
rACCompusn unrigs annosi wiinuui euun. m
perhaps,
views were enjoyed for a half hour or
building? to Capt. Gott.
some small bone, and
a
the
kitchen of the one you'll find a worn out stove.
blood
ruptured
more before the meeting opened.
At 7
Mrs. E. N. Foss, of Bar Harbor, spent
in or about the nasal passage, and
o’clock the pastor took the chair and vessel,
in the other—a modern range is lending its
Look
the holidays with relatives here.
that there was continued and fatal bleed■
opened the meeting by a devotional serLook again.
aid.
Closer this time.
efficient
Miss Bertha Maxfield, of Pittsfield, is
which
ing
caused
the death of
internally
vice of singing, reading scriptures and
the young man.
the guest of Miss Ethel Crabtree.
You'll probably find ’tis a
Alas! on how slender a
prayer.
thread
hangs our temporal existence!
Misses Lizzie Laws and Nancy Abbott
The minutes of the last annual business

evening, to which
Goulds boro
went to
The pupils of the
his father, Lafayette
I sen ted their

Gordon

CHl'RC’

FIRST

:

attended the State grange at

Herbert Scammons went to East brook
Tuesday to attend the funeral of his

ISLE’S

DEER

friend called on a worthy divine, who
been
offered a
The
bishopric.
daughter of the house met him at the
door. “Is your father going to accept
it?”
he inquired.
“Well,” the young
A

had

believe

The election of oflleers of the Christian
Endeavor society look place
Friday
evening. F. A. Gross was again chosen
president, Mrs. Julia E. Gross, secretary,
and FI. A. Green, treasurer.

I»eer

sub-

little lenrnin' may be er dauj’us
said Uncle Ebon, "but 1 doaii’
dat
it’s nigh ez danj’ustz no
learnin’ ’tall.”— Washington Star.
“Er

i t'ing,”

They

Went Sullivan.

Ernest Bates

was

meetings will lie continued

the

|

J

=

Mrs. J. Cummings is home.

following report

the

The annual business meeting, reunion
Amount of trade for year 1896, $17,212, and roll-call of the first
Congregational
an
increase over the previous year. church of Deer Isle took
place in the vesCnrti- try, on the
Amount of stock on hand, $5,070.
(
evening of Dec. 31.
vided surplus, $2,096.
Dividend, $289.60,
In response to a letter and invitation

only paper printed in

the

not

so

it,
longer.

rant

At

post-offices in Hancock county;
all the other papers in the county comof the

DEER ISLE NEWS.

GRANGE COMP AN A’.

other pages.

see

The American has subscribers at 1 Oh*

\

1

County Xcicn

tgrrttt

vurlft

\.

trustworthy

report of the number of Armenians killed
during the thirty-six hours.of the mas
aacre of
Constantinople. Some of the
officials seem to have two sets of records
—both equally wrong.
One report was
prepared for the Sultan’s eyes. In the
of
commendation
for
zeal in represshope
ing rebellion, actual and possible, it
places the total of Armenian dead at more
than eight thousand.
The other report

made out for consumption in Europe,
in the hope of convincing the world that
nothing has occurred worthy of condemnation. It declares the number of Armenians dead to be eleven hundred.
The fact probably is that between four
thousand and six tuousand persons were
killed from sheer hate of race, besides
any few scores of actual revolutionists
who may have fallen through their own
folly. Of Turks, military and civilian,
their own authorities say that less than
one hundred and fifty were killed.
Nevertheless, the official documents declare that the whole of these disorders
were the work of Armenians.
So far as
the Turkish official utterances are connot
one
of
cerned,
particle
regret or
shame or remorse is felt for the destruction of t hese thousands of helpless crea-

OUGHS
Don’t rely upon ordinary cough mixtures if you have a really
bad cough. They usually contain opiates and make matters
worse

by demoralizing digestion.

j

j

J

T
X

|

was

♦ bs a two-fold help. It soothes and heals the soreness and inflammation of throat
T and lungs, and at the same time assists stomach and bowel- action.
Perfectly
agreeable to take and greatly superior to Cod-Liver Oil in results.

J

|

Druggists, 50c.

and

*1.00.

Pamphlet Mailed

Free.

ANGIER CHEMICAL CO., BOSTON, MASS.

^

tures.—Scribner's.
If

we

could

trace

source, it would lead
In fact, the secret of

to its
kitchens.

Dyspepsia

back to

our

good health is good
cooking. If well cooked, foods are partially digested; if poorly cooked, they are
less digestible than in their raw state. If
you are a victim of faulty cooking; that
is, if you suffer from Dyspepsia, the rational

be looked for in an artiand a food which
will at the same time aid the digestion of
other foods. Such a preparation virtually rests the tired digestive organs,
thereby restoring them to their natural
cure

must

ficially digested food,

strength.
The Digestive Cordial,
;he

Shakers of Mount

juch

a

preparation,

and

prepared by
Lebanon, is just
a single 10 cent
as

Do the Hood’s

Sarsaparilla, Royal
Baking Powder, Pears’ Soap or
Beecham’s Pills people ever
stop advertising to see
whether it “pays”?
\JI
Not a bit of it.

^

will convince you of its value. If
pour druggist doesn’t keep it, he will be
?lad to get it through his wholesale house.
oottle

LAXOL is the best medicine for chilDoctors recommend it iu place of

KEEPING
EVERLASTINGLY
AT IT
has brought their success.
It will bring yours.
Now is the time.

MAKE

Iren.

Ub

L/IIUuwjjik.

Ji

__

YOUR

OPPORTUNITY.

?

I

W1C

HOW SHALL

wonder if Maceo is really dead?”
Mrs. Hasheroft, ah alie poured the
ful cure for confusion.
It reduces it to
•uffee.
“In view of the fact that his
order in remurkahly quick time, and la st
)hyaician is said to have had a hand in
of all, without the knowledge of the pu- j he.affair, it looks as if it might be true,”
pils. Try it, if hut for live minutes a day, laid tlie Cheerful Idiot.
and be amazed and pleased with the re“What’s the matter, chum?” asked the
sult in a week.
:ollege student of his roommate, who was
I hope everybody here is a subscriber to
unking the air a dark blue. “Matter? I
the Normal Instructor, and
he
that
ATote t lie governor to send me some
in
read
the
article
the
carefully
Septem- noney for text bo. ks, and here he’s Hent
ber number on government, where it said
Tie the hooks.
I can never pay my hills
that the days when the teacher inarched
it this rate.”
wish.

mediately your slightest
IIIK^ thenics,
well administered,

(iOVKHN

smooii ?

is

h

Calis-

“I

wonder-

aid

ILccjal yoticcs.
STATI-M)? >1A I N' I!.

1

_-

by "*—* Nelli** It. < arroll.
(Written nml r«n«l
liar nir Hi n teneher** meetlnir at
"cl.
I... 1»*, ami pilhlUlied
Maine,
by request. |

Winter', ”rt.

to
Them is sn old adage in the world
who is told in
the effect that I lie person
the background, will
scripture to keep in
for hands that are not
find

employment

and I decidedly agree
the author of that bit of wisdom,
evolved, no doubt, from experience in life.
I don’t blame any healthy, active, wideall
awake child (and that’s the kind we
lied his lessons,
like), when he lias tin is
for looking around to see w-hat comes
for ilia
next, and If nothing is provided
occupation lie’ll provide entertainment
for himself and his neighbors. I don’t
blame him; I should, every time.

Otherwise occupied,
with

up and down the aisles doing police duty
the children were gone.
Who cares
if there is a little wholesome noise some-

over

breath to

see

Let

Therefore, let ns take
warning thereby, and keep him busy.
My plans of government are only ones
fun.

immense

1

J

for it, and
two-minute rest.

us

He

lance.

punish
speak.

j

you punish—if
be careful how you !

careful

how

must;
Each child has his own little ! r|MIE subscribers residing out of the State
1, of Maine, to wit, said William A. Gas1
world and individuality, and that hasty, ton and Phineas R. Smith, at Iloston, Massacruel word from you, whom he deems so chusetts, and said Seth Nichols, at New York,
J New York state, hereby give notice that they
to others.
I
!
w ill strike deep and burn long
been duly appointed executors of the
j have
1 know that we all are good when we perfect,
1 last will and testament of George R. Nichols,
We sit quietly to after you have forgotten it. He sure that late of Boston, Massachusetts, deceased, and
are interested or busy.
given bonds as the law directs; and have apIisifi, in mi
interesting lecture, anil we the reproof is'justly deserved.
Years ago-—how many 1 dare not say, pointed Hannibal E. Hamlin, of Ellsworth,
fldgt-t vorse than the children if tlie
but it was my first term at public school to me y in the State of Maine. All persons
speaker is prosy. Kememher that when
the estate of said de1 received a cutting reprimand from my having demands against
ceased are desired to present the same for
you :l-al with the miniature men and
I did not do. settlement, and all indebted thereto are refor
which
teacher
something
wome.
^
quested to make payment immediately.
Go" manners in the school-room are I’ve never forgiven that teacher yet; the
Dated Decembers, a. d. 1896.
a
Phi s eas B. Smith.
sun
has
on
wrath
down
gone
my
many
Do you
in the parlor.
as tit ctive as
William A. Gaston.
same
blind
and
the
of
rage ,
feeling
Seth Nichols.
think you really have the right to com- night,
mand a child to do anything?
Why not rises in me when I meet her now, as on
SHERIFF'S SALi:.
to
with
him
comply
your that day when my childish mind planned
politely
request
State of Maine, Hancock ss.:
all sorts of deep revenge in t lie magical
and taken this 17t'h day of Decemwishes ? lie’ll seldom refuse.
mind, drawn'from my own
experience, and though they work successfully for me, they may not tie useful
of my

ow n

you

future when I should be

ranking system of govin
our
ungraded
ei..ment, especially
in

the

there is as yet no promo1
incentive to earnest work.
have a paper on my desk, on one side of
w hich is written a list of marks or signs
Kach mark
with their significance.
against a child’s name subtracts five from
bis depot tmi nt rank of 100 at the end of
The other side is blank and
the week.
clean.
On the first Monday morning I explain

sc.ioois

where

tion

an

as

»

i

w

breaking

from

me

some

dear

child’s heart before I knew both sides of
the ease.
Don’t cause tears if you can
help it. Those children will weep enough
in t he years to come, and it is your duty
to live among them now so that in their
future

your

pleasant
I

earnest

nn

in

will

name

hack

call

only

memories.
believer

in

recent

tin*

fads of

hat I would like them to

when they see the result of all thq*e
fives taken from 100, and they generally

ones

j

teacher

a

many

awed

to

would

know

t tie

he

sobered

and

place of
he occupies

high

keep the new sheet clear j honor and perfection that
You see they don’t ! in some of those small intellects. And if
from their names.
nlwnyu think the new teacher really means j we cannol tie the ideal of perfection
what she says; they reason that perhaps I which they fondly imagine us to he, at
1
least let us live as near to it as possible,
she won’t be quite so hard-hearted, but
in
realwhen the result appears
ink, they
j and may their idol never have cause to
make

j

vented

a

to

vow

I fall through fault of

ize it.

ours.

The second week finds but few marks,
The merchant who does not advertise i?i
by the third week, the sheet is useless, for everybody is busy and good, and \ a dull season makes it more profitable for
there’s no further need of those cabalistic | those who do advertise.

and

characters.
1 also have
the last is

iltJbrrU'senunts.

list for good marks, and

a

more

useful than the

first;

for

their zeal to gain good credit, they
have no tline to think of anything outside, ami a word or a look is sufficient to
in

call hack

a

forgetful

one

into the

bounds

of school-room propriety. At the end of
the week 1 count ttie marks, and announce
oil

the

the

name

of the

one w

ho is ahead

number.

before of my box
for “honorable mention” work.
Those
who have worked up to that standard get
credit marks for tach piece. A mark is
given for every lesson in which a rank of
100 has been held through the week,
another
and
for perfect attendance,
anottier for deportment.
I have liuti of extra work all the time—
I

f

spoke

when

met

we

enough to keep the smartest one busy
every minute he can spare from his
lesson. Of course, in this way, the smart
uties

gei

me

most

marks

or

credit,

out

that is all right. The smart ones will get
the most credit when they get out into
the world, and the dull ones may as well
get used to the background while they
Then I all >w my plodding
young.
ones to take some work home so
that
they may not get too far in the rear.
A good recitation on Friday afternoon
counts live. As to the extra work, I put on
the board perhaps a list of ten noted persons.
One fact about each is worth a
credit.
Another day it may be a list
of noted books to tell the authors or rice
versa.
I have a list of miscellaneous
are

questions

on

all

subjects

to

use

the

!note

movements, and

to

obey

at

once

and

Settle it is to Get Down to
Causes.
Read this.
It tells
You How.

I'very body talks back nowadays.
The subject is serious.
A mistaken idea has cost thousands
lives.
Had hacks are so common.
You tii cl them in every walk

They

lame, weak

a *e

or

of life.

aching.

by day, torture at night.
Many ‘emedies relieve, but don’t cure.
The longer used, the less their effect.
Plasters and liniment help at first,
Hut don’t reach the cause.
Only one way to do that.
That way is through the Kidneys.
The Kidneys are the blood tilters.
A burden

a

Keep the tilters going;
If clogged, the hack is affected.
The A. B. C. of Kidney knowledge is,
no

imt-u i*uI nf

r. n

Hack Ache Menus Kidney Ache,
IA me Hack Means Lame Kidneys,
Weak Hack Means Weak Kidneys,
C ure the Kidneys, thus cure the hack.
Doan’s Kidney Hills aredoing this every
day in every city, town and hamlet in our
Ample proof of this will he
Republic.
furnished shortly in our own town in the
shape of endorsements of the claims made
for Doan’s Kidney Hills by our own residents.
Doan’s Kidney Pills are sold for 50 cents
per box, or six boxes for $2.50, by all dealers, or sent by mail on receipt of price.
Foster-Milhurn C’o., sole agents for the
United States, Buffalo, N. Y.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
no other.

AND

"
'*

Ira R. Hcagan (or unknown),
J. H. West,
William W. I.ragdon,*
Cldcon L. .toy,
Estate of Davis & Smith

(iiowage),
Wellington Haslam,
Whitcomb & Haynes,
Millett,
Ceorge Parchcr,
Ira 1*. Fletcher,
Nelson

T. P. Austin,
E. S. Lewis,
E. E. Coombs,
Estate of R. Holmes.
Kohert Cerry,
Charles Treworgy,
Solon Coodale,
Ceorge 1’. Dunham,
James C. Crant,
James Clark,

im-

ssNg
PAY?

|J

That depend, on what
you say and how you
a say it.

y

|

j

SAW THIS

AND READ IT.

V
~~

|

So would the thousand,
__M of people who regularly
take this paper read you,
■

pj

H

1

|

Ceorge 1'archer,

known),
A. W. Kills,

Judson

c.

(or

Archer

40(H)

28

840
30
25
95
25
25

4 20(H)

2 94
21
35
67
35
35

21
075
135
140

10 50
337 50
67 00
70 00

07
2 36

200
220

100 00
220 00
30 00
980 Oo
124 00
125 00
46 60
woo

70
1 54

60 (H)

35
68
105
292
12 07

60

4!H)
62
125
31
66

Whitcomb A Haynes,
Albert it John l.ullum,
A. C. Hagerthy,
M.C. Austin,

K. It. Cre. lv,
H. It. Phillips,
Cideon I.. Joy

40

50
97
50

417
575
450
loo
420
750
186
M)

250
150
54
75
17
50
932
45

30(H)
50 00
95 00
50 00
50 00

97 Oo
150(H)
417 00

1,725 00
'.MM) 00
1(H) 00
420 00

1,875(m>

186 00
12000
2. 0 00
250 00
losuo
130 00
34 00
50 00

50

49

6

21
86

87
88

33
46

6 30

70
2 94
13 13
130
84

1 75
1 75
7*!
1 05
24
35

90 00

9 79
03

240 00
575 00
450 00

1 08
4 o2
3 19

1,398

00

un-

(estate),

120
575
152

$89 82
The foregoing amount Is to he expended in
repairing l.oth the old and the new county roads
in -aid township No. 8, and John F. Whitcomh,
[of KIDwoi tli, iii said eounty cd ftaneoek, i- appointed a^ent to superintend the expenditure
ot said a-se-siiient.
On town-hip No. 9, South Divi-ion, we as.
sess the sum of #54 4W, as follows:
Kate of tax
I atioii, on.- cent on a dollar.
No.
ValTax
Name--f owner.
acres, uation.
J. 1*. Cordon,
1,730 $1,730 00 $17 30
Franklin Land, Mill and
Water < o.,
3,210
3,21000 32 10
Frenehmaii’s Kay and
Mount 1 lesert Land
500
500 00
a 00
and Water Company,

j

1

$54 4n

foregoing amount is to he expended in
repairieg the road in said town-hip leading
troin the east line of Franklin
through said
town-hip No. 9 to the west line of Township No.
10. adjoining Steuben, and John I*. Cordon, of
Franklin, in said eounty of Hancock, is appointed agent to superintend the expenditure
The

of said

assessment.

On township No. 10, western part, adjoining
Steuben, we assess the sum of $81 so. as follow s
Kate ot taxation, nine mills on a dollar.
No.
Valacres, uation.
Tax.
Name of owner.
1,925 $1,925 00 #17 33
Cluirle-Fniery,
24 19
5,175
2/ 87 fO
100
100 00
mi
Truman Leighton,
75
33
37 50
11 To
John 1*. Cordon,
1,300 1,3001X1
3ti0
150 lO
134
Frenchman’s Kay and
Mount Desert Land
415
415 00
3 74
and Water Company,
Frenchman’s Kay ami
Mount Desert Land
and Water Company,
9 45
2,100
1,050 Ou
Franklin Land, Mill and
Water Company,
150
300 00
2 70
1- ranklin Land, Mill and
850
425 0ft
Water Company,
3 82
L. H. Leighton,
2(H)
40000
3 0"
1(H)
50 00
1». Libby & Co.,
45
500
250 00
2 25

Eegal

taxation, twelve mills
No.

Name of owner.
George K Campbell Jt

acres,

Co-,

A.N. & E. Reed.
A. Campbell He Co
Mark Frost,

on

dolTo whom

2,400 $2,400
0,087

6,0s?

on

2,045

*2,045 00

320
187

8*20 00
187 00

7:} 04
24 54
3 84
2 24

OTHER NECESSARY BL'ILDINGS MY THE SEAL.
IIARBOR WATER SUPPLY COMPANY:

A certain lot or parcel of land cr pal Harbor
near the outlet df Jordan’s Pond, described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a
stone post set in the ground about ninety feet
east of the extreme southern end or corner of
Jordan’s Pond where it is confined by a dam;
thence from said stone post south seventeen degrees twenty minutes west one hundred and
six and forty one one-hundredths feet to a stone
post set in the ground; thence north llfty-two
degrees forty minutes west two hundred ami
seventy live feet to a stone post set i the
ground; tlienee north seventeen degrees twenty
minutes east one hundred and six and forty-one
one hundredths feet to a stone post set in the
ground; thence south fifty-two degrees forty
minutes east two hundred and seventy-live l'ect
to the stone post the point of beginning, containing 27,497-25 square feet, more or less.
2. DESCRIPTION OF A STRIP OF LAND TAKEN
*•

aforesaid,

12,803 $12,803 00 $5121
5,012
5,012 00 20 04
100

loo 00

04

4,105 00

10 42

AND CONDEMNED FOR A PIPE LINE BY THE
SEAL HARBOR WATER SUPPLY COMPANY:

A strip of land two rods wide, throughout its
length, the centre, line of which is thus described
Beginning in the southern ,-ide line
of the lot last above-described at a point distant one hundred ami seventy-three Icet from
the southeastern corner of said lot, tin- side
lines of said strip at this point being marked
hv stone posts set in the ground; thence north

$88 31
The foregoing amount is to be expended on
the road leading from Aurora to Heddington
within said township No. *28, and Charles I*
Sllshy, of Aurora, in said county of Hancock,
is appointed agent to superintend the expenditure of said assessmentHi town-mp

>o.

in .-am

ci.umy,

inn on
150 00
160 00

8
3n

Fred'Williams,

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co-,

160

3"
45
4-

$83

1

nient.

The
in

foregoing

the state
A M Kit If AN.

assessments
and in

paper

are

to In*

The
a.

r E It It Y w. Rif HAHDSON,
N un a Hinckley.
true copy,

J

F.

A

It. Aiken,

Attest:—John F.

published

Ellmvoktii

Ellsworth, Maine, December 9,

)

d. 1896.
Co. Com’ers
of

Hancock Co.

1

Knowi.ton, Clerk.

-—-—

■

■

<

>

05

The foregoing amount is to be expended on
the count road in -aid township No.
and
John K. Shuman, of said town-hip No. 33, in
said county of Hancock, is appointed agent to
superintend the expenditure ol said assess-

mV.-iiM- i-i.. lit
fl/Mtiff
two-tenths tec; thence north twenty-live deminutes
east
one
hundred
ami
grees til'ty
eightyone and six-tenths feet to a point in -aid -Jordan’s I’ond; being the first section of -ait!
and
a
strip,
portion being covi n d hv the
water of said pond and a portion Iv !ud;‘d in
tin* description of tin* lot first imp-in above
given. 'I lie second section of said strip (its
centreline) begins in the southern -ide f the
lot first herein above described, at tb. point of
beginning of said first section; thence from
said point of beginning south twci.tv ight degrees fifty minutes west two hundred at I '-.vents-live and one tent h feet; thence -outli iliirtysix degrees live minutes we-t., del!
; -even
hundred and
degrees fifteen minutes rigid.
sevenlv-six and one tenth feet; thence south
tw« -nt\ nine degrees tell lliiiUlti- w
t
d fi.-eting-ix ib-gnes lifty five minut
left, two hundred and in feet; ilienee south thin eight deo- gives
grees ten in in lit.* s west, deflecting
*; I'l'-noe
right, live hundred and ninetj -t tne
-••utli five degrees ten minutes we-t, dellecting
bed and
iI'irty three degrees left, three
•fen dethirty three teet; thence south
grees five minutes east., dellecting iwenty-two
degrees fifteen minutes lelt, one i. ;t. ir. ..anil
* I tree
feet; thence south twenty fi.;;r d-grees
tiit_\ eight minutes we-t, drlhv’ting tori’. two
degr.-'-s three minutes right, lour
b and
i11• t> two feet; thence soulh thin uii
degree- fitly eight minutes west, deth cling liftcon
degrees right, tour hundred ami b.riy feet;
I hence south sixty-four degrees trv
minutes
west, deflecting twenty.four degrees lour minutes tight, two hundred and thitij-hw feet;
thence south thirty-nine degreer\
nteen
minutes west, dellecting twenty four degrees
forty five minutes left, one hundred thirty-live
fifteen
feet; thence south thirty-four degr
minutes west, deflecting five degrees two
minutes lelt, one hundred and thirty feet;
thence south thirty degrees twenty nim- minutes
west, dellecting three degrees forty-six minutes
left, one hundred and thirteen" teet; thence
south *orty seven degrees west, dellecting sixteen degrees thirty-one minute- right, seventyseven
feet; thence south thirty-one degrees
fifteen minutes west, deflecting lift- cm degrees
forty-live minutes left, one hundred and seventy two feet; thence south fourteen degrees
seventeen
west, deflecting
degrees fifteen
minutes left, three hundred and eight feet,
thence south seventeen degrees ten minutes
ea-r, deflecting thirfe one d -gives ten minutes
left, five hundred and eighteen feet; thence
south live degrees thirty line minutes east, deth ding eleven degree* th tv-one minutes right,
two hundred and twelve feet; thence south live
...

we assess

the sum of $83 05 as follows: Rate of taxation,
three mills on a dollar.
No.
Valacres, uaiion.
Tax.
Name of owner.
141
Ezra Williams,
$650 00
$195,
50
250 00
75
Edward MeNinoii,
4
17500
53 i
50
300 00
9n
Leonard Williams,
65
5fM» (HJ
1 ft)
To Idas Lord,
50
350 on
1 05 1
King oaeksou,
37
275 00
82
(ioorge Williams,
It
375 00
Frank Mace,
112
20
20000
60
John J. Archer,
135
;00 00
1 5o
A -a W ill tains,
25
325 CO
97
.lamest oiler,
60
350 00
John A. Williams,
1 05
HI
6 0 00
19
John l.auglilin,
2hhm
26
♦;«>
Elvira Wiiliau **.
96
320
320 00
Estate of It. Crosby,
4
200 ou
W. It. Culler,
60
:>>
1"
125 oo
John K Shuman,
W F. ,Milliken lormerl«
H. It Mason,
20,105 20,h>500 til 21 !
41
31 <0 tn»
to
N. R ColhT,
Henrv Mosher (or un60
4
20't (>0
known).
Mavnard Linton,
23
175 no
5
I
:{.<
125 ot
Wlfliain Mcl’hce,
< ioorge II. Garland,
25
325 00
97

Henry Folsom,

Supply Company

Private anil Special Art of the Legislature of
the State of Maine for the
■.
:k '•’•after
000. approved March 28, 189:1, ir. has u-.k -n ami
occupied and purposes to take, occupy am! hold
for the purpose of local ini/, constructing and
maintaining dams, reservoirs, anu u,..u ,.cocssary buildings, aqueducts and pipes, necessary
and proper for detaining, taking, storing anu
distributing wafer from .Jordan’" Pond, in the
town of Mount Desert, Hancock county, Maine,
ami from any streams flowing out or the same
and from any
treams i-etwei a said .Jordan’s
Pond end tin
.'Inge of Seal Harbor, in said
town of Mourn
-*crt, and supplying the said
ubor ami its \village of Seal
.ity with
water, ami of cxui
ng tin rein t r the pur*f land .-Hunted in the
pose, the b*ts an t ftr
town of Mount Desert
repaid, described as
follows, to wit
1. DESCRIPTION OF LOT <d
Vf> "AKF.N AND
CONDEMNED FOR DAMS, Id SEKVOIKS AND

$88 32
The foregoing amount Is to be expended on
that portion or the county road leading from
Aurora to Iteddlngton, which lies in said township No. 22, between the west line of said township and the division line between land of H.
M. Hall and others and laud formerly of
William Freeman, and Charles 1*. Silsby, of
Aurora, in said county of Hancock, Is appointed
agent to superintend the expenditure of such
assessment.
on township No. 28, Middle Division, in said
county, estimated to contain 22,00 acres, we
assess' the sum of $88 31 as follows: Kate of
taxation, four mills on a dollar.
ValNo.
acres, uation.
Tax.
Name of owner.

4,105

Harbor Water

givi -s pub'lc. notice that in pursuance «>i a vote of its 11n‘kholders ami of its directors and by virtue of the powers conferred
upon it by its act of incorporation, to wit:

s(>

$132 4(.
The foregoing amount is to he. expended upon
the road leading from Aurora to Iloddington
l> lug In said township No. 22, between the division line of land of H. M. Hall et als., and
land formerly of William Freeman, and the
east line of said township, and Charles 1*. Slls.
by, of Aurora, in said county of Hancock, iappointed agent to superintend the expenditure
of said assessment.
On township No. 22, western half, Middle I»i
vision, in said county, supposed to contain II.
040 acre-, we assess ttie sum of $88-"8, as follows
Kate of taxation, eight mills on a dollar.
No.
ValTax.
Name of owner.
acres, uation.
H. M. & It. Hull,
10,4(0 $10,400 00 $83 20
5 12
H40
040 00
Unknown,

Whitcomb, Haynes
He Co.,
William M. Nash,
Gideon L. Joy,
Estate of J. W. Moore,

it may cor corn:

K ^eal
rpu
I luTrbv

Tax.

$28

jSTotfccs.

NOTICE.

Vnluation.

00

Unknown,

a

j

-<

To the Honorable O. P. Cunningham, Judge
of Probate within and for the county of
Hancock and State of Maine:
ESPECTFULLY represents Chas. P. SilsL by, of Aurora, Hancock county, Maine,
administrator
of the estate of Roswell Silsby, I
,
late of said Aurora, deceased, that the said
Roswell Silsby was the owner of the follow- degrees thirty-foi.r mil utes west, deflecting
ing described real estate, viz.: Lots No. 79. ! eleven degrees thirteen minutes right, seven
80, 86, 92, 87, 93 and 91, according to a sur- j hundred and lllty three and live-tenths l'eet, to
sll FillFF\S SALE.
voy and plan of said Aurora, made by Addi- the southern line of land of Charles T. How,
son Dodge, surveyor, and also a certain tract j being al.-o t he northern line of land of Hannah
State of Maine, Hancock ss.
or
parcel of land situated in said Aurora, H. Braey: thence south live degrees thirty-four
ON AN EXECUTION which was
bounded and described as follows, to wit: [ minubs west, six hundred aid nineteen and
issued upon a judgment recovered at
1
Beginning at the northeast corner at a cer- live-tenths feet to lie southern line of -aid land
the term of the supreme judicial court, holden
tain stone on the line between land owned by of Hannah H. Braey, being also the northern
at Wiscasset. for and within the county of
David Silsby, formerly, anti the said Roswell | line of land formerly of Herman <J. I'.racv now
Lincoln, on the fourth Tuesday of October,
Silsbv, and running west 4
degrees north 12 of George B. Cooksey; thence south live dea. d. 1896 (said judgment being dated the
first
rods to a stone; ihenee south 13 degrees west grees ttiirty-four mi lutes west, nine hundred
day of December, 1896), wherein William H.
and four feet; thence south twenty-live degrees
$81 80 13 rods to a stone: thence east 12 degrees
Miller, of Waldoboro. Lincoln county, is
north 14 rods to a stone; thence north 4 de- thirty-three minutes west, dellecting nineteen
creditor, and Roseoe Haslam, of Waltham,
The foregoing amount is to he expended on
east
10
rods
to
degrees
lifty-nine minutes rigid, ninety-three
the
first-mentioned
grees
Hancock county, is debtor, and will be sold that portion ot the county road in town-hip No
feet, to the western line of the Herman <j.
148 square rods more or
bound,
at public auction on Tuesday the 25th day of
In, between tin* east line of township No. 9, and less, the containing
lot,
being also the eastern line of land
last
above-described
lot
been
Braey
having
d.
1897. at ten o’clock in the fore- a stake marked “A” standing on the northern
January, a.
to the said Roswell Silsby by David ; formerly of Vesta J. ( lenient, now of George 14.
noon. at the otlice of the sheriff at Ellsworth,
side ot .-aid road, and Joint 1*. Cordon, of conveyed
deed dated Jan. 31, 1862, and re- ( ookscy; thence soutl twenty-live d -gives thirSilsby
by
in said county ot Hancock, all the right, title
Franklin, in said county of H.mcnek, is ap- corded in vol. 115,
minutes west, four hundred and tittyand interest, and all the right in equity of
page 216, of the Hancock ty-three
pointed agent to superintend the expenditure county, Maine, Registry
nine feet; thence south ten degrees twenty two
of Deeds.
redemption that Roseoe Haslam. ot Waltham, of said a-ses-ment.
eleven
ami reserving however, from the ; minute-we-t, deducting fifteen degp
Excepting
in said con nt.v, has or had on the 17th day of
(in township No. 10, eastern part, in the counminutes left, eleven I undred and ninety-one
!"ts and described real estate, a cerAugust, a. d. 1896, at seven o'clock in the lore- ty of Hancock, wrasse.-.- the .-um of #199 47, as above
tain tract of seventy acres more or less con- feet; thence south twenty-one degree.- four
noon, when the same was attached on the
follows. Kate of taxation, three cents on a
veved b> the said Roswell Silshv in his life- minutes we.-t, dellecting ten degret
forty-two
original hi it i n a 11 d tn the following real es- dollar.
time to If. L. Silsby by deed of April 11, 1892. minutes right, eight hundred and sixty feet,
tate situated in said county of Hancock, to
No.
Valrecorded in vol. 26-1, page 32, of the Hancock thence south ten degrees one minute w.--t, dewit: A certain lot or parcel of land situated
I '-.four
Natne of owm r.
acres, uation.
Tax. Regist ry.
tlyeting eleven degrees t,iree minut
in Mari.wide, in said county of Hancock,
hundrt d and fifty-three f *«-t; thence -outli wvnbounded ami described as follows, to wit:
3,7(o $3,7(H) (in #111 00 That the debts of the deceased as
A.Camphell,
minutedcas
can
bo
ascertained
degrees
ty-seven
west,
forty-six
W.
nearly
tHM)
9*i( no
28 m;
Being lot No. 138, bounded on the north by J.
Moore,
euueii
li'm inr
.i-ui.es
amount to
$677 05
uegire.the town line between Amherst and Maria- J. Nichols,
Ooo
(jou 00
lg nu
And the expenses of sale and of adrigid, three hundred aud Ilfty -c\«ii in >. tm-nce
22
f.n
vilie; on the east by land of Reuben Kelliher, Talnol Mliith,
22 00
125 00 ! south ten degrees one minute we-;, departing
ministration to
155
155 00
4 05
being lot No. 137: on the south by lot No. 127, Kenjaihili Smith,
seventeen degrees forty-live minutes left, two
50
and on the west by lot No. 139; reserving John Downes,
.’non
150
-outli lour
in
to
05 hundred and twenty-live feet; them
all
$802
Amounting
therefrom a piece in the northeast corner of Josiali Downing,
15o
150 00
4 50
degrees seventeen minute- ea t, dm: rting foursaid lot No. 138, lying north of the West
50 oo
Hannah Wooster,
50
150 That tin* personal estate is in veilteen degrees eighteen minute- left, four hunBranch of Union river, part of which is
dred and twenty live feet to the * »1:
road
That the personal estate is therefore
known as the Ox Bow, and the whole contain- •Smart A Webber,
2tU
200 00
7 80
insufficient to pay the dents of
leading from seal Harbor t Nm tlc-.i-t Harbor.
lull’'
mi
111
I.
111K lull
The lot ot land above-mentioned a.- taken and
said
ami
said
deceased
expenses
Silsb\ : also all other real estate in said coun$199 47
eondenined for dams, re>-rvoir.- :. d ot.ier
<>f sale and of administration, and
ty of Hancoi-k, owned hy said Roscoe Haslam
The foregoing amount is to lie expended on
it is necessary for that purpose to
necessary buildings i- on land of f harle- T.
or standing in his name.
the eastern part of the eounty road in .-aid
H"\v.
The strip of land above d* cribed as
sell
swine pait of the real estate of
James T. Ci'shman,
township No. 10, commenciii* at a-take marked
i- on land
said deceased to raise the sum of
*11V21 taken and condemned fora ) ipelii
Deputy Sheriff.
\” on the north side ot said road and extend
of ( harle- T. How, lai d of Hannah !H Braev.
That
the
tesidueof
said
real
estate,
it
any,
1896.
Ellsworth, Dec. 2?,
ing to the west line ot Chcrrylield, ami Samuel would he greatly depreciated by a sal.' of any or persons unknown, and on .ami ».! t»cor-.re l*.
V Campbell, of Cherry Held, in the county of
portion thereof; wherefore your petitioner' Cook-ey. re.-pcetivel\
MKSSKNdKU'S NOTICE.
Washington, is appointed agent to superintend prays that he may he licensed to sill ami conThat sai'i company has enu-ed -r.-vr\s to bethe expenditure of said assessment.
made for the purpose of h*. ting ,i, i.it and
STATE OF MAINE.
vey the whole of said real estate at public
On township No.
21, western part. Middle or private sale for the pay ment of said debts saiil strip of land and its dam-, r«
oir-amt
Hancock ss:
Division, in said eounty, supposed to contain am! expenses of sale and of administration, other necessary buildings, pim-s ai d other ilx^■MIIS is to give notice that on the twenty11.079 acres, we assess the sum of $ino o as tol
together with the reversion of the widow’s ; ture- thereon, and has can.-, .i ji. or ;,ate plan
1 fourth day of December, a. d. 1896, a war- lows:
Kate of taxation, nine mills on a dollar. dower t h«*rt in, il
emit leo
any.
rant in insolvency was issued out of the court
Dated this 9th dav of December, a. d. 1896.
“PL \ N
No.
Valof insolvency, for said county or Hancock,
( harm s p. Silshy, Administrator.
.-bowing a lot of land taken a
I condemned for
of
Name
owner.
acres,
nation.
Tax.
the
estate
of
A.
Lewis
and
Haragainst
Edgar
STaTK ()!• .MAINE.
dams, re-ervoir- ai d otiier im-i e-sary buildings,
vey D. Friend, of Rucksport, in said county of
Daniel .Iordan,
4<>
$ 40 no $ 30
IIamhik sn:~ fourt of Probate, December
ami a strip of land taken ami on Iciancd for
Hancock, and State of Maine, as individuals
AO
50 00
45
a pipe line »»v
the Seal Ilarl or \\ a11
term, a. d. 1896.
Supply
and as members of the firm of E. A. Lewis
Dana Jordan,
4n
4o no
That Company lmm .Iordan’s 1'oml to tie- e unty
Ppoii the foregoing pet it ion, ordere d
& Co., adjudged to be
insolvent debtors,
350
350(10
3 15 said
notice to all per- road leading from the village ot seal ■.arbor to
petitioner
gi\c
public
on petition of said debtors, which petition was
Nahum Jordan,
3o
30 oo
27 sons
the
a
of
the
of
Northeast
in
interested,
Mount
Harbor,
by causing copy
pevillage
tiled on the twenty-third day of December,
Fred Jordan,
15
15 00
11 tition and this order
Desert, according to survey of Cliarle 1*. simpthereon, to he published
a
d. 1896, to which last-named date interest on
I». S Jordan,
100
1 0 (Hi
l 44
three
weeks
in
the
Ellsworth
Civi.
son,
successively
j
Engineer,”
claims is to be computed; that the payment of
II. M. A It. Hall.
09 12
7,6>0
7,6S0 00
American, a
printed or published to be tiled in iheotliee of the Kegi.-ter ol‘ Deeds
any debts and the delivery and transfer
Whiteoinb, Haynes A Co., 3,»hh)
3,0(H) 00 27 oo in Ellsworth,newspaper
in said county, that they may
tor said Hanem-k county.
of any
belonging to said debtors, May nard ('hick,
33
33 no
29
property
at
a
court
of
probate for said county, All persons will govern tbems-Ivesam rdingly
to them or for their use, and the delivery and
Lewis Mace,
305
305(H)
3 2s appear
tone held at Ellsworth, on the second Wed- !
Dated at >ea! Harbor, .Maim tbi- JJ I day ol
transfer of any property by them are" for- James
10
1(5(0
14
Craney,
nesday of January next, at ten of the clock December, 18;«;.
bidden by law; that a meeting of the credin the forenoon, to show cause, if any they
SEAL HA h Bolt WATER M'lTU CO.,
itors of said debtors, to prove their debts
$1(0 00 have,
why the prayer of said petitioner
by GKORUK L. STKUtilNs, Piv-i lent.
and choose one or more assignees of their es•John A. Pktkkn, .Ik., t
k.
The foregoing amount is to b<* expended on should not be granted.
tate. will be held at a court of insolvency to
<).
1». iTNN I NCI 11 AM, Judge.
John a. Pk.tkks, Jk., Attorney.
be holden at the probate court room, in the county road leading from the east line of
P.
Attest:—(’has.
Dorr,
Register.
.Mariavilie
the
western
of
said
Ellsworth, on the fourteenth day of January,
through
part
To ail persons interested in either of the esA true copy. Attest:—Chas. P. Dorr, Register.
,i. d. 1897, at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
township No. 21, to the north line thereof, betates hereinafter named.
Given under my hand the date first above
ing called the Moose Hill road, and Nahum JorAt a probate court held at Bucksport, in and
written.
A. H. Ubnn,
dan, of .-aid township No. 21, 1- appointed agent j PTM1E subscriber hereby gives notice that
for the county of Hancock, on the ninth
be has been duly appointed adminisL
superintend the expenditure of said assessDeputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the court of to
day of December, a. d. 1896.
ment.
trator of the estate of Richard Saunders, late
insolvency for said county of Hancock.
flAHE following matters having been preOn township No. 21, eastern part, Middle Di- of Orland, in the county of Hancock, deX seated for the action thereon
hereinvision, in saiil county, supposed to contain lit,
ceasea, and given bonds as the law directs. after indicated, it is
hereby ordered that noMESSENGER'S NOTICE.
401 acres, we assess the sum of $93 (50 gs fol- All persons having demands against t he estate tice thereof
be given to all persons interested,
Kate of taxation, nine mills on a dollars. of said deceased are desired to present the
STATE OF MAINE.
lows
be pubby causing a copy of this order
same for settlement, and all indebted thereNo.
Hancock ss:—December 26, a. d. 1896.
Vallished three weeks successively in the EllsName of owner.
acres, uatton.
Tax. to are requested to make payment immeworth American, a newspaper peMi-lied at
is to give notice that on the sixJohn P. Haney.
diately.
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may apteenth day of December, a. d. 1896, a war- Estate of J T. Grant, or
December 9, a. d. 1896.
pear at a probate court to be heid at Ellsrant in insolvency was issued out of the court
(unknown;,
7,6(50 $7,(500 00 $6S 94
worth, on the thirteenth day of January, a. d.
)t insolvency, for said county of Hancock,
194(H)
174
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co., 194
COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE.
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
1897,
H.
D.
S
the
estate
of
William
160
1(50
ikj
1
44
Bunker,
igainst
Jordan,
be heard thereon if th jy see cause.
>f Gouldsboro, in said county of Hancock, and Arville Jordan,
270
2 43
270 00
Hancock, ss.:—December 26. a. d. 1896.
Josie.M. Carter, late of Sedgwick, in said
’llT E, the undersigned, having been duly
State of Maine, adjudged to be an insolvent
Charles \\ Harper,
127
127 00
1 14
Petition that John W.
160 00
▼X
100
1 44
appointed by the Honorable O. P. county, deceased.
lebtor, on petition of said debtor, which John M. Mace,
Cunningham, judge of probate within ami Paris may be appointed administrator, prepetition was tiled on the sixteenth day of G. A. Phillips and A. W.
sented by John \v. Paris, formerly guardian
for
saiii
commissioners
to
receive
ami
10
OS
December, a. d. 1896, to which date interest on
00
county,
King,
1,120
1,120
daims is to be computed; that the payA. C-Hagerthy,
320
320 00
2 Ss decide upon the claims of the creditors of of said deceased.
Sullivan Green, late of Deer Is’e, i 1 said
nent of any debts and the delivery and transJ• T. Giles,
15o
150 00
1 35 Everett Bray, late of Deer Isle, in said counPetition that Sullivan
county, deceased.
er of any property belonging to said debtor,
Robert Davis,
40
40 00
3(5 ty. deceased, whose estate has been repreo him or for his use, ami
the delivery and
200
2oO 00
ISO sented insolvent, hereby give public notice Green may be appointed adiuinisiian i, preUnknown,
sented by Snllivan Green, a son cl s: ui deransfer of any property by him are foragreeably to the order of the said judge of pro- ceased.
bate. that six months from and after the
bidden by law, that a meeting of the cred$93 60 second
Nicholas Hass, late of Sullivan, in said
tors of
said debtor, to prove their debts
Wednesday in December, a. d. 1896,
The foregoing amount Is to be expended on
have been allowed to said creditors to pre- county, deceased. Petition that Alexander C.
ind choose one or more assignees of his esthe
road
county
leading from the south line of sent and prove their claims, and that we w ill Hagerthy may be appointed administrator,
ate, will be held at a court of insolvency to
Aurora on the Air Line road, so-called, through attend to the duty assigned us, at the office of
presented by Emily It. Hass, widow of said
room in
>e holden at
the probate court
Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock, on the noi theasterl v part of said township No. 21, E. P. Epofford, in Deer isle, in said county, deceased.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said court.
Charles P Silsbv, of Aurora, In the county
on the twenty-seventh (27th) day of Februrhursday, the fourteenth day of January, and
A t:ue copy of original order.
of Hancock, is appointed agent to superintend ary, 1897, and the eighth (8th)
i. d. to37, *.*.♦ ten o’clock in the "forenoon.
day of June,
Attest: C’has. P. Dork, Register.
Given under my iiaud *hi» dutejirst above the expenditure of said assessment.
1897, at ten of the clock in the forenoon of
On
No. 22, eastern part, Middle Dieach of said days.
written.
Ernest u.
In
°a**»
to
contain
11,
Augustus O. Gross, )
county, supposed
Jeputv Sheriff, as Messenger of the court of visiuu.
Commiss,OM’r-as fol
Austin D.
I 040 acres, we assess the euui of
insolvency for said county of Hancock.
j
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1890, and by adjourn-

Kate of

r-

of

same

Then I have five questions on current topics every day to encourage the
right sort of newspaper reading.
Of course this method calls for a continuous flow of new ideas, that things
may not grow wearisome, but with the
help of my scrap-book, for which I would
cheerfully refuse much money, I can
usually make up an attractive list. Children love variety, and so do I.
They like
to be surprised, and they had rather work
if they get credit for it, than to sit idle.
Then music is of great assistance in
calming the turbulent spirit of the restless ones.
I wish every school could begin the day with a good jolly song. It
civilizes the savage element, and they’ll
promise and perform any duty for the
sake of an extra song before the close of
the session.
If your pupils are slow in responding to
your requests and commands; if lhey
come straggling out to the recitation
seats a minute after the bell sounds—not
from premeditated vice, but from habit,
don’t scold and fret, don’t say a word,
but try calisthenics.
Without knowing
it, they will soon become accustomed to
exactly what you say, to fix their
minds quickly and entirely upon your
way.

t

Till: ONLY WAY
To

ber. a. d. 1896, on xecution dated the 23d
of November, 1896, issued on a judgment
rendered by th«- Bangor municipal court, for
the county of Penobscot, at the term thereof
begun and holden at Bangor, in said Penobscot county, on the third Monday ot November, a. d. 1896, to wit: on the 18th day of November, 1896, in favor of Morse ami Company,
a corporat ion having a
place of business established in Bangor, in the county of Pi nobscot. and against Durilla Joyce, of Swan’s Island Plantation, in said Hancock county, for
the sum of two hundred and fifty dollars and
ninety-five cents damage, and twenty-one
dollars and fifty-two cents costs of suit, and
will be sold by public auction at the court
house, at Ellsworth, in said Hancock county,
on Tuesday, the 2d day of February, a. d.
1897. at ten o’clock in the forenoon, to the
highest bidder therefor, the following described real estate, and all the right, title and
interi st in and to the same which the said
Durilla Joyce now has or had on the 9th day
of November, 1896, when the same was attached on the original writ in the same suit,
that is to say, all the right in equity which the
saiii Durilla Joyce now has or then had to
redeem said real estate from a mortgage, said
Durilla Joyce to Robert W. Messer, dated
August 25, 1896, and recorded in Hancock Registry of Deeds, volume 304. page 311, viz.: A
certain lot or parcel of land situated in
Swan’s Island Plantation, in said Hancock
county, bounded and described as follows,
viz.:
Beginning at a large rock or stone
marked A southwesterly of John Staples’
dwelling-house at the highway and running
east bv north one hundred feet to a
Balm of
Gilead tret*, north by east
east one hundred
feet to the highway: thence westerly and
southwesterly by the highway to the firstmentioned bound, together with the buildings thereon.
Dated this 17th day of December. 1896.
W. C. Moose,
Deputy Sheriff.

day

“predominance of mind over matdo and w hat not, and tell them about the ter”, “personal magnetism” and all that
marks. But usually the first Friday night j sort of thing; but we’ve no time to disfinds a good many marks, particularly if cuss them here, though educators everythe school has been lax in government j wtiereare making a careful study of those |
When 1 distribute the rank subjects. The teacher’s personality has a
before.
1
the
childish
wonderful
influence on
cards the next Monday, there is always a
rustle of dismay among the unfortunate minds- let is hope always for good —and
to the children

1

SEIZED

“grown up”.

I’m glad now t hat she did it, though 1
can't forgive her, hut it has perhaps pre-

d.

December 8, a. d. 1.8%.
now the county commissioners In accordance with Section 80 of Chapter VI,
of the Revised .statutes of Maine, having llr*t
made an annual inspection in the moil h of september, a. d. 1.-90, of all the county roads in the
unincorporated townships and tracts of land
in said county and having thereupon made an
estimate of the amount needed to put said
roads in repair so as to be safe and convenient
for public travel, have assessed upon the following described unincorporated townships and
tracts of land in said county, exclusive of water
and land reserved for public use, for that pur
pose dui ing the year a. d. 1897, as follows, viz.:
On township No. 8, South Division, we assoss tin* sum of #89.82, as follows
Rate of tax
atlon, seven mills on a dollar.
No.
Val
Name of owner.
acres, uatlon.
Tax.
Seth Tisdale,
3( 0
# 150 00 # 105
Estate C. S. Stover (or un61
61 00
43
known),
A. F. Burnham,
50
25(H)
18
40
40 00
28

—

I iK-lieve

a.

ment

pub-

reason

try to let the children govern
from a sense of right and also
of respect toward ourselves, trusting to
their honor, and save ourselves from the
detect ive duty.
Every child has a spark of honor which
can be cultivated into a flame by trust, or
dampened forever by a constant surveil-

|

r|MIE

themselves

many opportunities for

so

that he is not detected.

He may have some good
helms probably earned a

Tuesday of October,

3Lrg.il IToticre.

Now I don’t mean confusion, for I am
firm in the belief that if but one combination is to be had, that system and order
are to be preferred before lessons and upHut I mean that if a child turns
roar.
around in his seat fora minute, I don’t care.

The brighter the child, tlie more dantiis
the school
gerous to the peace of
diversion is apt to be. It is of no use to
scold, though there are spots along the
teacher’s path where a good scolding will
paralyze a school into good behavior
suasion
quicker than ttie effect of moral
will resell it; but we can’t expect our
bright child to sit with folded hands,
waiting lor the slower ones to get the
lesson he has memorized so easily, while
his eyes

see

Hancock mh.:—At the court of county commissioners begun ami hoklen at Ellsworth within ami fur the county of Hancock on tin* second

roall persona interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Rucksport, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the ninth
day of December, a. cl. 1896.
following matters having been pre
sented for the action thereupon herein£
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to he
lished three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellswoith, on the thirteenth day of January, a. d.
1897, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, and
be heard thereon if they see cause.
Andrew J Cole, late of Hancock, in said
county, deceased. First account of Lizzie A.
L'ole, administratrix, filed.
James W. Patterson, late of Rucksport, in
Raid county, deceased. First account of Guy
W. McAlister, administrator, filed.
Ethel F. Keyes, of Orland, in said county,
minor.
First account of Austin II. Keyes,
guardian, filed.
Lavinia Saunders, a person of unsound
mind, of Deer Isle, in said county. First account of Daniel T. Eaton, guardian, filed.
<). P. CUNNINGHAM, .Judge of said court.
A true copy of original order.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dork, Register

times?
Noise is the result of honest labor; it is the dishonest toiler w ho labors
quietly and with stealthy looks and bated

ILtrjal Notices.
lows:
lar.

j

anucjnccments.
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IT’S WORTH TRYING

township

Haskell!

w

The American:

'fij&i&S&iS,

zTfibcrtiscmrsts.
A

CASH AND GIVEN FREE
PRIZES EACH MONTH

iiuu

$3,400.00

WRAPPERS

Total given during 12 mos. 1897, $40,800.00
HOW TO OBTAIN THEM.
Competitors to tmve ns many 8UNLICHT
SOAP Wrappers a** they can collect. < nt

KULtb.
'*°h of th<'4 d"‘rilcU

:
1.
I pr

*•« aw^nieda*follows

»'

&&8sabrm&K

1

"thorn

nor

NoTol

I

NAME
York

Next Largest Number* ot coupon* from the disthey re>ide w'! Fnch ... at winner ■
option a lady's or guit Iciin s t, ui \N it cm, price ?U).
l.nst Bay
£. The Coni]*-! <• ion-* will Cloer t
Each Month during 1*V7, Coupons received too late
for one month’s competition wi.l he put into the next
It. Comjiet it.»rs who obtain wrappers from unsold
I mplojrees
loan in dealer’s stock will he disqualified.
of L-ver Brothers,
td., and their families, are detrict in which

OF DISTRICT.
l.onu
lily, Brooklyn,
Jersey.

•*

Inland**, New
-1 NewYork State (outride oj' X- Y. Cityt
Q
Bro ikh/n, L'>n<J and Staff n l'lnn-l*),_
I
Pennsylvania. Delaware, MnnVirginia and Dis3 II land, \Vest
triet of Columbia.
The
New
England
states._
4
•The Bicycles are the celebrated
1*97 Pattern. mTd by Deo. N. Pierce4 Oo., of Bufwith Hartford
Fitted
New
York.
and
Boston
falo.
Tires, First Class Nickie Lamp. New Departure
Bell. Standard Cyclometer, and Huut Lace Saddle.

—-

_and Staten

j

—1

,.r»i*ni>nmiT* Pierce

*«LX

ipu.^.o
comer) with N I. .*1

r.if
Wrnpprr
of t ho DISTINCT Competitor lives In.

DUtrict

rt».

.awomak

ilium*

»

Sf, CVESS ftU.TO
SOW 1 orn, niiirHi-u
< '°p I* ft h<in<l

>::^ t-rss#s;n".i ^rJfcSS?

sp^et;'' nsbs
...nVlnrK'*

a'4 x&stis&i
mldrt***
and ftfcs
full

barred from competing.
s district
4, A printed list of Winners in Competitor
will l>e forwarded t o Competitors m about -1 days alter
each competition doses.
5, Lever Brothers. I.td will endeavor toaward the
and judgment,
prizes fairly to the hestoftbeir ability
but it is understood that all whocompeteagise to accept the award of Lever Brothers, Ltd., as final.

—

__

Pierce.Special,

BROS., Ltd., New York.

LEVER

County .Win

For additional

see

other

Schooner “Montecello” is in this port
with fresh fish.

pages.

Miss Emma Osgood went
Mond y.
Th"

Stanley, who lias been clerking

Frank

Blueliill-

in Bucksport, is at home.
Admiral F. Blake came horn*- Thursday.

Boston

to

dance al Kane's h ill last week

whs

George

Dollard is in Ellsworth.

B. O.

a success.

F. I*. Herrick has been drawn to

Stover, jr.,

H.

reported

is

at

juror

very

January

the

serve as

court

term of

in

ill in New York.

Ei Is wort h.

Jason Kane, of Brooklin, is the guest of
Mrs. George Abbott.

will hold
Naskeag lodge. F. and A. M
its annual meeting Wednesday evening,
Jan. 13.

Miss Lillian Bridges, of Brooklin, has
been the guest of Mrs. Lurvey.

Congratulat
Rev.

an

1

>«.>•’"

Hayes

Mrs.

on

j

Schooner
land in

extended

being

are

birth

the

of

a

Tapi.

son.

Monday.
Schooner “Henry Chase", from Portland, is discharging freight for George M.

to his home

with

suddenly New

been

has

pneumonia,
morning.

u

n

('.

for

sail

ot

cargo

where

Free1 h

II

Mr*, itaehel

has

Stewart

Five

is

he

Pori-

pick;* d

;»

ulo

quit**

^

very

g

mv

been
Ms
«

in

f the

feeble.

Mi!lik--n and Mr*. Beni art*
These ladies are all sumew fiat

Mr*.

improving.
n aa.i.-»

d

in

ears.

It is

Year's

returned
has

lli.-g

is

Grange store in t
H**ignee, H. A. Frc-nd.

confined
died

ii

w

tht-

Pills bury.
who

Hetihen

Capt. W.

ton

Peters,

day*

W

,11

w

from Buckle Island
out t: ng \> oo 1.

Miss Annie Clough, who has been t he
guest of Miss Partridge, returned to Bos-

Charles

ft

“Arriva

herring.

a

hoped

that the l\

S

mm! e.-nlFflct-

who have bid in several eastern routes
for a mere triti- wid have to'carry the
mails or pay well for carrier*.
G. B. A.
Jan.4.

ors

Capt. Frank Cousins has returned from
Bermuda, where he has been to look after
the schooner “Hazel Dell" at that port in
distress.

HlU lMII

•Olll liwenl

Peters and wife, of Boston, who
have been spending the Christmas holidays with Mr. Peters' father, Lemuel
Peters, returned home Saturday.
K.
Jan. 4.
Ward

Dea.
tack

E. L. Higgins has had asligut

of the death of Charles T.

reason

of pneumonia.

angel

of

death

steamboat

The carpenters have pushed up the
Fellows’ hall
frame work on ttie Odd
when weather lias allowed, and it is now
evident that the building is going to be
a large and fine one.
< J.
Jan. 4.

OBITUARY.
the

new

10.000 ton steamwithout change?
Echo answers, “Where?”

Great Pond.
more

oh where is tfie

line—those twin-screw
er*, right from Boston

Peters, brother of the commander-elect
of James A. Garfield post, the installation
of officers has been postponed to Saturday evening, Jan. 9.

Once
entered

at-

Miss Grace Lawton has returned leone
from a visit to Bar Harbor.

Where,
By

..

11 till-

■>

it*

lint

in ill 11V

beginning of the present
number of nna>sthetics of varying
< f usefulness have been discovered
degrees
and introduced into their own departments
('hief among them
of medical practice,
and regarded as the greatest blessing < f all
is chloroform.
Cocaine, an alkaloid of
cocoa leaves, was discovered in 1850, but
remained in comparative obscurity until
1884.
In ininuto doses, whether taken interSince the

Hrooklln.

has
Aurora.

I'se

remarkable fa. t that thoso who
yield most blindly to ti»e influence of drugs
are usually persons of brilliant intellect
and delicate mental poise, for whom a
grosser stimulant would have little attraction. A sad c«se in point is that of a young
physician in Cleveland who returned recently from Kurope. where ho had boon
taking a hospital course under a famous
London surgeon, only to dio within a
month, a pitiful wreck.
While in London an unfortunate love affair so depressed the young man’s spirits
that he had recourse to a stimulant to enable him to pursue his work with concern
trated effort. He chose cocaine and finished Ids course with distinguished success,
sailing for home shortly afterward, a slave
In body and soul to th-< deadly Imhit The
talents and » .ibiy of the victim and the
prominence o.f his family give an unusual
interest to this instance, though there is
not a city in the land that has not its parallel.
Since the beginning of time mankind
has sought surcease of pain in nature's aimpics, and, when found, the halm lias not
infrequently proNod a bane to the life of
More than 1.600 years
the beneficiary.
ago the Cldm
employed Indian hemp to
produce insensibility, or at least indifferThe (Greeks and Hoence to suffering.
mans used tnandragora a? a sedative, and
in the thirteenth century it was combined
iv

cor NTY NEWS.

Valuable T>rnsj Whirl* Habitual
Makes u Horrible Poison.

It is

As follows:
4 First Prizes, each of $100 Cash
$ 400.00
20 Second
$1OOspic8fi-Bic][cles*2.OO0.OO
$ 25 Gold Watches
1,000.00
40 Third

Cash and Prizes given each month

SANTA

COCAINK.

tury

cen

a

nally

or

faces.

itseffe

used

producing

b

>r

r

spray <n mucous suri- vvondt rfully exhilarating,
a time tin* fn -hand buoyant
as a

sensations of youth-and perfect health,
that have aj parently no unpleasant reaction. And therein lies the explanation ef
the subt In and irresistible power it quickly
acquires over its victims, carrying them to
the very brink of destruction before they
have dn allied < f danger. Being a cumulative poison, the lirst warning symptom
does not npp; :.r until the fatal chains mj
riveted t hat .all dr.;g t .vm. In rr r s rh-keii
*• f rosi^mnvc r
and p‘ werh
t.
preeipice jo con a to m» i.t.»1. moral and physical ruin.—Now York Journal.

Newspaper Mat i*t lo*.
A publisher of a statistical turn of mind
has been compiling some figures about the
newspaper business that are astonishing.
The total nuiub.-r of copies of newspapers
printed in a single year is l J.OOU.oou nun, u
figure which looks most imposing when
The approximate
set out in numerals.
weight of tip- irnss of paper is 781,-40
tons,

or

1.50-.4sn,nu0

pounds.

be 27".non feet, or nearly
high. —New York Journal.
would
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little

garden t<-get..- r b nn an ideal home.
Fruitful reharbs and fertile lands lie
1; i at om-e a
roundabout the city. \.
; t. .■ pu-t and tie'
monument to t :.e -pint
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r
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A Wonderful

Flossie.

Bass Harbor.

Miss Octavia Fifield Is spending the
winter at Boothbay Harbor and at Deer
Island.
Lobstermen say lobsters
marketmen

say

they

are

are

scarce,

1

and

commanding

subject

with the
cation of a circus

high prices.
Capt. Edward Bunker and party went
over to Long Island lust week and brought

Drag.
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at.d M •: huria.
rounds about a foot to
iot and a i. .11 high.
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.yj-•rts a single
t gr ms Wil l and i> in lids
i
leaf.
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valuable, being extremely
I
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rare,
eagerly
1 mired it is worth more
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than its weielit in gold.
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back two deer.
Mr.

If is said
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d

-so

minister,

has

been

cottage prayer
Mr. Joy, of Ellsworth, will teach the
fair maids and gallant youths of Bass
Harbor the pleasing mysteries of the
dance.
G.
Jan. 4.

Pay in.

sum ine nonwenty uoiKirs. pleas*1,
when ho hull extracted the hayseed's

list
lust tooth.
“Come off.” said the hayseed.
“Yer
don't charge nuthin.
”\Vo certainly charge someth lug,” re-

A M Eli 1C A X' S
advertisers are
letting down the price-bars into the field

Country

THE

of bargains.

Round

buy

II Hcndrf-dp of Children

and adnltshflve wnrms
but ur< treatrd for other dis- ases. Thesymptoms are—indigestion, wit.’: a variable apvj
II petite, foul tongue; offensive breath; hard
It and full belly, with oc>--isiona! griping* and
U pams aoout the navel; heat aud itching sensaB tion in the recta in an.l about the anus: ey- *
jf heavy and dull; itching of the nose short, dry
enrich crOirlirw. nf tl.o t..»th Strtl'ng
during
children, conmixed; made is

Produce.

Iilixir!

B4

’.rely vegetable,

re no worms are

-rr-otsthecon-

ne

of the stum-

/If
[]
VI

peculiar to Hood’s Pills. Small In
size, tasteless, efficient, thorough. As one man
An* features

Hood’s

said:

mid-

successful

fea-

Ellsworth had
responded liberally to
request for donations of food.
The officers of the evening were as follow*

M.

Woodward,

C.

M.

Higgins,

troubles

_

^

■ ■ ■

ww

Sarsaparilla.

||ALE'S
HONEY

that
leads

0F

to

deathdealing

HOREHOUND
and

TAR I

disease.

No wonder Hale's Honey of Horehound and
Tar is praised by its users. Its curative effect?
are lute magic.
Sold by druggists.
Tike's Toothache

|

Drops

cure

in

one

minute.

experience of Others.

|

East

Sebago, Me..
/•'< />. 28. '95.

Gentlemen :
/ consider the “1..
-.rood's Bittri

s .1

<.-//-

blessing

|

%
*
¥

to the ©

A o:\T.coriicd. both in mind and
¥ bode, restoring the nervous func- S'
Hons, building up the system, I
,*, and giving n. „• .re and vitality 1
X
g to the'areal:. 1Signed)
*
JO! IX P. HILL, f

^

¥

»«•
*l

J.

I

I

”

P

Bitters

1“
i»ll I

A

Be

“L.I'.” kind.

M

will

nervous
sure

cure your
troubles also.
you get the

Avoid imitations.

Klieuiimt t-in Cured tn 11 |» tv.
“MYSTIC
ritK" for Ifheumati-m and NeuItr* action
cures In 1 to > »laystem i> remarkable and mysterious.
upon tin*
It remove- at once the cau-c, and the di-ea-e
Immediately di-a|)|H*ar-. The llr-t dose ureatly
benellt-. ?'• cent
Sold by S. |>.
Wi«;i,is,
drugiri't, Kllsworth.

Irishman meeting another asked
had become of their old acquain-

ralgia radically

HoumisrnuntB.

M.

GALLERT.

Our

Great

Annual

Commenced

Sale

January 4,

and will continue

during

the month.

—

WONDERFUL

BARGAINS

-IN—-

Mi-ses' and ('liildron's (iarinciits, 1 )ivss Hoods and

Lucius',

Silks. Blankets and Linens,
Hoods,

Hosiery

and

Sheetings

and Printed

l nderwear, Hloves

and ( Oi'sets, and other

goods.

—

_

&

DRESSER.

We need not attempt by a long advertisement to convince the public of the great valbe offered. Hundreds of people watch for these sales—the great event of our business
year, because they have always received such satisfactory results. This sale should not be
confounded with so called bargain sales which other dealers continually offer, hut which
We come before the public only once a year with a clearance sale.
never materialize.
I Hiring that time we gather all the odds and ends in the store and offer these at reduced
prices. No old or trashy goods are offered, for we do not have them. Neither do we offer

aountiscmnits.

we do not allow any goods to remain in our store long enough to liethe garments which we offer, practically at your own price, are this sea*,
on’s production and of the latest style.
Every garment will be sold during this sale regardless of cost, and no reasonable offer will be refused. We have placed the following prices

shop

worn

come

such.

on

the

goods, for

;

All

same

monkeys annually.

1

§10 to §15 garments at §7.99.
§2.99.
§7.50 to §9 garments at §4.99.
Fancy Silks, 50 cts. to 29 cts.; 75 cts. to 39 cts.; §1 to 79 cts.
Goods, lot fancies, at 12 U cts. Dress Goods, all-wool novelties, 50cts. to 29 cts.;

§5 garments
Dress

One importer of birds and animals in
this city carries in summer a stock of
about 200 monkeys: in winter usually
about 50.
Single monkevs- sell at about
$15 each. In lots of 50 or mure, good assorted monkeys of different species and
sizes are worth about $12 apiece.
New
York Sun.

upset in my life.” “Never upquoth the squire “Then, by jingo,
shall
be
now :
And running a wheel
you
up the bank he landed himself and the parson in the opposite hedge.
No bones were
broken, and the parson, besides enlarging
his experience, was comforted with a good
dinner and a handsome souvenir of the

’

o

O

M. Hawkes, F. K.Swett, P. J. I^angley.
H. H. Adams, H. W. Morang, F. E. Chase,
A. K. Cushman. L. W. Jordan, P. ii. l,aftin, K. E. Mureh, G. E. Sinclair, E. L.
Moore, W. P. Moore.
An
what

I

|

:

Floor marshals, H. C. Woodward; K. J.
Goodwin.
Aids, ii. F. Brady, S. Griffin, H. C. Mason. H. Newcnham, F.
E. Whilmorc, J.

Brady,

3 I
I I I

pill till it is all

it’s neglect of
throat and
bronchia1

a

■

know you

never

a

floods Co..
Proprietors. Lowell. Mass. ™
The only pills to take with Hood’s

|

the

Yon

C.

|

housewives of

The

'*

have taken

ues to

OSGOOD

62'

at

cts. to

All-wool Plaids, 50 cts. to 39 cts.; 75 cts. to 49 cts.

39 cts.

High Novelties, §1 to §1.50 goods to 79 cts.
Sheetings, bleached, all 30 inches wide, 7 cts. to 5 cts.; 8 cts. to 0 cts.; 10 cts. to 8 cts.
Sheetings, unbleached, 5 cts. to 1 cts.; 7 cts. to 5 cts.
The most popular and best unbleached Sheeting 36 inches wide, we will sell by the
yard or piece at 51 cts., and 6cts. for 40 inch. This is
a reduction of 2 cts. per yard.
Quilts, white, 75 cts. to 69 cts.; §1 to 79 cts.; §1.25 to 99 cts. We have about fifty of
very fine and heavy Marseilles Quilts which we offer at
§1.49; usually §2 goods.
Turkey Red Table Linens,

50 cts. to

White all-linen

One

one day when he was staying at this ancient seat lie overtook tjiie parson of Mowd[(I
dy, who was walking leisurely along.
[Ji
“Jump up," cried the squire, and the par
Iff
'j>l
son clambered willingly into the high dog//)
cart.
The road was narrow, and My non
IJ
)U j drove *s
recklessly ns any son of Jehu.
A’
“Indeed, Mr. Mytton,” cried the parson
worm!
nervously, “I hope you will be careful. I

III

near

served

least

the

affair.

tile

Hog*

A First Experience.
The famous Jack Mvrton—famous in
sporting annals—among his numerou estates in various parts of the country o ned the lordship of Dinas Mowddy in Wa,
with a manor house in a sweet, secluded
vale among the iiills
Driving homeward

WORM

was

Operate

asy to

.■

—

Ulincrttsrmrnts.

Easy

to Take

..

tivity.

1

not

w a>

of

hich

is nronnred

in these countries in which ginseng does
not appear in one form or other. The preparation of tiiis decoction is a curious process.
It is cooked in a dish resembling our
farina kettle, being a double boiler, with a
The root is placed inside of
hollow cow r
The le .'low cover is filled with
the pot.
:
is ! .,k« l over a brisk
rice, and the v.
When tie m is done, the ginseng
fire.
! to be sufficiently
tea or drink i~
;;
the utmost faith
cooked and i-»
clh
\
in its
New
Ledger.
y.

Under favorable conditions indoor monin captivity for. it may lie, 12 or
15 years.
Monkeys rarely breed in cap-

the

w

supper,

night

ws

keys live

Congregational
holding a series of
here
this week.
meetings

Hefflon,

The

>us x• g

constantly changing lomenagerie. The average

its stock of

Margaret Monaghan. The Senators,
in their new uniforms, followed with their
ladies, making a line appearance.

break thr. ugh ami steal the
tance, Patrick Murphy.
“Arrah, now,
It takes six years for
table.
.dear noney,” answered the other, “poor
the plants to reach their lid) maturity; Pat was condemne i to be hung, but he
then t ho roots are u-ed nn dieinally and are saved his life by dying in prison."
considered a pa: acea for all the ills of life.

preci

life (jf a monkey under such circumstances
is about a year. The menagerie practically
renews

|«'lrst

Miss

ture

All tlir e>gh I-:-rn Asia a plant grows
It is indigenous
which is call, d
g.

We

purpose is very limited. There is still some
demand for monkeys to bo carried by organ grinders. Though the monkey has disappeared from the city it is still carried to
sorueextent by organ grinders in the counBut the great demand for monkeys
try.
comes from the show people. The monkey
is particularly sensitive to drafts and to
changes of temperature, to which it is often

Hale llosr < 'onipai:y’s
Annual a Success.

SiMiahir

11

—

sister.
Jan. 4.

Stnjrrtionnmls.

HALL.

The find Annual concert and hall of the
In Santa Fe an tho military headquarter* for New Mexit >. it ! eiug uis > the old- Senator Hale hose company, which took
est military establishment in America,
place on New Year’s eve, was a success.
created by the Spaniards iti 1 <>02, and in While it was the “first annual** of this
almost etintiminus occupation over since,
company, as the former Eagle hook and
lien*, too, i* tne oldest house in the United
ladder company, the members bad bad
oronudo is said to have
States, in which
as entertainers which aided
lodged in lftio. and perhaps even more in experience
hurch, Sun | t hem as Senat >rs in scoring the success
toresting. hero is the ohiest
Miguel, built about lft I-I. partially destroy they did.
otl Iti ll>M», win lly rosii rul in 1710. the
The stage was tastefully decorated,!
restorers leaving ii tact all tiiat was possi- with evergreens, ami
large Hags were
ble of the old roof, i.t \n m bv Indians under festooned above
it.
Across the front of
!
the guidance of the lathers.
the stag** was the name of the company.
In this ehun h is the great boll, almost
At the left of the stage was the silk banat d having an inscripsolid, cast in
tion in Spanish round it as a band, the ner presented to the company by Senator
letters ami figures being still well raised Eugene Hale for making the best time in
in the solid easting. I his bell was brought the hose races at the county fair, and at
j
over from Spain and
bung in the tower, i the right of the stage was a large picture
but dually, being thought too heavy for of t he donor.
the tower, was removed to a substantial
The concert which preceded the hall
timber support In the on franco to the
was well received, all w ho took
part bechurch. In the cathedral and • it her churching recalled. The duet by Misses Georgia
es are remarkable rorodoses. paintings and
vestments, many of them of considerable Hastings and Georgia Tripp was finely
antiquity, all inviting the \ fsitor to linger rendered, and t heir voices blended perHut the city is
in this homo of the past.
; fectly. Ellsworth's young banjoist, little
an ii
v
f tlu> it-1 m*nt noil .-» verv Tileas
Helen Donovan, showed an ability reAn equable climate ami
nnt present if is.
markable in one so young.
delightful sunshine hover over streets in
Miss Leah Friend's reading won meritwhich tho houses have enough of the sane
tity of age to diffuse a restful spirit in the ed applause. The subject, a tire rescue,
Those houses arc often from oue to was appropriate.
air.
two centuries old, usually of tie story, with
Little Bert ha Joy’s singing, part ieularly
thick adobe t sun dried briek) walls, deep the child’s song which she sang as an enembrasures to the j lain do >rsand windows core, was
pleasing.
abutting on tho sidewalk under a piazza
Daniel Hurd’s clog fiance caught the
and giving not the slightest hint of the
wealth of cozy comfort and elegance to l>e popular fancy, and he was recalled twice.
William H. Flint and George I. Grant in
found inside. The rooms are usually large
their character songs were as popular as
and numerous, arranged round a plaeita.
erallv front 5U to 75 ever. Three finely rendered selections by
or Moorish court, g
feet square. Tiie court is laid out as a gar
Monaghan’s orchestra completed the proden and entered fr...u the street- by a wood- gramme.
en gate let into t..e w.dl of the house, in
About seventy couples took part in the
is
This
ami windows.
lino with the d
grand march, which was lt d by Chief Engate at once suuts our it<trmiers and the
of the fire department, with
gazo of the otit-uh w aid. while lioiise and gineer Doyle,

community, bearing
plied th« dentist hotly.
Isaac Mace has just completed a fine
“a land that is fairer than day", another
Yer sign says ye null ’em free.’’
It has a handsome hay
house.
two-story
;
from our circle of friends and neighbors.
“It doesn’t.
w indow, broad piazzas, and is an ornament
‘•Well, 1 11 swear it sez, ‘Teeth extract
Lottie, wife of John F. Haynes, passed to the village.
sd without pain?’ “—Chicago Tribune.
Summer \ isitor -And are all your sons
away Monday, Dec. 29, after more than a
year of suffering with consumption.
sailors, too? Retl ed Salt—Naw! Hill, he
MONKKYS.
NORTH KUiSWORTH.
The knowledge that she had received
took to yachtin’.
the Divine help that ever awaits those
Between Five Hundred and Six Hundred
Nodd—Do }’ou think there is any relaJohn P. Phillips, of Bangor, spent New I
who seek it, filled her last weeks with joy
Imported Annually Buyer* and l’rices.
tion between a person's looks and actions?
1
Year’s
with
his
Mrs.
Judson
Sarsister,
oi
Ana
ror
ner
me
ana
There
are
peace.
ngui
Deported into this country 500
Todd
1 hope not.
They say my baby
God’s love shone so clearly, that to her or 600 monkeys annually, which come gent.
looks like me, but be acts like the devil.
from
Africa
and
India
of
wherein
she
seemed
friends the room
chiefly
by way
Frank Haslam, who iias been visiting I
lay
Facetious Passenger— How often, conNatives catch the monkeys and relatives here, left
illumined. For them all she had a clasp Europe.
Monday for his home ! ductor, does
them down to the shipping ports,
your trolley car kill a man?
carry
of the hand and loving words as long as
in California.
Conductor
(tartly) Only once Commerwhere they sell them to sailors aboard ship,
she could speak, and she crossed the river
Advertiser.
cial
Fred
of
Kilsworth
i*
or more likely to captains of vessels or to
Maddocks,
Falls,
and reas the day waned with smiles
If you want to be miserable, think
agents < f European dealers in animals.
spending a few days with his uncle, Frank
joicing.
Sometimes on shipboard a rope is tied M. Maddocks.
about
yourself, about what you want,
Rev. M. Kearney, of Eddington, officiaround n monkey, and it is permitted withwhat you like, what respect people ought
Mrs. Martin M. Moore and Miss Ix*na
to pay to you, and vvbat people think of
in a limited space to roam the deck. Usuated at the funeral services, preaching a
ally. however, monkeys are shipped in slat- ! Grindell, of Ellswort h Falls, visited t lie you.—Charies Kingsley.
very able discourse from the subject of
ted boxes. Seme monkeys are brought di- i high school at Nicolin recently.
the seal that is placed in the forehead.
rect to this port, but by far the greater
I The small bear reported by “Veritas”
We can scarcely realize yet that she has
number go to the animal dealers in Eu- I to have been seen in
this neighborhood,
left us, but we know that we shall miss
rope. where the monkeys imported here are
j proved to be a large tramp dog.
her, and our heartfelt sympathy is given bought.
AND
Jan. 4.
M.
the
bereaved husband, the sorrowing
Occasionally a small monkey is sold for
parents and brothers, and the absent a pet, but the number nmv sold for that
our

AND

COM EKT

Flourished 1’.-fore Colmnhus Sailed.
The Oldest ( liurch and Mouse.

It

perch

If the newspapers of the world should
consolidate, it would take the fastest press
in the world a matter < f 8JJ years to print
the edition of one year. Folded in the usual manner and stacked on end. the pile

FK, N.

case

cf

white and colored Blankets at 39 cts.; usually 50 cts.
Blankets reduced from 50 cents to fl.50 per pair.

Hosiery—one
/

32’4 cts.
Table Linens, 50 cts. to 39 cts.

case

of

Higher priced

Ladies’ Fleeced Hose at 15 cts.; reduced from 25 cts.

Men’s Wool Underwear to close at 39 cts.; reduced from 75 cts.
Lot of Kid.Uloves at 49 cts. and 69 cts.; the usual §1 and §1.50 goods.
Lot of .Corsets at 39 cts. and 59

cts.;

reduced

from 50 cts. and §1.

never was

set!”

mishap.
Other versions of the story are current;
but, as this was told by the parson’s successor in the cure, it is probably authentic.
—Household Words.

Other

PACKAGE TEAS
Orange

Orloff.
Formosa

j

Ooloong. |1

Pekoe.

Ceylon

Koh-i-noor. ! Seal Brand.
j

and I;.
I

English
Fivakfast.

Counter

-lost 1: ™omir d, I
One

J

--cause

now

I
Purest and Best.

raid makes ov r 200

Cups.

too

If you want to

Japan.

_

Look for the Tea
Box on Grocer

Bargains

M.

is your

numerous

to mention,

buy goods cheajt.

chance,

at-
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